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MAUREEN CASSIDY-GEIGER 
and JOCHEN VÖTSCH 
Documents of Court Gifts Collected by 
Johann von Besser (1654-1729) 
During the first decade of the eighteenth century, the study of court 
ceremonies and their highly complex symbolism reached its peak as a 
scholarly discipline in Germany.1 The noted master of ceremonies Jo-
hann von Besser (Fig. 1) was without doubt one of the most important 
authorities on the subject in Europe. He possessed a celebrated private 
library containing the most learned ceremonial literature of his time, and 
he was active as an experienced practitioner in a responsible position at 
the courts of Berlin (Friedrich III, Elector of Brandenburg 1688-1701, 
and, as Friedrich I, king of Prussia 1701-1713) and Dresden (August, 
Elector of Saxony 1694-1733, and, as August II, called "the Strong," king 
of Poland 1697-1704 and 1709-1733). In contrast to his German con-
temporaries in the field of ceremonial literature, Johann Christian 
Lünig,2 Julius Bernhard von Rohr,3 and Gottfried Stieve,4 however, 
Johann von Besser barely won notice for his own publications on matters 
of ceremony, aside from his famous description of Friedrich I's corona-
tion.5 Nevertheless, he was in contrast incomparably more productive as 
a poet in the Baroque court's lyric style and as an author of numerous 
"state documents and laudations," "eulogies and consolations," as well as 
other occasional works, which appeared for the first time in Dresden in 
1711 and were held in great esteem in the literary world of the early 
eighteenth century.6 In his role as principal master of ceremonies at the 
court of Friedrich I in Berlin, he was responsible for the conception and 
staging of royal celebrations, and, at the same time, he composed texts for 
court musical comedies and ballets. 
Born the son of a clergyman in 1654 in Frauenburg in the Duchy of 
Kurland, Johann von Besser completed his studies in philosophy and 
theology in Königsberg and subsequently accompanied a young compa-
triot to Leipzig, the Saxon university and trading city, as his Master of 
Household.7 There he met Katharina Elisabeth Kühlewein, daughter of 
the mayor, whom he married in 1681 following his relocation to Berlin. 
As Legationsrat (legation counselor) to Friedrich I, he served on a 
Maureen Cassidy-Geiger is curator of The Arnhold Collection, Dresden/New York, and 
guest curator of "Fragile Diplomacy: Meissen Porcelain for European Courts," The Bard 
Graduate Center, New York. Jochen Vötsch is an independent historian living in Dresden, 
Germany. 
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FIGURE 1 
Anon., Johann von Besser (1654-1729), 
c. 1700. Engraving, 14.4 × 8 cm. Staatliche 
Kunstsammlungen Dresden, Kupferstich-
Kabinett. Photo: Regine Richter. 
diplomatic mission to the English court from 1684 to 1688. At the 
coronation of the Stuart king James II, he achieved a spectacular coup. 
In an argument concerning seniority at the celebratory audience for the 
king where congratulations would be offered by European heads of state, 
he duped the experienced delegate of the Venetian republic and was thus 
able to assert the ceremonial claims of his master, the Elector, on the 
European stage.8 
Under the new Elector, Friedrich III (1688-1713), known from 1701 
onward as Friedrich I, King of Prussia, the urbane von Besser was 
ennobled in 1690, in addition to being appointed master of ceremonies 
and presenter of ambassadors. Among his tasks were to introduce foreign 
delegates to the court, to make records of the audiences, and to keep 
memoranda of the letters and presents received by his predecessor on 
behalf of the king.9 In view of possible future disputes over status and 
ceremony, for purely pragmatic reasons von Besser compiled a court 
journal and kept it on an annual basis.10 Within the context of the 
coronation of the Prussian king in the castle church at Königsberg, in the 
staging of which von Besser played a significant role, he advanced to the 
position of principal master of ceremonies and privy counselor. At the 
same time, he acted as the master of ceremonies for the newly founded 
Prussian Order of the Black Eagle, whose statutes he had devised follow-
ing the precepts of the English Order of the Garter and the Danish Order 
of the Elephant.11 
With the death of Friedrich I and the change of government in 
Berlin in 1713, von Besser was discharged from office, and this biblio-
phile accustomed to a lavish lifestyle fell into financial difficulties. 
Following several failed opportunities in St. Petersburg and Vienna, in 
1717 he finally gained appointment as presenter of envoys at the Dresden 
court of August, Elector of Saxony (1694-1733; later named August II 
"the Strong," king of Poland), with the title privy counselor of war and 
an annual salary of fifteen thousand talers. Von Besser thus became 
responsible for the organization of festive ceremonies and for the ruler's 
audiences with foreign delegates.12 At the same time, he was commis-
sioned "to create a proper ceremonial system as was customary at other 
royal courts."13 Von Besser's confidant, his first biographer, and the editor 
of his works, Johann Ulrich König, quoted August II's opinion of von 
Besser in a detailed report to the high chamberlain, Heinrich Friedrich, 
Count von Friesen, just two days after von Besser's death, remarking that 
the king thought him "good for nothing, due to his slowness."14 
In 1727, von Besser sold his famous library, allegedly containing as 
many as twenty thousand books and manuscripts, to August II for ten 
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thousand talers, but he also reserved a lifelong right of use for himself.15 
At the end of 1727, a committee of experts was appointed on the 
authority of the cabinet minister and high chamberlain Count von 
Friesen, to reorganize the royal libraries and collections, to which von 
Besser's holdings belonged.16 Following von Besser's death on February 
10, 1729, in his large apartment on Dresden's Neumarkt, his library was 
brought to a pavilion at the Zwinger and set up as a self-contained state 
and ceremonial library. Then in 1733, it was incorporated into the royal 
library.17 A catalogue, which was certainly drawn up shortly after von 
Besser's death and listed books simply by format, documents that his 
library consisted of numerous historical and also literary works, particu-
larly authors of antiquity.18 
What particularly concerns scholars today is that von Besser's library 
contained an extremely significant collection of published and unpub-
lished ceremonial literature, as well as copper engravings from every 
European country. Regarded by his contemporaries as especially valuable 
were seven volumes arranged by country, which consisted of original 
manuscripts that "von Besser had acquired by means of secret correspon-
dence for a good deal of money."19 These volumes were integrated into 
the ceremonial archive of the Electorate of Saxony with other important 
manuscripts; the remaining legacy in written form later constituted 
Johann von Besser's private estate.20 
This comprehensive estate has undergone little academic analysis 
until now. Part of it, a hand-written, alphabetically constructed, seven-
volume reference work, listed under the title Collectanea historico-politica, 
can be found in the Sächsisches Hauptstaatsarchiv Dresden.21 Von 
Besser's sources consist primarily of oral and written reports made by 
diplomats or published in European newspapers and the historical works 
of his time. Above all, his collection of material under the key word 
"present" is of great interest for its near-uniqueness: by contrast, the 
published ceremonial literature rarely or only generally discussed the gifts 
that were customary in diplomatic practice among the old European 
countries, and this knowledge was not intended for a broader audience. 
Johann von Besser's collection of material on this topic, inimitable in 
both its substance and its breadth, is thoroughly edited here for the first 
time. With color and authenticity, it conveys the practice as well as the 
contemporary understanding of diplomatic gifts through the eyes of one 
of the most important authorities on European ceremony of the late 
seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. 
To give an idea of the currency values from about 1717 to 1720 
indicated in the following document, a nobleman silver page (a noble 
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court retainer, not a servant, responsible for the royal silver, an honorary 
position) earned 250 talers per year, a court secretary 448, a cabinet 
member 700, and the chief court architect and designer, Matthäus 
Daniel Pöppelmann, 1,200. 
-J.V. 
"Presents": A Transcription 
The following appendix presents a transcription and a translation of 
the section of Johann von Besser's collected papers ("Personennachlass") 
in the Sächsisches Hauptstaatsarchiv Dresden that is titled "Present" or 
"Presents" at the top of each page (Figs. 2-4).22 This valuable document 
came to light during research into the diplomatic gift tradition in 
Dresden undertaken in preparation for the exhibition "Fragile Diplo-
macy: Meissen Porcelain for European Courts," held at The Bard Grad-
uate Center for Studies in the Decorative Arts, Design, and Culture, 
New York, November 15, 2007, to February 11, 2008. Given his age and 
position as master of ceremonies, von Besser concerned himself mostly 
with reports of gifts from the period before the founding of the royal 
Saxon porcelain manufactory at Meissen, near Dresden, in 1710, and so 
this document provides a clear picture of the codified gift tradition in 
place throughout Europe by the end of the seventeenth century. Rank 
dictated who received what from whom, and the cash value of the gift 
was of paramount importance. At the time, porcelain was a fragile 
curiosity without any intrinsic value, and in the seventeenth century it 
was appreciated as a rarity for the royal Kunstkammer or for the royal 
porcelain room. With the discovery in Europe of how to make porcelain, 
however, it quickly attained the status of "white gold" and by the 
mid-eighteenth century it became a suitable diplomatic gift for monarchs 
and ministers alike. 
The reports compiled by von Besser were written in German, 
French, and Latin and are transcribed literally, retaining all the inaccu-
racies, misspellings, and idiosyncrasies of the original. In the translation, 
however, most spellings and punctuation have been modernized. Von 
Besser's reports derive from a variety of sources, including newspapers 
and journals of the day, published histories and memoirs, unpublished 
diplomatic reports, and hearsay. Where possible, the publications he used 
have been identified via bibliographic searching in the catalogue of the 
New York Public Library, the National Union Catalogue, the Union List 
of Serials, and the Internet. All named diplomats were searched in the 
Repertorium der diplomatischen Vertreter aller Länder seit dem Westfälischen 
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FIGURE 2 
"Personennachlass Johann 
von Besser," No. 14, fol. 
94r. Sächsisches 
Hauptstaatsarchiv Dresden, 
n.d. (c. 1690-1727). 
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FIGURE 3 
"Personennachlass Johann von Besser," No. 14, fol. 103r. 
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FIGURE 4 
"Personennachlass Johann von Besser," No. 14, fol. 112r. 
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Frieden, vols. 1-3 (1648; vol. 1, Oldenburg and Berlin, 1936; vol. 2, 
Zurich, 1950; vol. 3, Graz and Cologne, 1965). Certain names were 
double-checked or searched via the Internet. Owing to space limitations, 
no attempt was made to provide comprehensive biographical details or 
the birth and death dates of the persons named in the transcription. 
Royalty was not searched for the endnotes. 
Every page of the document begins with the title "Present" or 
"Presents." Von Besser often added headings or comments in the margins 
and these notations are here rendered in bold typeface to distinguish 
them as such. Von Besser's own, occasional underlining in the running 
text has been abandoned. Two sets of numbers appear on the pages, one 
the original page numbers running 1-47, the other a later set of page 
numbers running 94-123. Both are provided, the original number fol-
lowed by the later folio number in brackets (e.g., 1 [fol. 94r]). The 




Excerpts from the Personennachlass Johann von Besser (1654-1729), No. 14 in the Sächsisches Hauptstaatsarchiv Dresden. 
Words and numbers in boldface represent notations written in the margins by von Besser. 
1 [fol. 94r] (see Fig. 2) 
Present. 
[left-hand column] Nach dem Dänischen Ceremoniel von Ao. 1672. war zum Present verordnet: 
1) Denen Ambassadeurs gekrönter häupter ein Present von 3000. r. 
2) Einem Envoyé Extraordinaire von 1200. r. 
3) Einem Residenten von 1000. r. und 
4) Einem, der umb andern gewerbe kam, ein Present von 300. r. vid. Ceremoniel du Nord. p. 59 & 60. 
In Engeland hat in diesem Jahr 1705. der Venetianische Ambassadeur bekommen ein Present von 1000. tb. 
Sterling.23 vid. unten h. tit. p. 16. 
Presents en Argent. 
Die 30. Ambassadeurs der Schweizerischen Cantons, die Ao. 1681. an den König von Franckreich nach Strasburg 
abgeschicket waren, bekamen zum Present 20. mille Francs en Argent, au lieu des Présens qu'on a coûtume de donner en 
Vaiselle, Medailles et Pierreries. vid. Merc. Gal.24 Oct. von Ao. 1681. p. 359 & 360. 
Ein theil von des Duc de Chevreuse25 gewesenen Frantzöschen Ambassadeurs in Engeland, seinem buffet, war auf 
Mazarins einrathen vom Könige von Franckreich aufgekaufft und dem Könige von Schweden, durch den Chevalier de 
Terlon,26 zum Present überschicket, welcher König aus Danckbarkeit es bey Franckreich dahin brachte, daß diesem 
Terlon nachgehends der Caracter vom Ambassadeur gegeben ward, welches Mazarin eine zeit darnach sehr bereuete. vid. 
Wiq.27 lib. 1. c. 23. p. m. 666. Conf. Tit. Ambassadeur. Tom. 1. p. 63. 
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[rechte Spalte] In Holland bekomt ein Ambassadeur eine Kette von 6000. gülden oder 3. tausend Thlr. und ein Envoyé 
von 1300. Gülden. wie der h. Baron von Schmetau2 8 unser Minister im Haag, bey seiner neuligen Anwesenheit alhier in 
Berlin, in dem itzigen Jahr 1707. berichtet. 
In Engeland bekomt ein Ambassadeur 1000. tb. und solche wolte man auch Ao. 1708. dem Moscowitischen Ambr. 
geben, der aber solche, wegen nicht erlangter satisfaction, in puncto des ihm angethanen affronts nicht annehmen wolte. Il 
vouloit partir sans Recreditif et sans Present, qui, selon l'ordre devoit être de mille Livre Sterling en argent, suivant la nouvelle 
methode de les faire de cette maniere. vid. Relat. de Mr. Bonnet.29 du 27. Juill./7 Aoust 1708. Tit. Ambass. Tom. 1. p. 
In dem itzigen Jahre 1718. hat der Spanische Ambassadeur in Engeland dreytausend Guinées bekommen, besage der 
Nouvel. Extraord.30 No. 91. de Londres le 4. Nov. 1718. 
Dem Hollandischen Ambassadeur in Schweden, Mr. Burmannia,31 alß er den 26. July dieses Jahres 1720. Nach 
genommenen Abschiede, zu schiffe gehen wolte, Mr. Cronstrom32 en l'absence de Mr. Funck (des Ceremonien-Meisters) lui 
porta de la part du Roi le present ordinaire, consistant en une Lettre de change de 2600. Rixdaler sur Hambourg, et un billet 
de 200. Rixdaler pour Son Secretaire; et son Excellence fit[?] Present au porteur d'une Bourse de 100. Ducats, et d'une autre 
de pareille somme pour Mr. Funck Maitre des Ceremonies. de Stockholme le 31 . Aoust. 1720. No. 75. 
2 [fol. 94v] 
Present. 
In Schweden wird dem Ambassadeur sein Present schon tages vor seiner Abschieds-Audientz von dem Ceremonien 
Meister überbracht und zugestellet. vid. Msc. vom Ceremoniel de Svede. ch. 7. para. 1. p. m. 15. 
Unter Ministris gleichen Caracters, ist auch eine Gleicheit im Present zu halten, daher unser Envoyé in Dennemarck herr 
von Viereck,33 alß der Englische ein mehrers bekommen, auf eben solche summe gedrungen. Wenn ein Gesandter verstirbt, 
so bekommen seine erben das ihm gehörige present, alß wie zum exempel in Dennemarck denen erben der beyden Residenten 
von Engeland und Pohlen, die Ihnen destinirten Presente gegeben worden, ungeachtet doch der Englische nur etliche Monaht 
Resident gewesen. 
Wie ingleichen auch unseres Ambassadeurs in Engeland des Herrn Baron von Spanheims34 Tochter, nach seinem Tode, 
und weilen er in Engeland wärender Seiner Ambassade verstorben, von der seeligen[?] Königin Anna, das gewöhnliche 
Present, der Ambassadeurs am Englischen Hofe, nemlich 1000. tb. Sterling bekommen. 
Ein Envoyé bekommet in Dennemarck ordinarie nicht mehr alß 12. hundert Taler in Dänischen Kronen, und der 
Ceremonien Meister bekommet von denen Envoyés 100. ducaten. vid. hiervon die Exempel des Englischen Mr. Vernons,35 
und unseres Abgesandtens herrn von Viereck, im Msc. vom Dähnischen Ceremoniel. 
Der frantzösche Ambassadeur, Mr. Chamelli 36 hat 4000. Taler an Dähnischen kronen in einem Wechselbrief zum 
Present bekommen. vid. Cit. Cerem. 
Der Venetianische Ambassadeur in Engeland Mocenigo37 bekam Ao. 1705. ein Present von 1000. Guinées, und gab dem 
Ceremonien Meister 100. Guinés zum Gegenpresent. 
vid. Msc. vom Englischen Ceremoniel. 
3 [fol. 95r] 
Present. 
Quand j'avertis Sa Majesté qu'il leur falloit doner à chaeun un present, et qu'il n'y en avoit pas de prêts, il temoigna en 
être fort fâché, et dit que ceux qui avoient résolu de le perdre de reputation. Memoires de Melvil.38 torn. 2. p. m. 509. 
Les Ambassadeurs ayant apris que leurs dépêches étoient prêtes, prirent congé de Sa Majesté, dans le tems qu'elle etoit 
sur le point de partir de St. Andrée. Je lui fis connoître, qu'il ne leur falloit pas delivrer sitôt leurs dépêches, puis que la chaîne 
n'étoit pas encore venue; aber die Ambassadeurs wollen nicht warten, et je rendirent à bord de leurs vaisseaux, où je leur 
promis de porter leurs dépêches, que je fis remettre entre mes mains, afin qu'elles ne fussent délivrées qu'avec les presents. On 
coupa la chaine en trois parties égales, parce qu'elle étoit fort longue, et j'eus ordre de leur delivrer ce present. Je trouvai les 
Ambassadeurs qui soupoient: aprés le souper, je leur donnai leurs dépêches, et à chacun sa portion de la chaine, leur faisant 
des excuses du mauvais traitement qu'ils avoient reçû, et de ce qu'on les avoit arrêté si long terns, pour les recompenser si mal. 
Avec cela ils partirent fort satisfaits et promirent de travailler de tout leur pouvoir à établir une amitié reciproque entre les 
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deux Couronnes, quoi que le méchant accüeil qu'on leur avoit fait au commencement, les eût souvent portez à faire tout le 
contraire. Memoires de Melvil.39 Tom. 2. p. m. 511. 512 et 513. 
Die geschencke womit man den König von Spanien Carl den dritten wird regaliren, und vor langer zeit schon parat 
gewesen, seynd folgende: 
1. in dem Cabinet auf einem Tisch ist ein großes wasch=becken von purem golde, durchgehends mit diamanten besetzt, 
der wehrt ist mehr denn 100000 Portugisische duckaten. 
2. auch liegt auf selbigem ein königl. mantel, ein degen mit dem wehrgehäng, ein paar Pistolen, ein 
Commendanten=Stab, alles mit gold und dimanten besetzt. 
3. hierzu kommen alle zubehörungen zu einer königl. auskleidung. 
4. Zwölf Carossen, jede mit 6. der schönsten Pferden bespant, die Stall und Reit=Knechte aber alle mit rohten Sammet 
und güldenen bordten angekleidet. 
5. Dreyzehn Schulgerechte Reit=Pferde, davon der wehrt 
4 [fol. 95v] 
Present. 
von einem jeden auf 350 Duckaten, der mantel aber, und das gantze Zeug von einem 5000 gülden sich beläuffet. 
Die Presenten von Gold, zu der Campagne 6 unterreif, 2 gluht und Rauch=Pfannen, zusammen 20000 Duckaten. 4 große 
Aufsatz, Staffel weiß gemacht, worauf man unterschiedliche Früchten u. Confect setzet, vor 16000. duckaten. 
Presenten von Silber. 
4 Einsätz, mit abtheilung allerhand Specerey darein zuthun, 2000 duckaten. 7 Handbecke mit denen GießKannen, 3500 
duckaten. 6. Teller zu allerhand erfrischungen 6000 duckaten. 24 große Schüßel, u. 12 Schüßel=reif 5000 duckaten. 14 
Gewürtz büchsen, die Speisen zu würtzen 1000 duckaten. 4 große Kuchen geschir samt einem aufsatz heert 3000 ducaten. 8. 
Keßel das waßer zu tragen, 4 große u. 4 mittlere 3000 duckaten. 300 kleinere Kuchen geschir 8000 ducaten, 80. becher, 8 
geschir vor Speiß Kammer 2500 ducaten. 8 andere Geschir, 3000 ducaten, nebst vielem schönen weißen gezeug. Lißabon, vom 
13 february 1704. 
Ein Polnischer Envoyé, der in Franckreich nur eine Kette von 6. hundert taler bekommen. vid. Wicq.40 liv. 1.c. 16. p. 
m. 376. 
Der ohne Caracter komt, bekomt kein Present. c. 1. 
Ein Pohlnischer Ambaßadeur in Engeland an. 1636. hat ein Present von 10000. taler samt noch andern kleinodien 
bekommen. Theat. Europ.41 T. 3. f. 689. 
Von den Presenten die in Franckreich gegeben werden, vid. unten h. tit. p. 16. et 6. Der König von Franckreich wird 
ins künftige lauter Medaillen den Gesandten zu presenten geben. conf. Lettr. Hist.42 torn. 2. 8. p. 66. et 67. und Merc. Hist.43 
torn. 39. p. 62. n. 4. 
Sa Majesté a donné 100. Medailles d'or choisies à Mr. Fieschi44 Nonce Extraordinaire du Pape; et l'on assure qu'Elle a 
resolu de ne faire à l'avenir que de pareils presents à touts les Ministres Etrangers, lorsqu'ils auront pris leurs Audiences de 
conge. De Paris le 15. j . 1705. No. 48. 
In Engeland 1000. tb. sterling je un Ambassadeur. Die brandenburgischen Ambassadeurs die ao. 1660. nach 
Engeland geschicket waren, haben auch 1000. tb. sterling bekommen. vid. Msct. vom Englischen Ceremoniel p. m. 9. 
In Engeland bekommen die Ambassadeurs ein Present von tausendt tb. sterling wie noch 
in diesem Jahr 1705, der venetianische bekommt vid. Tit. Audienz torn. I. aus H. Bonnets45 Relation. p. 50. 
5 [fol. 96r] 
P. 
Present. 
Ein salat von edelgesteinen. 
Der itzige König von Spangen schickte seiner gemahlin, (der mademoiselle d'Orleans,) alß er von der jagd einst 
wiedergekommen das gefangene wild, und ließ ihr dabey sagen qu'afin que ce fust un Mets qui meritast[indistinct] mieux son 
appetit il auroit soin [?] de luy faire servir une Salade. Dieser Salat, den der könig ihr den folgenden Morgen schickte, war un 
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plat d'or, d'un ouvrage merveilleux plein d'Emeraudes, de Rubis, de Semence de Perles et de Topases. Les Herbes estoient 
representeès par le Emeraudes; le Vinaigre, par les Rubis; l'Huile, par les Topases; le Sel, par la Semence de Perles; et comme 
les Herbes doivent l'emporter dans une Salade, il y avoit beaucoup plus d'Emeraudes que de tout le reste. Welches in warheit 
ein schönes present ist; aber ce n'est pas assez d'aimer fortement, il faut etre Roy pour en pouvoir faire de Semblables. Mercure 
galant. de juin.46 1680. p. m. 287, 288. et 289. 
Die 30. Gesandten von den 13. Schweizerischen Cantons, die ao 1681. zu Ensisheim ankahmen, den König von 
Franckreich über seiner Reise nach Strasburg zu gratuliren, furent regalez de vingt mille franc en argent, au lieu des Presens 
qu'on a coutume de faire en Vaiselle, Medailles & Pierreries. Merc. Gal.47 octob. 1681. p. m. 359 & 360. 
Le Roy de Pologne a fait un present de 100. Ducats au Courrier qui luy a apporté la nouvelle de la Victoire remportée 
sur les Turcs par les Armes Imperiales. De Lemberg le 20. sept. 1691. 
Le Roy d'Angleterre a creé Chevalier Baronnet, l'Expres qui luy a apporté la nouvelle de la reddition de Limmerick, 
lequel est un riche marchand de Londres. De la Haye de 24. oct. 1691. 
6 [fol. 96v] 
Present. 
Das Present für die Envoyés ist in Holland ordinarie auf 1300. Gülden gesetzet, welches in einer güldenen kette mit der 
General Staden Medaille bestehet, und wovon die Arbeit ins gemein 100. gülden kostet, also daß das Present an sich nur 1200. 
gulden eigentlich wehrt ist; aber itzund soll es verordnet sayn, daß des macherlohns angerechnet, die Kette mit der Medaille 
den völligen wehrt von 1300. gulden haben soll. 
Ein Envoyé bekomt in Dennemarck 600. ducaten, wie Mr. Scharboroug48 ao. 1699. bekomen. vid. h. tit. Present. 
In Engelland gibt man insgemein den Envoyés ein Present von 300. tb. Sterling; und in Franckreich ein Portrait des 
Königes von 3000. livres, oder 1000. taler so zwar dem Könige so hoch angerechnet werden mag, an sich aber ins gemein nicht 
mehr 2000. livres oder 600. taler wehrt ist. 
Das ordinare Present der Ambassadeurs in Franckreich ist 6000. livres. vid. p. 16. h. tit. Lettre Hist.49 t. 17. von 
ao. 1700.p. 80. so man aber denen nicht giebt, denen man die Abschiedsaudientz versaget, wie dem Nuncio, dem Cardinal 
Delphino.50 c. 1. 
Der Pabst, avoit envoyé à Mad. la Comtesse de Martinitz les Agnus Dei,51 les Medailles benites, et les autres presents 
qui se font d'ordinaire aux ambassadrices lors de leurs depart, aber ihrem ehherrn, dem grafen, von dem er mißvergnügt, 
ließ er gar keine civilität ins besondere erweisen, umb zu zeigen, que son ressentiment ne regarde que la personne seule 
du comte. c. 1. p. 603. Lettr. Hist.52 
Ja man hat das Exempel, daß entweder die vornehmsten Steine, alß wie bey dem portraite so der Graf. . . empfangen, 
geschehen sayn soll; oder auch wohl die meisten davon falsch und unächt gewesen, wie es sich bey dem jenigen Portraite 
befunden, so Ao. . . . dem h. v. . . . des Churfürstens von Maintz herrn bruder gegeben worden, welches aber, alß man es dem 
an dieses churfürstens hofe residirenden frantzösischen Minister gewiesen, mit einem andern von 4000. taler ausgewechselt 
und hingegen die jenige, die diesen betrug begangen, nach vorhergegangener grossen strafe, ihres dienstes in Franckreich 
entsetzet worden. 
Bey dem Compliment zum Neuen Jahr so der Prevoht der Kauffleute, samt den Schöppen der Stadt Paris, dem Könige 
alle thun, geben sie auch zugleich ein Present, welches ist ein beutel von Silbernen und Güldener Müntze. vid. tit Neu Jahr 
et. Tit Compliment. 
7 [fol. 97r] 
Presente. 
Milord Lexington53 Ambassadeur de Angleterre, est parti pour retourner dans sa patrie. Le Comte de Zinzendorf54 
Envoye de Saxe a aussi repris la route de Dresden; Et ces deux Ministres, de meme que Monsr. de Hemskerque Ambassadeur 
de Hollande, ont receu les presents ordinaires avant leur depart. De Vienne le 25 decembr 97. 
Duc Mezomorto Admiral de Leur Flotte estoit alle a Constantinople avec une partie de cète Armée navale sans avoir 
exigé le present que la Ville de Smirne a accoustumé de lui faire à la fin de chaque Capagne. De Venise de 20 dec: 97. 
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Le Parlement d'Angleterre a resolu de faire, quelque present a touts les Officiers et Soldats Etrangers qui'ont servi sous 
S. M: pendant la derniere guerre. 
De Londres le 27 dec: 97. 
Quoy que la gelée continue avec beaucoup de rigueur, on dit que le Comte de Bonde55 Ambassadeur de Suede, a dessein 
d'aller dans neu [?] de jours s'embarquer à Hellevoet-Sluijs sur l'Yacht Anglois qu'il y attent, pour passer en Angleterre. Ce 
Ministre a receu de la part de L. H. P. le present ordinaire d'une chaine l'Or avec sa Medaille. On est toujours sans nouvelles 
d'Angleterre, à cause du Vent contraire de la Haye le 2 mars 98. 
Der Englische Extraordinar Ambassadeur in Engeland Douwina56 bekam ao. 1672. ein present de sixmille livres. 
Voy. Memair.57 touchant les Amb. in p. 189. und edit. in p. 204. 
In Holland ist das ordinare present der gesandten, eine güldene Kette mit der Stadten Medaille. 
Dergleichen Present giebt auch die Republic Venedig, die dem Englischen Gesandten dem Milord Manchester 
geschickt hat, une chaine d'or avec sa Medaille de la Valeur de 3000 Ducats, et en un bassin de Vermeuil doré pesant 100. 
onces, dans lequel on lui presenta la chaine. De Venise le 28. mars 1698. conf. tit. Audientz. 
Son Excellence recompersa largement les Porteurs. c. 1. 
Le duc de St. Albans,58 qui est revenu de la Cour de France, a apporté avec luy le Portrait de Louis XIV. garni de 
Diamants, dont ce Roy a bien voulu lui faire present. De Londres le 28. fevr. 1698. 
Der englische Envoyé Blackwel59 bekam zu Genua le present ordinaire de mille ecus. vid. Tit. Ambass. p. m. 23. 
Exempel von ambassadeurs. 
Und der frantzösche Mr. Iberville,60 bekomt vom senat une chaine d'or mit des Senats Medaille. c. 1. p. 31. 
8 [fol. 97v] 
Present. 
Wenn in Spanien eine Dame zur Ader last, so wird sie beschencket, entweder von ihrem Mann oder auch von ihrem 
Galant, und das observiret auch selbst der König. 
Le 30. la Reine se fit saigner au bras, mais l'ayant fait seulement par precaution, Elle ne laissa pas d'aller aussitôt entendre 
la Messe à l'Eglise de Notre Dame de Sagraire. Ce jour la meme, le Roy fit present à la Reine d'un Bijou de la valeur de 750. 
pistoles. Le 30, cette Princesse se fit encore saigner au pié; et le Roy lui envoya un autre Bijou de prix. de Madrid le 9. may, 
1698. 
Sa Majesté a fait present au Comte de Portland61 de son Portrait enrichi de Diamans qu'on estime plus de 50000. livres. 
Le Duc de Lorraine a donné le Sien au Marq. de Bouzoles,62 qui est revenu de Luneville, ou il estoit allé complimenter ce 
prince sur son retour dans ses etats. Il n'est pas moins satisfait du bon accueil & des honneurs qu'on lui a faits, que du present 
dont les Diamans valent plus de 1000. Louis d'or. Gazette de la Haye.63 n. 50. Anno 1698. De Paris le 16. juin. 
Le Comte de Portland a receu le present du Roy par les Mains de Mr. de Saintôt Introducteur des Ambassadeurs. de 
Paris le 13. juin. 1698. 
Sein present soll gewesen seyn von 25/m reichstalern. 
On dit que le present que S.M. a fait au Comte de Portland, consiste en deux tres belies tentures de Tapisseries de notre 
Manufacture de Gobelins, rehausseés d'or, en deux Portraits garnis de Piereries, l'un representant le Roy, et l'autre Mr. le 
Dauphin, et en une Epée enrichie de Diamans, Et Ton ajoute que S.M. l'a encore charge de Sept autres tentures de tapisseries 
ou sout representées toutes ses nouvelles conquestes, pour le Roy d'Angleterre son maitre. Gaz. de Leide.64 de Paris le 16. juin. 
1698. 
[fol. 98r] 
1. In Dennemarck hat zu des vorigen Königes zeiten ein Ambassadeur 1500. ducaten oder 3000. taler und ein Envoyé  
600. ducaten oder 1200. taler banco bekomen. 
2. In Franckreich bekomt ein Ambassadeur 6000. taler und ein Envoyé. 1000. taler an jubelen. 
3. In Engeland bekomt ein Ambassadeur 1000. tb. und ein Envoyé. 300. tb. 
4. In Holland bekomt ein Ambassadeur 6000. gulden, oder 3000. taler und ein Envoyé 1300. gulden. 
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O n aprend, que le Marquis de Monteleon,65 qui a residé ici de la part du Roy d'Espagne, a pris congé de L.H.P. les Etats 
Generaux, par un memoire qu'il leur a fait presenter; et que la dessus, Leurs Hautes Puissances lui ont envoyé le present 




J'ay apris par Monsieur le Tresorier General de Kraut que vôtre Excellence souhaittoit d'avoir un Etat de Presents que 
Sa maj. Britan. fait aux Ministres Etrangers à leur Audience de conge; pour me confermer à cet ordre j'ay l 'honneur de lui 
envoyer cette Liste, à la quelle j'ay pris la Liberté d'en joindre une des Apointements que la reine donne à ses Ministres au 
dehors, en cas que Vôtre Excellence ait la curiosité d'en êtte informé. Je la suplie de vouloir en toutes les occasions m'honorer 
de ses commandemens et d'etre persuadée du tres-parfait respect avec lequel je suis. 
Monseigneur 
Londres ce 24. juil/4. aout 1711. vôtre tres humble, tres obeissant et tres aquis Serviteur Bonet. 
Etat des presents 
que la Reine de la Grand Bretagne fait aux Ministres Etrangers à leur depart de la Cour. 
O n donne à un Ambassadeur de Tete Couronnée un present de 1000. Livres Sterling. 
À un Ambr. de Republique 800 tb. 
Ceux de Venise ont outre cela une Epée avec son ceinturon du Prix de 100. tb. parte qu'ils sont faits Chevaliers. 
À un Ambr. de Maroc 500. tb. 
À un Envoyé de l'Empereur 1000. tb. 
À un Envoyé de France ou d'Espagne 500. tb. 
À un Envoyé de Portugal, des Rois du Nord, des Electeurs et Republiques 300. tb. 
[fol. 99v] 
À un Envoyé de Prince d'Allemagne ou d'ltalie 200. tb. 
À un Resident 200. 
À un Secretaire d'Ambr. reconnu tel en Chef 100. tb. mais non jamais à un Secretaire d'Envoyé ou de Plenipotentaire, 
quoi qu'il ait le Caractere de Secretaire d'Ambassade. 
O n suit ordinairement cette Regle, mais on n'y est pas si fort assujetti qu'on ne s'en écarte quelque fois, quand on veut 
gratifier quelque Ministre pour des Raisons particulieres, ce qui arrive asser rarement pour que cela ne tire pas à consequence. 
De ces Presents les Ministres qui les reçoivent en font un de 10 pour 100 au Maître des Ceremonies et de 5. pour 100 
au Marèchal ou sous Maître des Ceremonies, ce qui fait une Deduction de 15. pl. à ce quìls recoivent. 
Autrefois on faisoit ces Presents en Vaiselle de Vermeil d'oré, ensuite on les a fait en une Bague ou Rose de Diamans pour 
un Ambr. avec le portrait du Roi au revers; mais parcequ'il y a eu de la Tromperie depuis quelques années en ça on donne 
un Billet de Banque de telle valeur payable à veüe, et celui qui le reçoit, en voye à la banque pour le convertir en or ou en 
argent. Depuis qu'on a pris cette Methode, peu de ministres se sont avisés de les demander en Pierreries. 
[fol. 100r] 
Apointments 
des Ministres de la Grande Bretagne qui Resident dans les Cours étrangeres. 
O n donne à un Ambr. 1500 tb. Sterling pour ses Equipages, un Service d'Argent, 10. tb. par jour, quelques fois 100. tb. 
par Semaine, et 400. tb. pour Ports des Lettres et autres pareils Extraordinaires, ce qui fait outre l'Equipage, à 10. tb. par jours 
4050 tb. par an, et à 100. tb. par Semaine 5600 tb. Sterling. 
A un Envoyé on donne 500. tb. pour ses Equipages, 5. tb. par jour, et 400. tb. pour Ports des lettres etc. ce qui fait outre 
l'Eqiupage 2225. tb. par An. 
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A un Resident on donne 300. tb. pour ses Equipages, 3. tb. par jour, et 400. tb. pour Ports des Lettres etc. ce qui fait outre 
l'Equipage 1495. tb. par An. 
A un Secretaire comm' à Mr. Davenant,66 qui a ce Caractere de la Reine à Francfort vers les 4. Cercles et qui en étre 
fait Envoyé Extre. vers les Suisses, 200. tb. pour ses Equipages, 2. tb. par jour et 400. tb. pour Ports de Lettres etc. ce qui fait 
1130. tb. par An. 
On observe ici cet Etat assez regulierement en quelque Cour ou lieu que ce soit que le Ministre qu'on Envoye doive 
resider; si on y fait quelque changement, c'est toujours pour l'augmenter, ainsi le Baron de Halifax67 et le comte de Rivers68 
ont eu à raison de 10. tb. par jour dans leur Commission pour Han-
[fol. 100v] 
-nover, et les Ministres pour Vienne, et ceux vers les Etats Generaux, et les Etats de Braband, qui ont eu double 
Caractere, sçavoir celui d'Envoye et celui de Plenipotentiaire, ont eu 8. tb. par jour ou 3320. tb. par an, y compris les 400. 
tb. en Ports de Lettres, etc. 
Seine Königl. Mayt. in Preußen, unser allergnädigster Herr, haben die Praesente vor die, an dero hof anlangende fremde 
ministros ein vor allemahl hiemit dergestalt reguliret: Alß einem ambr. jedes mahl 2000. Ducaten, und einem envoyé 1000. 
Ducaten in specie oder der Wehrt davon gegeben werden soll; wornach dero Etats-Ministre u. Hof-Cammer Praesident, der 
von Kamcke69 sich zu achten und dahin zu sehen: daß so viel wie erwehnet, und weder weniger noch mehr gedachten 
ministris, wenn dieselbe von Sr. Königl. Mayt. Abschied nehmen, gegeben werde. 
Uhrkundtlich Sr. Königl. Mayt. eigenhändigen Unterschrift u. beygedruckten Königl. Insiegel. Geben Honslardyck d. 14. 
july 1711. 
[fol. 103r]70 (see Fig. 3) 
Presente 
der Gesandten. 
1. In Dennemarck hat ein Ambassadeur Zu des vorigen Königes Zeiten 1500 Ducaten, oder 3000. Rtlr.; Und ein Envoyé  
600. ducaten, oder 1200. Rtlr. in Banco bekommen. 
2. In Franckreich bekomt ein ambassadeur 6000. reichstaler; und ein envoyé 1000. oder auch 400. pistolen. 
3. In Engeland bekomt auch ein Ambassadeur so viel alß 6000. Rthl.; und ein Envoyé bekomt 300. Tb. sterling. 
4. In Holland bekomt ein Ambassadeur eine güldene Kette von 6000. Fl. oder 3000. Rtlr; und ein Envoyé von 1300. Fl. 
5. In Venedig. 
Le Doge envoya à Mr. le Comte de Manchester,71 Ambassadeur Extraordinaire de la Reine de la Grand Bretagne, un present 
d'une chaine d'or de la valeur de mille Ducats, et une autre chaine d'or de 150. Ducats à Mr. Cole7 2 son Secretaire. vid. 
Nouvell. Extraord.73 No. 84. vom 5. oct. aus Venedig dieses 1708. Jahres. conf. Tit. Venedig. 
9 [fol. 104r] 
Presente. 
Le Marquis de Bouzoles,74 qui avoit eté envoyé vers le Duc de Lorraine, pour le complimenter de la part du Roy sur son 
arrivée dans ses Etats, est revenu à la Cour fort satisfait des honneurs qu'il a receus & du present que le Duc lui a fait de Son 
Portrait enrichi de Diamans d'un grand prix. de Paris le 16. juin. 1698. 
Lorsque le marquis de St. Thomas7 5 prit congé du prince de Fundi, il luy presenta le Portrait du Duc de Savoye garni de 
Pierreries, au nom de Son Altesse Royale; mais il ne put l'obliger à accepter, quelques pressantes instances il lui fit pour cela; 
ce qui fait voir que ce Prince a moins à coeur son propre interest que celui de l'Empereur son Maitre. de Turin. le 27. sept. 
1696. 
La reine s'est encore fait saigner deux fois par precaution; Et chaque fois, le Roy lui a donne un bijou de prix ainsi que 
cela sest toujours pratiqué en céte cour. de Madrit 10 Octobre. 1698. 
L'Ammeublement dont le Roy a fait presentá céte Duchesse, consiste en un Lit de huit pieds de hauteur, en vint Sieges, 
Rideaux de Fenestres et Partieres, dont l'étoffe seule coute cinq cent livres l 'Aune. Sa Majesté lui à encore donné une parure 
de Pierreries d'un grand prix, avec plusieurs autres Bijoux. Monsieur, outre le Trousseau qui est tres magnifique, lui a donné 
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deux parures de Pierreries, l'une desquelles est de diamans et de Rubbis et l'autre d'Emeraudes, Abatistes, etc. Elle porte a son 
bras le Portrait du Duc son Epoux, qui est d'un grand prix, et que ce Prince lui envoya il y a quelque terns. Et le roy a donné 
son Portrait enriche de Diamants, au comte de Couvonges76 Envoyés Extraordinaire de Lorraine, qui est venu demander céte 
Princessen en Mariage au nom du Duc son Maitre. de Paris le 27 octobre 1698. 
Milord Lexington,77 Ambassadeur d'Angleterre, est partir pour retourner dans sa Patrie, Le Comte de Zinzendorf78 
Envoyé de Saxe a aussi repris la route de Dresden; et ces deux Ministres de meme que Mons. de Hems Kerque Ambassadeur 
de Hollande, ont receu les present ordinaires avant leur depart. de Viene le 25 decembre 1698. 
10 [fol. 104v] 
Present. 
Wie Viel die Königin Elisabeth zum present gegeben. was man itzund in Engeland giebt vid. p. 16. conf. p. 35 . 
Zu der Königin Elisabeth Zeiten gab man in Engeland denen Ambassadeurs zum Present nichts mehr denn eine güldene 
Kette de huit cens êcus, und denen von ihrer suite jedem eine Kette von 100. taler. vid. memoir. de Holland du Maurier.79 
p. m. 283. 
Wie diese Königin einem von der Suite der Holländischen Gesandten eine Kette de seize cens êcus gegeben, i.e. le double 
des Ambassadeurs, weilen er ihre Schönheit so wohl gewust zu rühmen, vid. c. 1. p. 284. Welche kette dieser Mensch Zeit 
seines lebens an seinem halse getragen. c. 1. 
Wie der holländische Ambassadeur zu Paris, François Aersens80 aus begierde ein Present zu haben, sich stellet alß wenn 
er weg wolte, und in der that ein Present bekommet, un present tres-honerable de vaiselle d'argent de vermeil doré de la valeur 
de quatorze à quinze mille livres, und hernach doch bleiben wil, aber nicht wieder angenommen wird. vid. c. 1. p. 420 & seq. 
in dem capittel, de François Aersens, seigneur de Sommerdie. 
Une croix de S. Louis. 
Le Roy Catholique a envoyé au Marêchal de Châteaurenaud, une Croix de Chevalier de St. Louis. Ce marêchal n'a 
jamais voulu recevoir de present de S.M.C. pendant qu'il estoit en Espagne; mais le Roy lui a ordonné d'accepter céte Croix, 
qui est estimée 25000. Ecus. de Paris le 20. aoust. 1703. No. 72. 
11 [fol. 105r] 
Present. 
Alß der Königl. Portugallische Envoyé Don Diego Mendoza de Corte Rogal81 Ao 1694. im Haag seine Abschieds 
Audientz genommen, hatt man ihn mit dem gewöhnlich present einer güldenen Ketten beschencket. vid. Leyd. gaz.82 Vom 
25 fevr. de la Haye v. 24. 
Present so der Marggraf von Baden in Engeland bekomt. 
Bey dem Abzuge des Marggraffen von Baden aus Engeland, beschenkte ihn der König Wilhelm, d'une riche pousse, dans 
laquelle il y avoit mille Pieces d'Or de Cinq Guinees chaeune; et outre cela sa Majeste lui a donné une Epée garnie de diamans, 
et huit Chevaux d'une grande Valeur. de Londres. le 2 Mars. 94. 
Le Roy d'Espagne a envoyé au Vic Amiral Callenberg, commandant l'Escadre Hollandoise, un present proportionné a 
celui qu'il avoit aussi envoyé à 1'Amiral Ryssel. de Madrid. le 4 Septbr. Le Prince de Lichtenstein83 Ambassadeur de 
l'Empereur a Rome ayant pris l'Audiance de Congé, il a ete regalé de la part du Pape de quelque Piece d'argenterie artistement 
ouvrée, d'un Chapelet de Pierreries, de quelques Reliques, et de divers Brefs d'indulgence pleniere; Et le Prince Don Livio 
Odeschalcki,84 lui a aussi fait present de quelques beaux Tableaux, de deux Bassins de Vermeil dore pleins d'Agnus Dei, du 
Pape Innocent XL Son Oncle de glorieuse Memoire et d'une petite Cassete garnie de Pierreries et remplie de toute sorte 
d'essences. Ce Ministre a fait de son costé de grandes liberalites; et le Duc de Cesarini85 n'ayant pas voulu reçevoir les deniers 
qu'il lui devoit pour la rente de l'Hotel ou il logeoit, il lui a fait present d'un magnifique Carosse a 6. Chevaux, d'une tres belle 
Caleche et d'un Service d'argent pour lui en le moigner sa reconnaissance. Son Excellence qui a occupé ici le Poste 
d'Ambassadeur de l'Empereur avec tant de prudence et de reputation, est fort regretee d'un chaeun; elle a laisse au Cardinal 
Hurgh le soin de menager les interets de la Maj: Imperiale, jusqu' à l'arrive de Son Successeur. de Rome le 4. 7tbr. 94. 
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12 [fol. 105v] 
Present. 
Die uberaus reiche und prächtige Presente die Ao. 1623. der König von Spanien Philippus IV. dem Prince de Galles 
gegeben vid. Merc. Franç.86 T. 9. p. 555. und hingegen die Presente die der Printz ausgethailt. vid. p. 588 & seq. 
Unter andern auch wurden über 100. Pferde unter den Engeländern ausgetheilet, und an den Printzen, ausser andern 
schönen Pferden, auch 24. füllen des meilleures Escuries de Cordoua gegeben. p. 556. 
Wie der Printz auch unterwegens grosse Presente gegeben, und unter andern an 2. Poeten, an ein jedweden 3000 . 
(trois mille reales.) p. 568. 
NB. was er an die gegeben, die ihn begleitet. vid. p. 570. 
Present de chevaux, de perles, de pierreries & ouvrages d'or, que le Duc de Medina Sidonia87 envoya faire au Roy 
d'Espagne. vid. p. 542. Der Pferde waren 24. und das geringste davon kostete 800. ducaten. c. 1. 
Mit was für einem Aufzuge diß Present überbracht worden. c. 1. 
Der Mylord Maire und die Aldermans von Londen schenckten der Prinzessin Elisabeth Tages nach dem beylager mit dem 
Churfürsten von Pfaltz Friderico V. un colier des plus belles Perles d'orient, und die Stadt Amsterdam gab ihr Geschencke 
des werthes von 150. dausend gülden. Larrey hist. d'Anglet.88 T. 2. f. 700. 
D'Ossat wil in Venedig das Present nicht annehmen. 
Es war Von 1000. taler. 
Aber man wil es für ein afront, ja eine Regel annehmen, daß auch die venetianischen ins künftige nichts nehmen 
sollen. 
Worauf er das Present annimt. 
Le lendemain au matin, à sçavoir le 24. du dit mois Juillet, qui étoit un vendredi, je fus prendre congé de la Seigneurie, 
accompagné des 2. Savii de Terreferme, qu'elle m'envoya, et l'aprés dinée vint le leur part un qui m'aporta la Somme de mille 
écus de leur monnaie, à raison de Sept de leurs livres par écu, en 4. sacs de toile rouge, et en pieces d'argent de quarante de 
leurs sols. Je fis dificulté de les prendre, (1) et les eusse refusez du tout; mais il ma fut remontré, ce queje savois dés longtems 
auparavant, que c'étoit la coûtume en tel cas; et que mon refus seroit pris non seulement à incivilité, mais aussi à quelque 
espece d'afront, et interpreté pour une prohibition aux Ambas. de cette Republiqué, de jamais rien prendre de nos Rois[?] je 
devrai dans l'occasion de cette commodité au Roi, et à vous et l'ajouterai à tant d'autres biens et honneurs que j 'en reçois tous 
les jours. Lettres du Card. d'Ossat.89 le 148 Lett. p. 557. T. 1. 
13 [fol. 106r] 
Present. 
D'Ossat refusirt zur Ungebühr das Present. 
Venedig hat zu erst Henricii IV. für König erkandt. 
Vielleicht hat es Ihm Mühe gemacht, daß es in Müntze bestanden. 
In Venedig bekommen die Ambasrs. eine güldene Kette. 
(1) Monsr. d'Ossat ne devoit point du tout refuser le present de la Seigneurie de Venise, d'autant moins que le Roy, Son 
Maitre, vivoit en parfaite intelligence avec elle, et regardoit ces Seigneurs comme des amis, dont il avoit éprouvé la bonne 
volonte des Son avenement a la Couronne, puisqu'ils avoient été les premiers qui lui avoient donné le titre de Roi 
Tres-Chrêtien, sans Se Soucier du ressentiment de toute la Maison d'Austriche, et de plusieurs autres Potentats, qui vouloient 
faire élire un autre Roy. Peûtêtre Mr. d'Ossat fit il difficulté de reçervoir ce present, parcequ'il etoit en argent monnoyé; au-lieu 
que le Senat envoie d'ordinaire une chaine d'or aux Ambassadeurs. Ce qui veritablement a quelque chose de plus honnête 
en la maniere. Mais comme monsr. d'Ossat ne fut que cinq jours à Venise, où l'on avoit crû probablement, qu'il resteroit un 
peu davantage; l'omission de cette formalité étoit tout-à-fait excusable. Amelot9 0 in seinen Noten ad 1. cit. p. 557. n. 1. 
Presente so die ambassadeurs geben müssen. 
Il y a encore une depense qui est tres necessaire, et que l'Ambassadeur ne peut eviter. Il est obligé de faire des presents 
aux officiers qui l'ont servi et traitté au nom du Prince, auprés du quel il est employé, aux tambours et aux trompettes: aux 
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cochers et aux valets de pied; non seulement aux jours de son entrée et de son audience; mais aussi aux estrénes, et aux autres 
festes solemnelles. 
Phil. de Commines9 1 dit, que les presents qu'il avoit faits aux officiers de la Republique de Venise, en passant à Bresce, 
Veronne, Vincenze et Padouë lui avoient bien cousté autant, que s'il eût vêcu à ses depens. Mais qu'il faut considerer en cela 
l 'honneur qu'on fait à l'ambassadeur, qui de son côté doit être honorable, et même magnifique. 
En quoy toute fois il faut faire l'excés, comme en toutes les autres choses. Entre les autres profusions, qu'un certain 
Ambassadeur fit en France, on remarqua qu'il fit donner 500. pistoles aux Trompettes du Roy, qui se servoient fort bien 
contentes de cinq. Il meritoit qu'on trompestât sa liberté mal concertée par toute la Cour, et par toute l'Europe. Wiquefort.92 
liv. 1. c. 23. p. 682. 683. 
Present, so dem jenigen gegeben worden, der die beyden Indianischen Compagnien in Engeland Vereiniget. 
La Compagnie des Indes Orientales ayant tenu ici une assemblée generale, resolut hier nemine contradicente de faire un 
present de 22500 Livres Sterling au Chevalier Tirebrasse, en lui alloüant un et demi par cent sur leur fonds de 1500000. Livres 
Sterling; Et cela en consideration de la peine qu'il a prise pour unir les 2. Compagnies en un seul corps. De Londres le 3. Juillet. 
1705. No. 53. 
14 [fol. 106v] 
Present. 
Ein Present Von 800 . pistolen. 
und das gegen-present dem Überbringer, von 200 . Louis d'or. 
Mr. le Marquis de Châteauneuf93 Ambr. de France en Portugal, ayant eu des raisons d'en sortir sans qu'il y eut de rupture 
entre la France et le Portugal. S. M.P. lui a envoyé un Bijou de 800. pistoles, et cet Ambassadeurs donna au Porteur une bague 
de 200. Louis. vid. Merc. Gall.94 Avril. 1704. p. 338. 
Presente, an die duchesse de Bourgogne. 
Le Roi voulant regaler de plusieurs presens [sic] Madame la Duchesse de Bourgogne, la premiere fois qu'elle iroit à Marly 
apres la naissance de Monseigr. le Duc de Bretagne, resolut de les lui faire offrir par plusieurs Divinitez, dans tous les Pavillons 
de Marly, avec un Madrigal de chaque Divinité adressé à cette Princesse, et S.M. choisit feu Mr. de Bellocq pour faire tous 
ces Madrigaux, qui furent trouvez d'autant plus beaux, qu'ils entroient dans l 'intention de ce Prince, qui avoit imaginé cette 
magnifique et spirituelle galanterie. vid. Merc. Gal. octobr.95 1704. p. 407. 
Presente so die Verwittibte Königin von Spanien gegeben. 
Le 16. du mois passé, Dimanche du Carnaval, la Reine douairiere d'Espagne regala d'une maniere bin [?bien] royale et 
digne de S.M., les personnes les plus distinguées de sa maison. Ella alla à la promenade avec toute sa suite, et a son retour elle 
fit donner une magnifique collation ou l'on servit une Corbeille bien precieuse (vid. Merc. Gall. Mars. 1702.96 p. 377). 
Il y avoit des Bijoux d'un grand prix que cette Prince distribua. Je vous ai deja dit que toutes les Dames de la Cour 
d'Espagne portoient le Cordon bleu, et ce sont faites Chevalieres de l'ordre du St. Esprit. p. 378. conf. Tit. Orden. p. 
La Reine Dounairiere voulut que ses Filles d'Honneur eussent aussi cet Ordre. Elle prit donc dans cette Corbeille, des 
cordons bleus avec des Croix du St. Esprit enrichies de beaux Diamans, et leur en mit à chaeune, de sa propre main. c. l. conf. 





Elle donna à sa Camera Major, à son Majordome Major, et à toutes les Dames d'honneur, le Portrait du Roi Phil. V. 
enrichi de gros Diamans. La Camera Major est Madame la Duchesse de Frias et son Majordome, Mr. le Comte d'Alba.97 p. 
379. 
Das ein Ambassadeur des hofes Present refusirt, ist etwas ungewöhnliches. 
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Alß Ao. 1632. der Spanische Ambassadeur zu Paris, der Don Gonçales de Cordua,98 das königliche Present nicht 
annehmen wolte, so ward es für etwas ungewöhnliches gehalten, und war Ursach daß auch der Introducteur Mr. Guron (Tun 
de Conducteurs des Ambassadeurs) das gegen=present nicht annahm. 
Ein present von 10/m taler. 
O n remarqua de lui, heist es von diesem Ambassadeur, une action qui n'avoit jamais eté pratiquée auparavant par aucun 
Ambassadeur; c'est qu'el refusa le present de sa Majesté, qui estoit une epée garnie de diamans, laquelle avec son baudrier 
valoit dix mil escus. Ce qui donna lieu à divers jugemens, que les esprits curieux firent alors sur le sujet ce refus. 
Jedoch presentirte Er dem Introducteur das ihm gehörige Present. 
Welches aber der Introducteur gleicher gestalt refusiret. 
Bien-tost apres il eut sa riposte par Mr. Guron, Tun des Conducteurs des Ambassadeurs. Car le Secretaire de cette 
Ambassade d'Espagne, lui ayant offert un present de la part de Dom Gonçales, il le paya d'un semblable refus, disant qu'il ne 
recevoit rien de la part d'un Ministre d'Espagne qui avoit refuè en France la liberalité du Roy; et qu'il n'estoit pas aisé de le 
suprendre à Paris non plus qu'à Cazal. vid. Merc. Franç.99 Tom. 18. p. 36 et 37. 
16 [fol. 107v] 
Present. 
Presente, so in Engeland denen Ambassadeurs gegeben werden. conf. p. 10.] 
Die Venetianschen Ambassadeurs in Engeland bekommen nur 800. tb. zum Present. 
Apres demain, les Ambrs. de Venise prendront leur audience de congé, et le mercredi suivant ils partiront. On a deja 
preparé leurs Presens, ils consistent en Diamans de la valeur de 800. tb. Sterl. chacun, au moins, la Reine en payera autant; 
Le Portrait de S. M. en émail sera joint à ces Diamans. Les Ambrs. de Venise n'ont pas des presens plus considerables, et on 
s'entient ici aux anciennes coutumes. Relat. unsers Resident. in Engeland Mr. Bonnets.100 vom 23 may/3 juin 1707. 
Jedoch hat der leztere ordinaire (Moccenigo,) 1000. tb. bekommen. 
Hingegen berichtet der H. Bonnet in seiner Relat. vom 6/17 april 1705. daß damahls der venetiansche Ambr. Mr. 
Mocenigo ein Present von 1000. tb. Sterling bekommen. vid. Tit. Audientz. Tom I. p. 50. 
Presente in Franckreich conf. p. 4. et 6. 
In Franckreich bekomt ein Ambassadeur zum present ein Portrait von 6. tausend taler oder 18000. gulden und sein 
Secretarius eine güldene Kette von 800. taler. Ein Envoyé bekomt ein portrait von 400. Pistolen und der Secretarius eine 
Kette von 4. oder 3. hundert taler. Ein Ambassadeur giebt dem Introducteur zum gegen Present mille franc, und dem 
Sous-Introducteur 20. pistoles. 
Ein Envoyé aber giebt die helffte, nemlich 500. francs an den Introducteur und 10. Pistolen an den Sous Introducteur; 
wie der Savoysche Secretarius Mr. Gabillon mir berichtet, der 8. Jahr lang mit den Savoyschen Ambassadeurs Mr. Terrero,101 
der ein Extre. Ambassadeur war und zuerst einen Printzen zur Introduction bekommen, und mit dem Ambass. ordinaire dem 
Mr. Vernon1 0 2 in Franckreich alß Secretaire d'Amb. sich aufgehalten, und in diesem 1707. Jahr mit dem Savoyschen Ext. 
Envoyé Mr. le comte de Maffey103 im Junio und Augusto bey uns gewesen. 
N B . Eben dieser Secretaire hat mir auch gesaget, daß alle Ambassadrices ein Present bekommen. vid. Tit. Ambas-
sadrice. p. 6 1 . 
In Engeland bekomt ein Ambassadeur 1000. tb. Sterling zum Present, und giebt dem Introducteur 100. Guinées. vid. 
oben h. Tit. p. 2. 
17 [fol. 108r] 
Present. 
L'Imperatrice ayant envoyé depuis peu à la Comtesse de Martinits une Cassidoine de la grosseur d'un oeuf d'Oye, céte 
Comtesse en a fait present au Pape; et ce Pontife l'a receue tres favorablement et en a admire long terns la beauté qui est 
singuliere; O n dit qu'au milieu de céte Cassidoine, il ya un autre pierre precieuse representant une nôtre Dame, avec un Enfant 
entre ses bras et un Croissant sous ses piés. De Rome le 8 Fevrier. 1698. 
Le grand Vaineur de l'Electeur de Bavarie, a aussi passe par céte ville, avec quelques beaux Chiens de chasse dont le Roy 
de Pologne et le Roy des Romains sont present à Son Altesse Electorate. De Cologne le 28 fevrier. 1698. 
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Present de mille écus. 
Notre Regence a fait le present ordinaire de mille ecus, au chevalier Blackwel104 Envoyé d'Angleterre, Ce Ministre a 
rendu les visites qu'il avoit receu, ainsi que Madame son Epouse; Et il se dispose à passer dans peu à la Cour du Grand Duc 
de 
Toscane en la même qualité. De Genes le 1 mars. 1698. 
Portrait. 
Avant son depart, le Cardinal Cornaro1 0 5 lui a fait present du Portrait de Sa Sainteté garni de Diamans; Ce Pontife lui 
a aussi donné une Croix d'Or, où il y a quelques Morceaux de bois enchasés, qu'on pretent este de la Croix de nôtre Seigneur 
Jesus Christ; Comm'aussi des Lettres de recommandation pour les Viceroys de Naples et de Sicile, et pour le Grand Maitre 
de Malthe. De Rome le 19 avril. 1698. 
Hier, on envoya d'ici à Portsmouth par terre, les Presents destinés pour les Regences d'Alger, de Tunis et de Tripoli. Et 
son asseure que des quìls seront embarqués, 1'Admiral Aylmer metra [?] à la voile avec l'Escadre qu'il mene au Detroit. De 
Londres le 3 juin. 1698. 
Les Cantons Suisses Protestants ont resolu de faire present de mille ecus au Mar-Grave de Bade-Dörlach, pour ayder à  
rebatir les Eglises de ses Sujets Protestants qui out esté ruinées par les François pedant la derniere Guerre, ils sont aussi 
convenus ensemble, de donner 800 autres ecus au Magistrat de Spire [Speyer] pour le même sujet. De Bâle le 26 may. 1698. 
O n dit que nôtre Electeur a receu ou doit recevoir de Paris un magnifique Carosse attelé de 6 beaux Chevaux, dont le 
Roy de France lui fait present. De Cologne le 10 juin. 1698. 
Les jours passés, on receut ici de Florence quelques Pierreries et autres choses precieuses pour Madame l'Electrice; Et céte 
Princesse en renvoyant le Porteur à la Cour du Grand Duc de Toscane son Pere, lui a fait present de mille ecus. De Dusseldorp 
le 13 juin 1698. 
La reine a receu de magnifiques Presents, de la part de Grands [illegible word] sont à Tolede et aux environs; Et celui 
du Magistrat de Tolede consiste en un Bijou de la valeur de 2500 Pistoles. De Madrit le 6 juin. 1698. 
Der ambassadeur beschenckt König und Königin. 
Que le 25 du Mois dernier Feste de Sainte Anne, le Marquis d' Harcourt106 avoit fait de beaux presents à Leurs Majestés; 
18 [fol. 108v] 
Present. 
Que la Marquise son Epouse avoit aussi fait present à la Reine; d'une petite Boëte garnie de Diamans, et d'un File de Perle 
de grand prix. De Paris le 15 Août. 1698. 
Le Comte d'Osonville107 Envoyé Extraordinaire du Duc de Lorraine, a receu avant son depart le present ordinaire d'une 
Chaine d'Or, de la part de Leurs Hautes Puissances. De Haye le 24 août. 1698. 
Sa majesté a fait present à Eglise Cathedrale de céte Ville, de 6 grands Chandeliers d'Argent artistement ouvrés, d'un 
grand Crucifix d'Argent et de quelques autres Ornements; Et le tout[?] a deja esté aporté ici, et est estimé plus de 300 mille 
Livres. De Strasbourg le 20 Septembre. 1698. 
Für zuschriffte. 
Mons. Herwart108 Envoyé Extraordinaire d'Angleterre auprés des Cantons Suisses, qui a esté quelque terns en ceté Ville 
est parti pour retourner à Zurich, apres avoir fait present à Mons. Isack Behagel109 de la part du Roy Son Maitre, d'une grosse 
Chaine d'Or avec Sa Medaille, en consideration des grands services qu'il lui a rendus en diverses occasions; ce Ministre a aussi 
laisé de grandes marques de la liberalité de Sa Majesté Britanique, à plusieurs celebres Autheurs qui lui avoient dedié des 
Livres. De Francfort le 17 Decembre. 1698. 
Sa Majesté a declaré depuis peu à l'Archevêque de Paris, qu'Elle avoit destiné Cinq cent mille Livres pour 
l'embellissement de son Eglise Metropolitaine, et particulierement pour la construction d'un magnifique Autel au Coeur de 
céte même Eglise; Et le Chapitre a depuis fait une Deputation au Roy des Principaux d'entr'eux, pour le remercier là dessus. 
De Paris le 22 decembre. 1698. 
Le Roy continue de se bien porter, et de prendre journelement les divertissements de la Promenade et de la chasse. La 
Reine jouit aussi d'une parfaite santé; et le 6. de ce Mois Feste de St. Nicolas, Sa Majesté fit present au Roy d'une Bijou estimé 
1000 Pistoles; le Roy lui en donna un autre, mais de moindre valeur; Et la Comtesse de Berlips110 Dame d'honneur de la Reine, 
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receut aussi un Present estimé 18000 ecus, en Bijoux et en Argenterie qui avoient apartenu à La feue Reine premiere epouse 
du Roy. De Madrit le 14 decembre. 1698. 
Les 500 mille Livres dont il a éste parlé dans nôtre precedente, sont pour l'accomplissement d'un Article du Testament 
Louis XIII. en faveur de l'Eglise Cathedrale de céte ville; Et ce fût Mons. l'Archevêque qui present a il y a quelques jours au 
Roy, le Doyen et plusieurs Chanoines qui allerent à Versailles l'en remercier. De Paris le 26 Decembre. 1698. 
Nous aprenons, que le Cardinal de Medicis est arrivé à Modene avec une nombreuse suite et un magnifique train, pour 
y complimenter la Princesse Emilie d'Hanovre sur Son Mariage avec le Roy des Romains; Que céte Princesse y a deja 
19 [fol. 109r] 
Present. 
paru avec les Pierreries que la Roy son Fiancé lui a envoyées; Que parmi ces Bijoux, il y en a un qu'elle porte sur la poirine 
de la valeur de 100 mille Ducats, Et que les Diamans dont est garni le Portrait de Son futur Epoux, sont aussi estimés 25 mille 
Ducats. De Milan le 7 Janvier. 1699. 
L'Abbe Porta Fun des Maitres des ceremonies qui doit faire dans ce Voyage le Cardinal que nous venons de nommer est 
deja parti d'ici pour Taller trouver dans son Archeveché de Pollogne; Et il a pris avec lui les presents que Sa Sainteté, envoye 
à la future Reine des Romains; ils consistent en la derniere Rose d'Or benite par le Pape, de la valeur de 1000 ecus d'Or, en 
un Corps de Saint qu'on dit este celai de St. Bibiana dans une magnifique Chasse, quelques Cassetes pleines d'Agnus Dei, un 
Phiole remplie du Sang de St. Ermetus, et en plusieurs autres Reliques dont le recit nous meneroit trop loin; Comm'aussi en 
une Couronne de Pierreries, un Sceptre garni de Diamans, et plusieurs Medailles d'Or et d'Argent. De Rome le 10 Janvier. 
1699. 
Der könig von Franckreich beschenckt seinen bruder. 
Sa majesté a donné à Monsieur quatre cent mille Livres ayables en deux Ans, pour aquiter les détes de Son Altesse 
Royalle. De Paris le 12 Janvier. 1699. 
Le Present de 400 mille Livres que le Roy a fait à Monsieur Son Frere unique, ne prejudiciera point aux Estrennes de 2000 
Louis d'Or que Sa Majesté donné touts les Ans à son Altesse Royale, et de mille autres Louis d'Or à madame. De Paris le 16 
Janvier. 1699. 
L' Effendi qui est le Chef de ces Plenipotentiaires de la Porte,111 ayant dessein de faire un present au Roy des Romains, 
a demandé à l'Interprete des Plenipotentiaires de l'Empereur, ce quil pourroit lui donner qui lui fût agreable; Et cet Interprete 
lui a respondu que c'est une Tente, de beaux chevaux, ou un Leopard vivant. De Viene le 17 Janvier. 1699. 
Le Comte de Staremberg premier Bur-Grave de Boheme arriva ici Avanthier au soir; Et l'on aprent qu'il a aporté avec 
soy 80 mille Florins et 10 mille Ducats, dont il doit faire present au Roy des Romains, de la part du Royaume et des Etats de 
Boheme. On croit que les Etats des autres terres hereditaires lui feront aussi des presents, chacun à proportion de ses forces, 
ainsi que cela s'est toujours pratiqué lorsque les Fils ainés des precedents Empereurs se sont mariés. De Viene le 18 Fevrier. 
1699. 
L'Envoyé d'anovre a fait un present de 30000 ecus à la Reine des Romains, au nom de l'Electeur son Maitre. De Viene 
le 21 Fevrier. 1699. 
Celui que le Brigadier Hompes112 Envoyé Extraordinaire du Roy d'Angleterre, receut aussi de la part de son Altesse 
Electorale, avant qu'l retournât dernierement en Hollande, estoit une Bague de grand prix. De Bruxelles le 29 Mars. 1699. 
20 [fol. 109v] 
Present. 
Die Presenten, so der Ambassadeur von Marocco mit gebracht hat, sind so gering, daß man sie nur auf 800 Pfund schätzet. 
Paris vom 26 February. 1699. 
Le 4 du courant, la Reine prit Medecine par precaution; Et le 6 le Roy en fit autant. Quelques heures aprés, la Reine alla 
voir ce Monarque, Et estant retournée dans son Apartement, Elle se fit saigner au pié droit; l'Apresmidi, Sa Majesté alla encore 
visiter le Roy, et lui tint compagnie jusqu'au soir à l'heure du Souper. Avanthier, céte grande Princesse se fit aussi saigner au 
pié gauche, ainsi que cela se pratique touts les Ans au commencement du Primtems. Comme les Roys et les Reines de céte 
Monarchie ont accoûtumé de se faire des presents les ans aux autres l'ors qu'on leur ouvre la Vaine, le Roy donna le 4. à la 
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Reine une Pendule garnie de Diamants, et avanthier il lui fit un autres present, mais on ne sçait pas en quoy il consistoit. De 
Madrit le 10 Avril. 1699. 
Le Secret. de Milord Paget113 Amb. d'Angleterre à la Porte, qu'on avoit dit par mesgarde estre retourné auprés de son 
Maitre, est encore ici attendant les Presents de l'Empereur qu'il doit porter aux Ministres qui ont esté Plenipotentiaires du 
Grand Seigneur et Ambassadeurs Mediateurs d'Angleterre et de Hollande, au dernier Congres de Carlowits. Ces Presents 
consisteront en 30 mille ecus pour Effendi, 20 mille pour Morocordato[?], le Portrait de l'Empereur garni de Diamants et estimé  
3000 Ducats pour Milord Paget, un autre Portrait de Sa Majesté imperiale avec des Diamans de la valeur de 2500 Ducats pour 
Mons. Coliers,114 et une Chaine d'Or avec sa medaille estimé 200 Ducats ainsi que 300 Ducats en especes pour le secretaire 
de ces deux derniers Ministres Mediateurs. De Viene l' 11 Avril. 1699. 
Le Viceroy de Naples a fait acheter ici une belle Rose de Diamants de la valeur de 50000 ecus; Et il fait travailler à une 
petite Cassete de Cristal de roche, pour y enfermer céte Rose de Diamans et quelques autres choses precieuses, dont il veut 
faire present à la Reine d'Espagne. De Rome le 9 May. 1699. 
Celle de nos Galleres qui a esté conduire à Marseille le Chevalier Pisani115 nouvel Ambassadeur de Venise vers la Cour 
de France, est ici deretour. Ce Ministre a fait present au Capitaine de la même Gallere, d'une Chaine d'Or de la valeur de 
50 Pistoles; il a aussi donné 14. Pistoles aux officiers Subalternes, et 2 ecus à chaque Forçat. De Genes le 9 May 1699. 
On prepare avec toute la diligence possible, les magnifiques Presents que le Chevalier Soranzo116 doit porter à la Cour 
du Grand Seigneur, ou il va en qualité de nôtre Ambassadeurs Extraordinaire, ainsi qu'on la ci devant dit. De Venise le 12 
Juin. 1699. 
Le Marquis de Lede117 Major General, est parti en poste pour les Païsbas, avec un Bijou de prix dont sa Majesté fait 
present a Don Bernard François de Quiros,118 qui a esté le chef de ses Ambassadeurs Plenipotentiaires au Traité de Rijswick, 
et qui depuis quelque-tems se tient à Bruxelles. De Madrit le 18 Juin. 1699. 
21 [fol. 110r] 
Present. 
Entre les Presents dont nôtre Regence doit chargér le Chevalier Soranzo119 leur Ambassadeur vers la Porte, il y aura 
diverses Pieces de Brocard d'Or et quelques Miroirs de prix, pour le Grand Seigneur et pour la Sultane son Epouse legitime, 
et deux Medailles d'Or de trois cent onces chacune, pour Milord Paget120 et mons. Coliers,121 qui ont esté Plenipotentiaires 
Mediateurs d'Angleterre et de Hollande, au Congrés de Carlowits. De Venise le 19 Juin. 1699. 
Le Baron de Wachtendonck122 Envoyé Extraordinaire de l'Evêque d'Osnabruck, partit aussi jeudi dernier, pour s'en 
retourner vers le Prince son Maitre, fort satisfait des honneurs qu'ils a receus ici, de même que du present que l'Etat fait 
ordinairement aux Personnes de son Caractere, d'une Chaine d'Or avec sa Medaille. De la Haye le 28 Juin. 1699. 
Nous aprenons que le Roy de la Grande Bretagne a esté à Dieren prendre le divertissement de la Chasse; Qu'estant revenu 
à Loo, un Officier de l'Electeur de Brandebourg lui a fait present de 8 beaux Cheveaux, de la part de son Altesse Electorale; 
De la Haye le 1 Juillet. 99. 
On fait ici deux Epées d'une même façon, et dont la poignée et la garde doivent estre d'Or avec les enchasseures de 
Diamants, pour le Mar-Grave de Bareith qui à ce qu'on dit les doit envoyer au Roy de Pologne son Gendre; Elles vont coûter 
plus 50000 ecus. De Francfort le 8 Juillet. 99. 
Avant le depart de céte Ambassadrice, on lui fit present de la part de la Reine, d'un riche Bijou et d'une belle Mule, pour 
s'en servir à passer les Montagnes. De Madrit le 16 Juillet. 1699. 
Le 23 de ce Mois, le Comte de Thesse123 Ambassadeur de France, partit de céte Cour pour s'en retourner à Paris, apres 
avoir eu Audience de conge du Duc et des deux Duchesses, et avoir receu de la part de Son Altesse Royale, une Epée garnie 
de Diamants de la valeur de 2000 Pistoles. De Turin le 27 Juin. 1699. 
Mr. Scarboroug124 premier Gentilhomme du Prince George de Dannemarc, aus Engelland, hat vom Könige von 
Dennemarck, den er über seiner Ankunft zur Krone zu complimentiren abgeschickt war, das gewöhnliche Present von 600. 
ducaten bekommen, a receu le present ordinaire de 600. Ducats. De Copenhague le 22. Decemb. 1699. 
Il est arrivé depuis peu un Envoyé des Etats de Franconie pour complimenter céte Cour sur le Mariage du Roy des 
Romains; il s'est deja acquité de sa Commission; Et ayant aussi delivré à ce Roy un Present considerable de la part de ses 
Maitres, sa Majesté lui a donné une Chaine d'Or avec une Medaille, où Elle est representee. De Viene le 1 Août. 1699. 
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Le Marquis de Lede125 qui est arrivé depuis quelques jours d'Espagne, a aportè de la part du Roy son Maitre un present 
pour Don Bernard de Quiros126 son Ambassadeur, et un autre pour Mr. le Baron de Lilienroodt,127 qui a estè Plenipotentiaire 
Mediateur de Suede au Congrés de Rijswick; Ce dernier present est un bijoux 
22 [fol. 110v] 
Presents. 
de Diamants avec le Portrait du Roy, de la valeur de plus de 36000 Florins, dont le Diamat du milieu est d'une grandeur 
rare e extraordinaire. De Bruxelles le 12 Aout. 1699. 
Le 12 de ce Mois, il arriva ici de Bruxelles un Domestique de Don Bernard de Quiros Ambassadeur d'Espagne, aportant 
au Baron de Lilienroot Ambassadeur de Suede, un Bijoux estimé environ 40000 florins, dont le Roy Catholique lui fait 
present, en consideration de la sage conduite qu'il a cidevant tenue pour amener à perfection le Traité de Ryswick comme 
Ministre Mediateur. De la Haye le 16 Août. 1699. 
Le Comte de Berlips128 Envoyé d'Espagne, a delivré au Roy et à la Reine des Romains, divers Bijoux de prix dont la Reine 
d'Espagne leur fait present. De Viene le 8 Août. 1699. 
L'Envoyé Extraordinaire d'Angleterre, est parti pour s'en retourner dans sa Patrie, aprés avoir eu Audience de congé de 
Leurs Altesses Royales à la Venerie, et avoir esté regalé du. Portrait du Duc garni de Pierreries. De Turin le 22 Août. 1699. 
Monsr. Hill1 2 9 qui a este a la Cour de Savoye faire des compliments de congratulation sur la Naissance du Prince de 
Piemont, de la part du Roy d'Angleterre, est arrivé ici allant rejoindre Sa Majesté en Hollande par l'Allemagne; On dit que 
le Bijoux dont le Duc de Savoye a fait present à cet Envoyé est estimé 500 Pistoles. De Milan le 26 Août. 1699. 
Et que le Roy avoit envoyé au Gouverneur de Ceuta un Bijoux de la valeur de 3000 Pistoles, en consideration des bons 
ordres qu'il avoit donnés pour la Sortie faite sur les Mores le jour de la St. Jaques, lorsqu'on en fit un grand carnage et qu'on 
le chassa d'un Fort qu'ils avoient bati sur un Poste considerable nomme la Langue du Serpent. De Bruxelles le 13 Septembre. 
1699. 
Le 4 de ce mois, le Pere nommé Fray Jean de la Mere de Dieu, arriva ici avec 46 Esclaves que le Roy de Maroc envoyoit 
au nôtre, en reconnaissance du Present qui lui avoit esté fait de la part de Sa Majesté. Le 5, ils furent admis à baiser la main 
du Roy qui les receut favorablement; Rt la Reine leur ayant ensuite fait le même honneur, ils lui presenterent ausi une Femme 
Esclave au nom de la Reine de Maroc. De Madrit le 10 Septembre. 1699. 
L'Envoyé Extraordinaire de l'Empereur, qui estoit venu en céte Cour faire des Compliments de Congratulation sur la 
naissance du Prince de Piemont, partit dernierement pour s'en retourner à Viene, aprés avoir eu Audience de conge du Duc 
de Savoye nòtre Prince, ainsi que des deux Duchesses, et avoir receu pour present le Portrait de son Altesse Royale garni de 
Diamans, de la valeur de 500 Pistoles. De Turin le 19 Septembre. 1699. 
Nous aprenons que le Roy de la grande Bretagne a esté faire un tour à Zutphen et à la Maison de Voorst; Que jeudi dernier 
de Monarque retourna a Dieren, et le lendemain à Loo; Qu'avant le depart du Duc de Zell pour retourner dans son Pais, sa 
Majesté luit fit present de 6 tres beaux Cheveaux Anglois. De la Haye l' 11 Oct. 1699 
23 [fol. 111r] 
Present. 
Milord Paget130 et Monsr. Coliers131 qui ont esté Plenipotentiaires Mediateurs au Traité de Carlowits, ot receu chacun 
un Present de la part de l'Empereur, de son Portrait garni de Diamans; Et le Roy de Pologne leur a aussi envoyé à chacun 3 
Pieces d'Argenterie artistement ouvrée. D'Andrinople le 28 Août. 1699. 
Le Comte de Porro132 Envoyé Extraordinaire d'Espagne est parti depuis peu pour s'en retourner à Milan, après avoir eu 
Audience de congé de Leurs Altesses Royales, et avoir receu de la part du Duc un Present d'un Bijou de la valeur de 1000 
Pistoles. De Turin le 31 Octobre. 1699. 
Outre les Presents que le Noble Grimani nôtre Commissaire pour le reglement des Limites emporta avec lui lors de son 
depart pour la Dalmatie, le Senat fait preparer diverses Pieces de Drap d'Or qui lui doivent estre envoyees pour le Bassa de 
la Bossine. De Venise le 6 Novembre. 1699. 
Le Comte de Berlips133 Archimandrite de Messine et Envoyé Extraordinaire de l'Espagne, eut Jeudi matin Audience de 
congé de l'Electeur de Baviere, et le soir de Madame l'Electrice, il a ésté regalé du Portrait de son Altesse Electorale enrichie 
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de Diamans de la valeur de 2000 ecus; Et demain ou le jour suivant, il partira pour s'en retourner à Madrit. De Bruxelles le 
6 Decembre. 1699. 
Le tenture de Tapisserie que Sa Majesté a donnée au Duc de Lorraine, est estimée vint cinq mille ecus. Monsieur lui a 
aussi fait present d'une Epée garnie de Diamans d'un prix fort considerable. De Paris le 7 Decembre. 1699. 
La Reine des Romaines et la Princesse qu'Elle a mis depuis peu au monde, se portent aussi-bien qu'on pourrait souhaitter. 
L'Empereur a fait present à céte Reine, d'une riche Colier de Perles; l'Imperatrice lui a aussi donné deux gros Diamants pour 
pendants d'oreille; et le Roy son Epoux lui a pareillement donné une Paire de riches Bracelets. De Viene le 16 Decembre. 
1699. 
O n confirme que le Roy a fait toucher à Monsieur cent mille ecus, pour l'indemniser des depenses qu'il a faites pour le 
voyage et pour le traitement du Duc et de la Duchesse de Lorraine pendant le Sejour que leurs Altesses ont fait ici. Outre cela, 
Sa Majesté vient de donner deux mille Louis d'Or à Monsieur et mille à Madame, pour leurs étrennes. Elle a aussi accordé 
une pension de 6000 Livres à Mademoiselle de Gesvres qui est en pension à la Communauté de feue Madame de Miramion. 
De Paris le 4 Janvier. 1700. No. 3 
Nôtre Electeur vient d'arriver ici de Bon, avec une suite passablement nombreuse, pour celebrer demain la Fete des Roys 
dans l'Eglise Cathedrale de céte Ville. 
24 [fol. 111v] 
Present. 
O n fera ensuite à Son Altesse Electorale, le present ordinaire de 1000 Florins d'Or et de 1000 Muids de blé; Et ce Prince 
de son coté, traitera le Chapitre tres splendidement à diner. De Cologne le 5 Janvier 1700. No. 3. 
Nous aprenons que le Roy d'Espagne envoye à l'Empereur un Present de 20 beaux Cheveaux Barbes, qui sont deja arrivés 
à Milan; Et Sa Majesté imperiale fait preparer ici de magnifiques presents pour le Roy de Portugal. De Viene le 3 Fevrier. 1700. 
No. 14 
On fit ensuite la 3 lecture du Bil pour suprimer le present ou Presents pour transporter du Grain hors du Royaume. 
Les Seigneurs envoyerent dire aux Communes, qu'ils avoient aprouvé leur Bil pour permetre à chacun le transport des 
Grains hors du Royaume, sans faire aucun Present en Argent pour cela. De Londres le 23 Fevrier 1700. No. 17. 
Les Presents que ce Ministre a delivrés, ont esté exposés pendant 3 jours à la veue de la Familie imperiale, ainsi que des 
Seigneurs et Dames de la Cour; Et ils surpassent en magnificence, touts ceux que les precedents Ambassadeurs de la Porte 
avoient apportés voici la Liste de ces Presents, que le lecteur ne sera pas sans doute faché de voir. 
Premierement, une grande et magnifique Tente. II. une grande Trousse de Plumes de Heron blanches et rouges, garnie 
de 52 Diamans tant grands que petite. III. une Bride de Cheval, dont le Freim et les plaques sont d'Or massif emaillé de rouge 
et de blanc, et où il y a aussi 531 Diamans et 338 Rubis. IV. Une Pair d'Etrieux garnis de 128 Diamans et de 204 Rubis. V. 
Une Housse de Cheval, dont le fond est parsemé d'un infinté de Perles et de Emeraudes et où l'on voit aussi quantité de Rubis 
et d'Emeraudes rangées en forme de Fleurs, outre des toufes de petites Perles atachées autour de céte Housse. VI. U n gros 
Morceau d'Argent mélé avèc de l'Or du Divan; Et deux Pieces de Brodure qu'on y atache, enrichies de 17 Rubis ainsi que de 
beaucoup d'Emeraudes et de Perles. VII. Une Seile de Cheval de Velours Cramoisi, avec des Perles et des Emeraudes. VIII. 
Une couverture pour conserver céte Seile, où l'on voit 3 Roses d'Or. 
25 [fol. 112r] (see Fig. 4) 
Present. 
IX. Une autre couverture d'escarlate avec des Fleurs en broderie d'Or, qu'on met pas dessus celle là et qui est beaucoup 
plus grande. X. Une autre Bride, dont le Freim et toutes les Plaques sont d'Or massif, avec des enchasseures de 49 Diamants, 
122 Emerandes, et 381 Rubis. XL Une Paire d'Etrieux d'Argent. XII. Une Housse d'un riche Drap d'Or, parsemée de 126 Roses 
en broderie de Perles et de Coral. XIII. Une Seile garnie d'Argent massif sur le devant et sur le derriere, et couverte de Velours 
avec des Fleurs en broderie d'or. XIV. Une Couverture de Seile de Velours cramoisi, avec 3 Roses de pur Or. XV. Une autre 
Couvertufe d'Ecarlate, avec des Fleurs en broderie d'or XVI. Une Piece d'Ambre du poids d'environ 45 onces. XVII. Dix gros 
Morceaux de Musc. XVIII. Quinze Pierres de Bezoar.134 XIX. Deux Pieces de Drap d'Or. XX. Deux Pieces de Satin rouge à  
Fleurs d'Or. XXI. Six Pieces de Brocard d'Or. XXII. Quatre autres Pieces de Brocard à Fleurs d'Or. XXIII. Dix Pieces de Cotton 
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tres fein. XXIV. Trente cinq Pieces de Cotton moins fin. XXV. Vient Pieces d'autre Cotton à Fleurs d'Or. XXVI. Quatorze 
beaux Tapis de Perse à Fleurs, avec 4 autres Tapis. XXVII. U n tres beau Cheval de couleur isabelle, un autre rouge, un 
troisiême isabelle, et un quatriême couleur de Chataigne, elevés en diferentes Provinces de l'Empire Ottoman. XXVIII. Deux 
Cbaines d'Ecuerie pour les Cheveaux. XXIX. U n Abreuvoir d'Argent. XXX. Et enfin deux Leopards aprivoises, ayant des 
Chaines d'Argent et des couvertures de Brocard de Perse. 
Le même Ambassadeur de la Porte, a depuis envoyé à chacune des 4 Archiduchesses, un sumptueux Habit à la Turque, 
et un Bonnet garni de Plumes et de Diamants; Et il leur a fait dire en. même terns, que ce n'estoit pas de la part du Sultan 
Son Maitre qu'il leur donnoit ces Habits, mais bien de son propre chef. Il a aussi fait des Presents à l'imperatrice, au Roy et 
à la Reine des Romains, ainsi qu'a l'Archidue d'Autriche, mais on ignore encore en quoy ils consistent. De Viene le 20 Fevrier. 
1700. no. 19. 
Les Presents que 1'Ambassadeur de la Porte fit dernierement au Comte de Staremberg Gouverneur de céte Ville et 
President du Conseil de Guerre, consistent en 2 beaux 
26 [fol. 112v] 
Present. 
cheveaux Arabes, et Pieces de Brocard d'Or, 12 Pieces de Toile fort fine, 3 Pierres de Bezoar, et gros Morceaux de Musc, 
une Chemise de toile tres fine, un'autre Chemise de toile rayée, et un tres beau Tapis des indes. Il a aussi fait present aux 
Comtes d'Harach, de Waldstein, de Caunits, de Mansfelt et de Diedrichstein, Ministres de l'Empereur, d'un cheval d'Arabie 
chacun, avec un Piece de Brocard de Soye, 5 Pieces de Toile fort fine, un Morceau de Musc, 2 Tapis de Turquie, et 2 Pieces 
de Bezoar. On n'a point encore eu nouvelle de l'arrivée du Comte d'Ottingen à Constantinople; mais on en attent de jour 
à autre. De Viene le 6 Mars. 1700. no. 23. 
Mardi dernier, Mr. le Daufin vient en cete Ville avec Madame la Duchesse de Bourgogne, voir la Foire de St. Germain; 
Et il fit de grands Presents de Pierreries aux Dames de la suite de céte Princesse. De Paris le 5 Mars. 1700. No. 20. 
O n a aporté ici des Presents que l'Empereur a fait preparer à Auxbourg et ailleurs, pour le Roy de Portugal et pour les 
Princes et Princesses ses Enfants; ils consistent en une belle Montre de Poche garnie de Pierreries, deux Caisses avec plusieurs 
choses pour des Jeux diferents, une Maisonate à divers Apartements magnifiquement meublée, un Coffre plein de choses rares 
pour la jeunesse qui s'aplique aux Etudes, et entr'autres de touts les instruments d'Argent ou de Vermeil doré, necessaires pour 
aprendre la Geometrie, une Lance pour la Chasse du Cerf garnie des Pierreries, diverses Epées enrichies aussi de Diamants et 
de Rubis, et divers Bijoux pour les Princesses. De Viene le 27 Mars. 1700. no. 29. 
La duchesse Douairiere d'Hanover Mere de la Reine des Romains, arriva ici de Viene le 27 du Mois dernier avec une 
Suite de 80 Personnes, et alla descendre à l'Hôtel de l'Electeur d'Hannovre. Le 29, nôtre Regence lui envoya le present 
ordinaire de rafraichissements; Et céte Princesse règala le Gentilhomme qui le lui delivra, d'une Bague de la valeur de 30 
Pistoles, et les Porteurs d'environ autant en Argent; le 31, Elle partit de céte Ville avec tout son train, pour continuer sa route 
de Modene par Padoue. On aprent qu'avant son depart de la Cour de Viene, elle a receu pour plus de 100 mille ecus en 
Presents; 
27 [fol. 113r] 
Present. 
Sçavoir de la part de l'Empereur deux riches Pendants de Diamans, avec un Bijou de Diamans fait en façon d'un bras qui 
soûtient une Couronne imperiale; De l'imperatrice, une grande Croix de Rubis; Du Roy des Romains, un Bijou de Diamans; 
De la Reine des Romains sa Fille, deux autres Pendants, et d'une Fourniture de Soye en broderie d'Or et ornée de plusieurs 
Perles marquant le nom de Sa Majesté; De l'Archidue d'Autriche, une Paire de Brasselets de Diamans avec quelques autres 
Bijoux; et des Archiduchesses, diverses Galanteries. Outre cela, on la chargée de divers Presents pour la Princesse de Modene, 
et entr'autres d'une Poupée toute brillante de Diamants, que le Roy des Romains lui envoye; Et l'on dit que Sa Majesté a 
recommandé à la Duchesse, de faire en sorte que céte jeune Princesse soit elevée dans la langue Romaine et non pas dans la 
Modenoise. 
Le Prince de Parme est encore occupé à voir tout ce qu'il y a ici de remarcable; Et le Senat lui ayant envoyé Avanthier 
un Regal de rafraichissements dans deux Peotes, il donna à celui qui le lui presenta de la part de Leurs Seigneuries une Chaine 
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d'Or estimée 30 Pistoles, et aux Porteurs autant en Especes; il doit partir au premier jour pour la Cour de Rome. De Venise 
le 2 Avril. 1700. No. 31 . 
Present an die duchesse de Bourgogne. 
Le Roy a fait present à Madame la Duchesse de Bourgogne, d'un Colier de Perles estimé 40000 écus qui lui apartiendra 
en propre, céte Princesse n'ayant eu jusqu'a present que des Perles de la Couronne. De Paris le 1 Octobre. 1700. No. 80. 
Statue d'or. 
Madame la Duchesse Regnante n'est pas encore revenue de son Voyage de devotion à Oroppa. O n confirme que céte 
Princesse a deu donner à 1'image de la Vierge qui est dans l'Eglise ou Chapelle de ce lieu là, un Calice de Vermeil doré garni 
de Pierreries; Mais que la Statue du Prince de Piemont qu'Elle devoit aussi lui delivrer, est un Present que le Duc de Savoye 
lui fait; Céte Statue est d'Or et pese 9 Livres, qui est le même poids qu'avoit le Prince de Piemont lors de sa Naissance. De 
Turin le 18 Septembre. 1700. No. 80. 
28 [fol. 113v] 
Present. 
Le 20 de Mois dernier, l'Ambassadeur de Venise rendit visite à celui d'Angleterre; Et le lendemain il lui envoya un 
present de la part de sa Republique, en reconnaissance des soins qu'il a pris dans la Negotiation de Paix avec la Porte comme 
Ministre Mediateur; ce present consiste en un grand Bassin d'Or massif; Et le Secretaire de son Excellence a aussi eu une 
Chaine d'Or avec sa Medaille, estimée plus de mille ecus. De Constantinople le 31 Mars. 1700. No. 37. 
Croix de diamans. 
L'Evêque de Lerida135 Ambassadeur d'Espagne, est parti pour s'en retourner à Madrit, aprés avoir esté regalé d'une riche 
Croix de Diamants, de la part de l'Empereur. De Viene le 1 Mars. 1700. No. 39. 
Comme la teme de son depart s'aproche, l'Empereur a donné ordre de preparer incessament quelque Argenterie 
artistement ouvrée dont sa Majesté imperiale veut lui faire present; Et l'on a acheté 600 Aunes de Drap, pour le donner aussi 
à ses Domestiques. Sçavoir 100 Aunes de Drap d'Angleterre, 100 de Drap d'Irlande, et 400 de ce Païs ici. De Viene le 15 
Septembre 1700. No. 78. 
Monsr. Crescet136 Envoyè d'Angleterre, partit Avanthier pour la Cour d'Hanover. L'Envoyé de Brandebourg est aussi 
retourné auprés de l'Electeur son Maitre; Et l'on dit que le Duc de Holstein Gottorp a fait un magnifique present à chacun 
de ces Ministres, en consideration de ce qu'ils se sont si bien aquités de leurs commissions, pour terminer les diferents qui 
regnoient entre ce Prince et le Roy de Danemarc. De Hamburg le 24 Septembre. 1700. No. 78. 
O n dit que parmi les Presents de l'Empereur de la Chine que le Pere Fontenay a aportès au Roy, il y a une herbe ou Plante 
dont l'usage est fort utile pour entretenir et prolonger la santé. De Paris le 27 Septembre. 1700. No. 79. 
Le Conètable de Castille137 Ambassadeur Extraordinaire d'Espagne, alla voir Marli Jeudi dernier, St. Clou Vendredi, 
Samedi Meudon, et hier. Versailles; Et ce Martin, il est parti en Caleche de poste pour s'en retourner à Madrit, tres satisfait 
des grands honneurs, qu'il a receus à la Cour et a la Ville, et du Present que le Baron de Breteuil lui à fait de la part du Roy, 
du Portrait de Sa Majesté dans une Boëte, Pun et l'autre garni de Diamans de la valeur de plus de 60 mille Livres. Le Comte 
de Haro 1 3 8 son Fils ainé, a donné une riche Caleche toute Argentée au Fils ainé du Marquis de Castel dos Rios139 
Ambassadeur d'Espagne. De Paris le 4. Avril. 1701. No. 29. 
29 [fol. 114r] 
Present. 
Duc de Berwick.140 
Le Duc de Berwick fils naturel du roy Jaques, aprés avoir fait ici un sejour d'environ 2. mois, et avoir eu plusieurs 
Audiences particulières du Pape sur les Affaires de sa negociation (où l'on croit toujours qu'il y a quelque mistere cache) en 
partit hier en poste pour retourner en France; sur l'avisque le Roy son Pere avoit eu un grand accident dont il ne pouvoit pas 
se remetre. Le Pape lui a donné 2000. Pistoles por les fraix de son voyagè, et une assignation de 4000. autres Pistoles, pour 
estre distribuées par le Roy Jaques aux Pauvres Irlandoise Catholiques Romains qui l'ont suivi en France. Il l'a aussi chargé 
d'un Present pour le même Roy, d'une Croix avec 6. Candeliers de Cristal de roche, d'un petit Crucifix avec les figures des 
Apôtres St. Pierres et St. Paul le tout d'Or massif pour le nommé Prince de Galles, et d'un autre Present pour la Reine d'une 
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Boëte ou Cassete où il y avoit plusieurs Reliques, beaucoup d'Agnus Dei et un Chapelet de pierreries de prix. De Rome le 26. 
Mars. 1701. No. 31 . 
La Reine Douairiere qui se tient toujours à Tolede, a envoyé au Roy le magnifique Carosse et belle Chaise roulante dont 
l'Electeur Palatin et le Prince de Vaudemont lui firent present sous le Regne precedent; Comm'aussi un fort beau joyau afin 
que sa Majesté presente le tout de sa part à la future Reine son Epouse. De Madrit le 14. Juillet. 1701. No. 62. 
Present, so der Marquis de Villars141 bekommen. 
Portrait. 
Le Marquis de Villars Envoyé Extraordinaire de France, partit Avanthier de cétte Ville pour s'en retourner à Paris par 
Munich, où il s'arrestera quelques jours prés de l'Electeur de Baviere; il a laissé ici son Secretaire; et avant que de partir, son 
Excellence a receu le present ordinaire du Portrait de l'Empereur garni de Diamans. De Viene le 30 Juillet. 1701. No. 65. 
Le Comte d'Aveaux142 Ambassadeur Extraordinaire de France, avant son depart, a esté regalé au nom de L.H.P. du 
present ordinaire d'une Chaine avec une Medaille d'Or de la valeur de 6000 Florins; et Mr. Barre143 son Secretaire qui reste 
ici jusqu'a nouvel ordre, en a reçeu un autre de moindre valeur. De la Haye le 17. Aout. 1701. No. 66. 
30 [fol. 114v] 
Present. 
L'Envoyé du Cham de Tartarie qui estoit ici depuis long tems, fût enfin expedié l'autre jour. Le Roy lui a donné une 
Somme d'Argent considerable, et Pa aussi chargé d'un magnifique present pour le Prince Son Maitre, consistant en un 
somptueux Carosse attelé de 6 Cheveaux d'un beauté singuliere, et en un Service d'Argenterie artistement ouvré. Ce Ministre 
a paru fort satisfait, non seulement de cela, mais aussi des honneurs qu'on lui a fait pendant son Sejour en cette Ville, et du 
Succés de ses negotiations; Et il a promis à Sa Majesté, de porter le Cham Son Maitre à lui envoyer un Secours de 30000. 
Tartares, en cas de besoin. De Varsovie le 18. Septembre. 1701. No. 80. 
Chateaurenaud144 nimt das Königl. Present von Spanien nicht an. 
Sa Majesté a envoyé ici depuis peu à 1'Ambassadeur de Venise, son Portrait enrichi de Diamans d'une grande beauté, pour 
en faire present à son Fils dont le Roy est le Parrain; Ce Portrait qui est estimé onze mille Livres, estoit même accompagné 
de Cent Louis d'Or pour la Nourrice; et 1'Ambassadeur alla Mardi dernier en faire ses remerciemens à Sa Majesté. De Paris 
le 30 Septembre. 1701. No. 80. 
Sa M.C. a eté si satisfaite de la Conduite & des Services de Mr. de Chateaurenaud, que dans le même tems qu'elle lui 
en a envoyé faire compliment en lui marquant la joye qu'elle auroit de le voir dans peu Mareshal de France, elle a fait partir 
un Contador pour lui delivrer vint-cinq mille écus dont elle lui faisoit present. 
Weil er seinem Herrn geschworen, von keinem alß nur von ihm, Presente anzunehmen. 
Ce Comte a repondu qu'il étoit sensiblement obligé à Sa. M. C. de l'honneur qu'elle lui faisoit, et des bontez qu'elle avoit 
pour lui; mais qu'il avoit fait serment à son Prince de ne point recevoir de presens d'autre monarque que de lui. (vid. Merc. 
Gall.145 Janv. 1703. p. 372.) 
Il avoit deja fait voir la même generosité lors qu'aprés l'affaire de Vigo la Reine d'Espagne lui envoya une somme 
considerable, il la distribuaux Troupes et ne se reserva rien pour lui. c. 1. et p. 373. 
31 [fol. 115r] 
Present. 
Galante Weise ein present zu geben; nemlich an die Duchesse de Marlborough.146 vid. Unten. 
Alß König Carolus III. von Spanien sich bey der d[amal]igen[?] Königin Anna in Engeland befand, und ihre premiere 
dame d'honneur, die Duchesse de Marlborough gerne auf ein galante Weise beschencken wolte, forderte er nach der Tafel von 
ihr die Serviette, welche sie der Königin presentiren wolte, presentirte solche der Königin, und nach dem die Königin sich 
damit die hände getrucknet, u. er die serviette von der Königin wieder genomen, stelte er die serviette der Duchesse auf einem 
Teller wieder zu, zog seinen Ring vom finger und legte den Ring auf die Serviette, zu der Duchesse sagende, daß er es aus 
Danckbarkeit u. für die faveur thäte, welche ihm die Duchesse dadurch erwiesen, daß sie ihm ihre function bey der Königin 
für dißmahl abtreten wollen. vid. aus des h. v. Spanheims147 Relation tit. Reception T. 2. p. m. 22. conf. Mr. Bonnets148 
Relation c. 1. p. 10. 
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Ist aber vorher mit ihr concertiret gewesen. c. 1. p. 22 . 
Der wehrt des Presentes ist 1500. tb: Sterling, wie Mr. Bonnet berichtet, vid. tit. recept. t. 2. p. 11. oder nur 1000. 
tb. nach des herrn von Spanheims bericht. c. 1. p. 22 . 
Eine fast gleiche Weise ein Present zu geben, vid. von Kayser Carolo V. cit. Tit. Reception. T. 2. p. 7. 
Presente die der König von Spanien, Carolus III. in Engeland gegeben. 
Present an mad. de Tretwil. 
Sie ist nicht damit zufrieden, (1) theils daß es zu gering, theils auch (2) daß der König selbst es ihr nicht gegeben. 
conf. p. seq. 
O n a trouvé qu'il avoit agi galamment, sans faire tort à sa haute Dignité, en tirant la bague de son doit, et en la posant 
sur l'assiette que Madame de Marlborough tenoit, lui disant de l'accepter de sa part. Ce fut le Prince de Lichtenstein qui donna 
la Croix de Diamants à Madame de Tretwill, il la pria de la part de son Roi de vouloir accepter cette baguatelle. Peu s'en faut 
qu'elle ne la regarde comme telle, parce qu'elle ne vaut qu'environ 300. L.. Mais le Diamant que madame de Marlborough 
a reçeu est estimée à plus de 1500. £. c'est le plus beau qu'on ait vue ici, apres le rare brillant dont Vôtre Sacrée Maj. honora 
le Baron. da Raby149 à son depart de sa Cour. 
Present an den Obercämmerer. 
Le Lord Chambellan de la Reine ayant continuellement fait la fonction auprés du Roi, il en a aussi reçeu une tres belle 
bague, que S.M.C. tira de son doit pour la lui donner à son depart. vid. c. 1. p. 10. et 11. 
32 [fol. 115v] 
Present. 
Les presents que le Comte de Wratislaw150 voulut faire au nom du Roi, et qui ont été refusés par ordre de la Reine; sont 
une bourse de mille guinées qu'on offrit à Mr. Row, Clerc du Tapis verd, et celui qui ordonnoit les Tables de Windsor. Une 
autre bource de mille Guinées aux officiers qui servoient sous lui; et une bource de 500 Guinées à celui qui a la Garde du 
Chateau de Windsor. 
Die Königin wolte nicht zulassen, daß Ihre bediente vom Könige Presente annehmen. 
Aber damit die bedienten nichts dabey verlieren möchten, Elle leur a faite de sa bourse une gratification pareille. 
Jedoch durften einige der bedienten die Presente annehmen. 
O n m'assure que S.M.B. a genereusement voulu dedommagér ses Officiers de ses douceurs, en leurs faisant de sa bource 
une gratification pareille à celle qu'ils ont refusé, afin qu'ils ne puissent pas dire qu'on leurs ôte leurs profits, et qu'ils ne 
reprochassent pas à ceux qui on receu des Diamants les presents qu'ils ont reçeu. Selon un Conseiller Privé, la defense de 
recevoir des presents devoit avoir été generale pour tous ceux qui ont l'honneur d'être au service de la Reine, ou bien on devoit 
permettre à tous d'en recevoir. 
Aber nach Mr. Seymours Meinung, la defense devoit avoir eté generale. 
O n attribue ce sentiment au Chevalier Edouard Seymour, il ne peut sçavoir ceux qui en ont receu on refusé que par oui 
dire, car il n'a pas été à Windsor, quoi qu'officier à baguette blanche. O n n'y a pas non plus remarqué beaucoup de Tories, 
le nombe en étoit tres petit, mème d'entre les Conseilleurs Privès c. 1. p. 11 et Relat. des herrn Bonnets.151 
Herrn von Spanheims152 Relation von diesen Presenten. 
Le soir aprés les divertissements, touches dans ma Relation, qui avoient precedé, en concerts de Musique, feu de bassette, 
et à voir quelques contredanses, le Roi à la fin du Souper, comme la Reine et lui furent leves, dit galamment à la Duchesse 
de Marlborough de lui permettre de faire sa charge pour cette fois, en lui demandant la Serviette, qu'elle tenoit pour la present-
33 [fol 116r] 
Present. 
ter à la Reine, Ce qui lui ayant été accordé aprés s'en être un peu defendüe, de trême que la reine fit, à la recevoir du 
Roi. Apres qu'il l'eut repris de la Reine, il tira un beau Diamant de son doit qu'il mit sur la Serviette, en la rendant à la 
Duchesse de Marlborogh, et en disant que c'étoit pour la remercier de la faveur qu'elle lui avoit faite. 
Die weise, das present zu überreichen, ist concertirt gewesen. 
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J'ay sçeu depuis que cela avoit deja été concerté, et que cette Duchesse avoit dit à d'autres Dames dés le dîner, et de qui 
je le tiens, qu'on verroit ce soir una petite Ceremonie, à quoi on ne s'attendoit pas. On estime la bague de la valeur de 1000 
£. st. qui sont 4./m. ecus d'Angl. et entre 5./m. à 6./m. d'argent de Berlin. vid. c. 1. p. 22. 
Das Present 1000. tb. Sterling oder wie H. Bonnet1 5 3 berichtet, 1500 tb. geschätzet. vid. p. praead. 
Le Prince de Lichtenstein donna une croix de Diamant de la part du Roi à la Dame d'honneur Laidi Frischwill, qui étoit 
en fonction cette Semaine, et ainsi avoit fait celle d'Ecuyer tranchant à la Table; mais quoi qu'on m'ait dit, que cette croix 
pût être de la valeur de 200 ou 300 £. St. La dite laidy Frischwill, ne s'est pas fachée d'en étre tres mal satisfaite, et à ce qu'on 
luit fait dire, non point pour le peu de valeur du present, qu'elle dit dabord d'avoir donné a quelque Personne, que de ce que 
le Roi ne lui auroit pas aussi donné à elle même, comm' étant Pairesse d'Angleterre et dame d'honneur de la Reine, aussibien 
que la Duchesse de Marlborough. 
Es ist nicht bräuchlich, daß grosse herren, die Presente die sie thun, in eigener persohn selbst persöhnlich den 
particuliers übergeben. 
Cependant il semble qu'elle n'est pas trop fondée en ce dernier cas, puisque ce n'est gueres la coûtume des Rois ou autres 
grands souverains, que de faire leurs presens eux mêmes: que la Duchesse de Marlborough, tant par sa fonction, qu'elle a faite 
de bout aux côtes de la Reine durant ces trois repas, et d'etre la premiere Dame d'honneur, et en cette fonction distinguée 
même par la qualité de Grom of the Stholl, que d'ailleurs par le poste de faveur et de confidence où elle est auprés de la Reine 
34 [fol. 116v] 
Present. 
et le Duc son Epoux Capitaine Generale de forces d'Angleterre par terre, pouvoit meritér quelque distinction; sans 
toucher, que bien qu'elles sont toutes deux Pairesses d'Angleterre, l'une l'est avec le titre et le rang de Duchesse et l'autre ou 
Laidy Frischwill, du dernier rang des Pairaisses Baronnes. c. 1. et p. 23. 
Il y eut aussi des presens donnés de la part du Roi d'Espagne, aux 2. autres Dames, qu'on nomme Bed Chambre Vomens 
ou Femmes de la Chambre de la Reine, et dont une, quant la Reine dîne en public se tient de bout à côté de la Dame 
d'honneur, reçoit les plats couverts qu'on porte à la table, les range sur la table, prend les assiettes etc. qu'il est question de 
changer, et les presente à la Dame d'honneur, qui le donne au Roi, à la Reine, et au Prince. Il y en avoit 2. ou 3. repas que 
le Roi a fait avec le reine: une au côté de la Duchesse de Marlborough, pour lui donner la Soucoupe avec le verre, quand la 
Reine demandoit á boire, et que la Duchesse presentoit en suite à genoux à la Reine; et l'autre aupres de la Dame d'honneur, 
servant à la table pour la fonction susdite. p. 23. 
La Reine avoit defendu au reste, que personne autre de sa Cour, ne prit des presens du Roi, comme le Maître d'Hôtel, 
qui étoit en quartier, et qu'on apelle ici en Anglois du nom de Clerck of the green Cloth, ou Clerc du Tapis verd, ni à la 
Cuisine, ou aux Ecuries etc. Il n'y eut, outre les Dames ou Femmes susdites, que Milord Chambellan de Jersey,154 qui eut 
permission de la Reine de prendre le present qu'on lui auroit offert, et qui a consisté aussi en un bague. Pour le Duc de 
Sommerset, qui est allé complimenter le Roi au bord du navire Royale Catherine, qui l'a conduit, logé, et defrayé une nuit 
à sa Maison de Pethworth, et l'y a 
35 [fol. 117r] 
Present. 
reconduit au depart de Windsor, on dit qu'il aura l'Epée, que le Roi d'Espagne porte à son côte; et la Duchesse de 
Sommerset sa Femme le Portrait du Roi. c. 1. et p. 24. 
Presente so die Königinn an den König gethan. vid. c. 1. p. 12. 
La Reine qui n'a rien voulu oublier dans cette occasion pour exprimer sa Grandeur d'ame et sa tendresse veritablement 
Royale et maternelle en vers ce jeune Monarque, lui a fait pesent de cinequante mille Guinees, qu'on dit être toutes frapées 
au Coin de S.M.B. Je ne sçais sur quel fondement, on parle d'uni autre present de Chevaux, et d'un service d'Argent de trente 
Douzaine d'assiettes. c. 1. 
Presente die man ehmahls in Engeland den Ambassadeurs gegeben. vid. Howel155 de Legatis parag. 8. p. 336. 
Wie viel man ehmahls in Engeland gegeben. conf. p. 10. Da man zu Elisabeth zeiten sehr wenig gegeben. Was man 
itzund gebe. vid. p. 16. 
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Lautia quod attinet, sive munera Legatis data, nulla usquam aula aulam anglicanam superat. 
Etenim constitutum est Legatos Gallicos et Hispanicos, sciliret statarios, sub discessum suum, debere honorarii loro 
singulatim arcipere quatuor unciarum millia Argenti Calati de aurati; Legatum Venetum, duo millia; Archiducis, mille et 
sexcentas; at (Aularum aliarum exemplo) aliquid deminutum est, et resectum; et hanc deminutionem sive defalcationem (si 
ita loqui liceat) Mr. Puiseaux primus expertus est regnante Jacobs, cui duo duntaxat unciarum millia donnata sunt; Veneto 
1600, archiducis Legato 1000, etc. c. 1. p. 336. et 337. 
Aber nunmehr hat man, nach dem Exempel anderer höfe, viel abgebrochen. 
Itzund gibt man nur 1000. tb. sterling, einem Venetianschen, oder auch wohl nur 800. vid. p. 16. 
Der Marechal de Grammont,156 der umb die Infantin zu werben abgeschicket war, bekam in Spanien nur ein Present 
von 20/m taler da man ihn doch besser und höher, alß den ehemahls in gleicher Commission sbgeschickten Mr. du 
Mayne157 oder Duc de Mayenne welcher auch nicht mehr alß für 20/m taler diamanten bekam. vid. hist. von dieser 
ambassade. p. 48., tractiren u. aufnehmen wollen. c. 1. p. 29. 
Le Roi d'Espagne envoya ce soir même à Mr. le Marêchal de Grammont un cordon de Diamans, qui est fort beau, et que 
nous estimâmes vingt mille écus. Mr. le Marechal de sa part donna à D. Christoval158 l'introducteur, vid. p. 22. un enseigne 
de Diamans avec le portrait du roi en mignature, fait par Petitau159 sur de l'émail. vid. Journal de Voyage d'Espagne.160 p. 36. 
et 37. 
36 [fol. 117v] 
Present. 
Pendant que le Duc de Mayenne Frantzöscher Ambassadeur in Spanien, estoit à Almeda, le Roi luy envoya le Marquis 
d'Este, pour lui faire compagnie, & pour le servir jusques au jour de son Entree. Wicq.161 Liv. 1. ch. 18 p. m. 424. Und diesem 
Marquis schenckte hernachmahls der Duc neue schone Carosse tiré par 6. grands chevaux gris. vid. die Hist. von seiner 
Ambassade p. m. 40. in dem tom. in 8ten. allerhand Ceremonialien. 
Le lendemain le Duc de Mayenne fut voir le duc de Parme, et puis tous le Grands d'Espagne jusqu'à son depart, qui fut 
le jeudi trentieme tôut, au quel jour tous les Grands le visiterent, et lui firent present de fort beaux chevaux. 
Sa Maj. lui envoya un present de Diamans de la valeur de 20000 écus, avec 4. beaux Cheveaux d'Espagne. c. 1. p. 47. 
et 48. 
Pour Monseigr. le Duc de Mayenne il fit en Espagne de grands presens. 
Il donna à la Signora Catelina de Serda, celle qu'il entretint le jour de la Ceremonie, une riche enseigne de Diamants. 
Il donna pareillement 60. chaines d'or aux officiers de la maison Royale, et plusieurs montres, enreignes, et bouquets de 
Diamants à plusieurs Dames de merite. 
Enfin les presens qu'il y a faits, montent 25, ou 30000 écus. c. 1. 
Milord Duc de Marlborough162 aprés avoir pris congé de l'Empereur et de toute la cour, partit d'ici Lundi dernier avec 
le Comte de Sunderlandt,163 tres satisfait des grands honneurs qu'il y a receu et des liberalites que l'Empereur lui a faites, S.M. 
Imp. lui ayant fait present d'une Bague de Diamans de grand prix, ainsi que de la Seigneurie de Mindelheim en Swabe de 
10000. Florins de rente, laquelle va être erigée en Principanté; De sorte que ce Duc aura à l'avenir le titre de Prince de 
Mindelheim. C'est en consideration des importants services qu'il a 
37 [fol. 118r] 
Present. 
rendus à l'Emprereur [sic] et à l'Empíre en diverses occasions, et particulierement à la fameuse Bataille d'Hochstedt, que 
S.M. Imp. lui a fait ces deux magnifiques presents. de Vienne le 25. Nov. 1705. No. 96. 
Milord Duc de Marlborough apres avoir en 2 Audiences particulières du Roi de Prusse, et avoir aussi en diverses 
Conferences avec ses Ministres, partit d'ici Avanthier pour Hanovre avec le Comte de Sunderlandt, tres satisfait des grands 
honneurs qu'il a receu en céte Cour, ainsi que du succes de ses negotiations, et d'un magnifique present qui lui a été fait de 
la part de S.M. Prussienne; sçavoir d'une Epée garnie de Diamants de la valeur de 12000. ecus. S.M. a aussi fait present au 
Comte de Sunderlandt, d'une Bague de Diamans estimée 3000. écus. Berlin le 5. Decemb. 1705. No. 98. 
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Le Comte d'Heronville Brigadier, qui a aporté le premier la nouvelle de la reduction du Chateau de Nice, a eu une 
gratification de 1000. écus, avec une Pension annuelle de 1500 livres; et Mr. Buckley qui en a aporté au Roi la Capitulation, 
a aussi eu de Sa majesté une pareille pansion et un Brevet de Colonel. Paris le 28. Janv. 1706. No. 9. 
Sa Maj. la Reine d'Espagne a receu avis par un Exprés, que le Roi arriva à Caspé le 12 du courant; Mais qu'il étoit mal 
satisfait de ce que les Villes et Communautés par où Elle avoit passé, ne lui avoient fait aucun Present, excepté l'Evêque de 
Siguerça qui lui avoit donné seulement 2000. écus. Madrit le 17. Mars. 1706. No. 27. 
Sa Maj. la Reine d'Angl. à donné ordre de remettre une grosse Somme d'Argent aux vaudois ou autrement aux Habitants 
des Valées du Piemont en recompense des grands services qu'ils ont rendu au Duc de Savoye leur Souverain. lorsque le depris 
de l'Armée Françoise se retiroit dans le Daufiné apres sa defaite devant Turin. 
Le Prince de Dannemarc a aussi dessein d'envoyer au Prince Eugene de Savoye un maginfique Present, qui consistera en 
un Carosse attelé de 6. beaux Cheveaux, et en 12. Cheveaux de main, en consideration de ce qu'il a secouru si apropos le Duc 
de Savoye. Londres le 8. Oct. 1706. No. 83. 
38 [fol. 118v] 
Present. 
Sa Maj. a fait une gratification de 1000. Guinées qui sont environ 12000. Livres monnoye de France au Baron de 
Hohendorf qui lui a aporté depuis peu de la part du Duc de Savoye et du Prince Eugene, l'agreable nouvelle de la levée du 
Siege de Turin et de la defaite de l'Armée des Ennemis qui l'avoit enterpris. Londres le 15. Oct. 1706. No. 84. 
La Reine d'Espagne, qui est entrée dans le 8. mois de sa grossesse, a envoyé au Duc de Berwick164 une Vaisselle d'Or et 
une Bague de prix, en reconnaissance du grand service qu'il a rendu à leurs maj. à la Bataille dont on vient de parier; Ce 
present est estimé plus de 15000 Pieces de huit. Madrit le 24. May. 1707. No. 47. 
Le Marquis Benedeti Viale165 Envoyé Extr. de la Rebubl. de Genes, a receu de la part de L. H. P. les Etats Generaux, 
le Present ordinaire d'une Chaine d'or; Et il se dispose à passer en Angleterre. De la Haye le 2. Oct. 1707. No. 19. 
Il est arrivée à Alfen 8. Cheveaux de couleur Isabelle, qui sont des plus beaux qu'on eut veu dans ce Païs depuis fort long 
terns, et que le Roi Auguste envoye comm'un Present au Prince et Duc de Marlborough; Et ils resteront dans ce lieu là, jusqu'a 
ce que ce Prince soit revenu del'Armée. La Haye le 5. Oct. 1707. No. 80. 
HochZeit = Geschencke 
Von den HochZeit = geschencken, die Betlehem Gabor Ao. 1626. bey seinem beylager mit der brandenburgischen 
Printzessin, von den gesandten der expressè zur HochZeit geladenen Potentaten bekommen p. 124 et 25, und wie solche 
zweymahl mehr an wehrt ausgetragen que la depense de ses nopces p. 129., ungeachtet sie doch 8. Tage lang gewehret p. 128., 
und Franckreich, Engeland, Venedig und andere eingeladene Staten nicht einmahl ihre Gesandten geschickt hatten. p. 129. 
Merc. Franç.166 Tom. 12. 
Wie der Fürst Tages nach der Hochzeit die braut mit 200/m taler an Jubelen beschencket. vid. c. 1. p. 129. Von dem 
Present des Chur-
39 [fol. 119r] 
Present. 
fürstens von Brandenburg an den Fürsten. vid. p. 128. Und von des Fürstens present an der Churfürsten, die Churfürstin 
und die geworbene Braut ao. 1625. vid. Merc. Franç.167 Tom. II p. 1149. alwo gesagt wird, daß Er dem Churfürsten einen 
güldenen zepter, der Churfürst ein Bezoard, des plus grands qui se soient jamais veus, et à la Princesse un tres riche collier ou 
une chaine de pierreries carcan de pierreries geschicket. c. 1. 
Mr. Geismar168 Ecuyer de Roi, est parti d'ici pour Dresde, avec 9. beaux chevaux couleur de Chataigne, et une Chaise 
de nouvelle invention pour s'en servir à la chasse, dont S. Maj. fait present au Roi Auguste. Berlin le 12. Janv. 1709. No. 7. 
Le Roi de Prusse a envoyé son Portrait garni de Diamants au General Web, en consideration de la bravoure et du courage 
qu'il fit pavoitre à la Bataille de Winnendale. Londr. du 25. Janv. 1709. No. 11. und die Königin von Engeland hat ihm eine 
jährliche Pension von 1000 Liv. Sterling gegeben c. 1. No. 101. 
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L'Envoyé de l'Electeur Palatin, a fait Present à touts les Ministres des autres Electeurs qui sont ici, de son Portrait garni 
de Diamants, en reconnaissance de leurs bons offices dans l'Affaire du haut Palatinat, qui lui a été cedé depuis quelque terns 
par l'Empereur et l'Empire. Ratisbon le 27. Janv. 1709. No. 12. 
Le Duc de Savoye nôtre Prince a fait preparer un service de Vermeil d'ore, dont elle veut faire Present au Marquis de 
Prié169 Ministre de l'Empereur à Rome, en reconnaissance des bons offices qu'il lui a rendu en cete Cour la. Turin le 3. Avril 
1709. No. 32. 
Le Czar a pareillement donné à S.M. Prussiene une riche Epée dont il s'est servi à la Bataille de Pultowa et qui est la 
premiere qui se soit jamais fabriquée en Moscowie. O n confirme que ces 2. Potentats ont aussi fait de grands Presents, Tune 
aux Ministres de l'autre et l'on fait monter à 12000 Ecus l'Epée garnie de Diamants que le Roi de Prusse a donnée au Prince 
de Menzikof.170 Berlin le 16. Nov. 1709. No. 95. 
40 [fol. 119v] 
Le Prince Tarsia Spinelli a dessein de faire Present au Roi d'Espagne Charles III. d'un Sceptre garni de Diamants de la 
valeur de 7000 Ducats, et de 4000. Muids de Grains pour la subsistance de ses troupes, en consideration de ce que S. M. C. 
Pa élevé à la Dignité de Grand d'Espagne; Et le Marquis Garofolo s'est aussi proposé de faire à la Reine un Present de 14. mille 
Ducats, pour obtenir la conservation des Biens qu'il a aquis sous le Regne precedent. Naples le 5. Nov. 1709. No. 96. 
Le Comte Genti le1 7 1 est revenu de la Cour de France ou il a été en qualité d'Envoyé Extr. de céte Republ. de Genes; 
Et il a aporté avec lui une Cassete plein de Medailles, qui represent touts les plus grands faits de Louis XIV. dont on lui a fait 
Present. Genes le 17. Nov. 1709. No. 98. 
La veille de St. Nicolas, Sa Maj. Imperiale lui donna une Paire de Pendants de Diamants de la valeur de 15000. Florins, 
de même qu'un riche Etoffe pour un Habit, et une petit Caisse remplie de toute sortes d'essences en petites bouteilles dorées, 
le tout estimé 30000 Florins; et l'Imperatrice son côté, lui fit aussi Present de diverses Boetes de Tabac en poudre garnies de 
Diamants, et d'un tres beau Fauteuil à la Tapisserie duquel Elle avoit travaille elle même. Viene le 11. Dec. 1709. No. 103. 
Leurs H.P. les Etats Generaux on fait Present d'une Chaine d'or de la valeur de 1800. florins, au Comte de Stirum 
Adjudant General du Prince de Nassau Gouverneur hereditaire de Frise, en consideration de ce qu'il leur aporta il y a quelque 
terns la Capitulation de la ville de Mors. la Haye le 26. Dec. 1709. No. 104. 
La Reine a honoré du titre de Chevalier le Capitaine Nicolas Tieranion, en consideration des ses fideles services. Sa 
Majestà a aussi fair present de 500 Livres Sterling à Madame Schuts Veuve de Baron de Schudts,172 qui à été Envoyé 
d'Hannover en céte Cour; et S.M. en apareillement donne 300 à Ma-
41 [fol. 120r] 
Present. 
dame de Leyenkroon Veuve de Monsr. de Leyenkroon173 Envoyé da Suede. De Londres le 13. Juin 1710. No. 49. 
Monsr. Kreitschmar Lieutenant Colonel et Capitaine aux Gardes, qui a parté ici la Capitulation de Dovay de la part des 
Seigneures Deputés de cet Etat à l'Armée, a été regalé par L. H. P. les Etats Generaux, d'une chaine d'Or avec sa medaille 
de la valeur de 1800. Florins; et L.H.P. ont aussi fait present d'une chaine d'Or avec sa medaille qu'on estime 1500. Florins, 
au Major Rhebinder Ajudant General du Prince de Nassau Gouverneur hereditaire de Frise etc: qui leur aporta l'autre jour 
une Lettre de felicitation de ce Prince sur le meme sujet. De la Hay le 23 Juillet 1710. No. 53. 
Le Present que Sa Majesté a fais au Colonel Panton qui est retourne à l 'Armée de Flandres, est de 500 Guinèes. De 
Londres le 11. Juillet. 1710. No. 57. 
Le Cardinal Grimani nôtre Viceroy a fait aficher un Decret, en consequance del'ordre qu'il en avoit receu du Roy Charles 
III. par lequell touts les Dons faits sous le precedent Gouvernement d'un grand nombre de Fiefs dans ce Royaume, sont 
revoquès et declares de nulle valeur, à condition neanmoins que ceux qui les possedent, auront les uns 3. mois et les autres 
6. mois de terns, pour en sollicker de nouveau l'investiture auprés du Conseill Collateral et de la Cour de Barcelone. De Naples 
le 1. Juillet 1710. No. 59. 
42 [fol. 120v] 
Present. 
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Lorsque le Prince d'Avelino174 Ambr. Extr. du Roi Charles III. quitta dernierement le Palais du Connestable Colonna, 
pour aller loger à l'Hôtel qu'il a loué sur la Place Colonna, il donna 150. Pistoles à chacun des moindres Domestiques de ce 
Connestable; et il fit aussi de magnifiques Presents de Joyaux à ceux d'un rang plus élevé. Rome le 11. Oct. 1710, No. 87. 
O n dit que les Marchands Espagnols établis ici, ont resolu d'envoyer un magnifique Present au General Comte Gui de 
Staremberg en Espagne, en Consideration de ses faits heroïques en faveur de du Roy Charles, en particulier et en general de 
la cause comune. Lond. le 30. Sept. 1710. No. 82. 
L. H. Puissances ont regalé le Capitaine Smitsard qui leur a aporté la Capitulation d'Aire, d'une Chaîne d'or avec sa 
Medaille, de la valeur de 1800 florins. Haye le 16. Nov. 1710. No. 92. 
Von Presenten der Gesandten, die sie bekommen und geben. vid. Wicq.175 Liv. I. ch. 30. p. 947. et seq. 
Present au Ministre de Moscovie à Venise. 
L'Ambr. de Moscovic Baron d'Urbigh176 est pertie fort satisfaite, tant de Tissue de sa Commission que des honneurs qu'il 
a receu sur le pié d'Amb. et de la Chaine d'or dont nôtre regence lui fit present à son depart, de la même valeur et du même 
poids qu'on a accoutumé de donner aux Ministres de ce rang, et pareille à celle dont on a fait Present en dernier lieu au Prince 
de St. Buono177 Ambr. du Roi Philippe; De sorte que ce qu'on debita il y a quelques Semaines, sçavoir que le present dont 
on avoit regalé Mr. le Baron d'Urbigh n'avoit ètè que la 5me. partie de ce qu'on fait aux Ambrs., se trouve faux et sans aucun 
fondement. Venise, le 10. juill. 1711. no. 59. 
43 [fol. 121r] 
Present. 
On a envoyé depuis peu à Londres 2.500 Bouteilles de Vin, scavoir 1000 de Champagne 1000 de Bourgogne, et 500 de 
l'Hermitage, dont la Cour fait present à celle de la Grande Bretagne. De Paris le 20. Novembre, 1711. No. 95. 
Le Marêchal de Tallard178 a envoyé ici une grande quantité de Bouteilles d'exelente Vin de France, dont il fait present 
à ses Amis. O n dit que la Reine s'est excusée de recevoir les riches Etoffes qu'on voulait lui envoyer aussi de France en disant 
qu'il seroit encore terns assez aprés la conclusion de la Paix; Le Londres le 25. Decembre. 1712. No 1. 
L'Empereur avant que de partir de cette ville, fit present à nos 2. Bourguemaitres Regents et à nos 2. plus anciens Sindics, 
d'une Chaine d'or chacun avec son Portrait qui y étoit ataché. 
Le 13. Sa Maj. arriva à Würtzburg, ou l'Evêque de ce nom lui fit une magnifique Reception, et lui fit aussi Present d'un 
Regiment de Dragons. Frf. le 17. Janv. 1712. No. 8. 
L'Epée garnie de Diamants dont la Reine veut faire Present au Prince Eugene de Savoye est deja achevée; Sa valeur est 
diton, de plus 4000. Liv. St. et au haut du pognet il y a un Diamant qu'on estime 1500. £. St. Londres le 12. Fevr. 1712. No. 
16. 
Outre l'Epée dont S.M. veut faire Present au Prince Eugene. Elle lui donn'ra aussi son Portrait garnie de Diamants; Et 
on dit aussi que la ville de Londres au Lieu de Traitter le Prince, veut lui faire un Present magnifique. c. 1. du 16 Fevr. 
Und an der Königin ihrem Geburts-Tage gab sie ihm gedachtes Present un'Epèe garnie de Diamants de la valeur de 7 
ou 8 Liv. St. c. 1. du 19. Fevr. No. 18. 
44 [fol. 121v] 
Present. 
Le Prince hereditaire de Hesse-Cassel partit Avanthier, pour se rendre en Hollande, apres avoir pris congé du Roi de 
Prusse et de toute la Cour; Sa Maj. lui a fait Present d'une bourse de 2000. Ducats, ainsi que de 2. beaux Chevaux de Seile; 
Et elle l'a prié de repasser ici à son retour de sa Campagne de Flandres. Berlin le 2. Avril 1712. No. 30. 
Un Courier du Cabinet de l'Empereur revint l'autre jour de Barcelone, avec avis que l'Emperatrice y jouissoit d'une 
parfaite Santé; Et que le General Comte de Staremberg, avoit paru fort content du Present que ce Courier lui avoit aporté, 
du Portrait de l'Empereur garni de Diamants de prix. Viens le 20. Avril 1712. No. 36. 
Leurs Hautes Puissances les Etats Generaux ont fait present à Mr. Hymen1 7 9 Ministre du Roy de Prusse, d'une Chaîne 
d'Or avec sa Medaille, a la valeur de 1300 Livres; ce Ministre partira demain, pour s'en retourner dans le Duché de Cleves 
par Amsterdam. De la Haye le 5. Avril 1713. No. 28. 
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O n assure que le Roy de Danemarc qui se tient encore à Husum, fit present au Prince de Menzikow,180 d'une très beau 
couple de Chevaux blancs et de son Portrait garni de Diamans, lorsqu'il alla prendre congé de Sa Majesté; Mais on dit que 
Sa Majesté ne donna rien au Comte de Flemming General des troupes de Saxe, à son départ pour aller repasser l'Elbe avec 
elles. De Hambourg le 6 Juin. 1713. No. 47. 
La Reine a fait present de 1000 Guinées à Mr. de St. Jean1 8 1 Secretaire de l'Ambassade qui aporta Mardi dernier le Traité 
de Paix qui a été signé à Utrecht contre la Grande Bretagne et l'Espagne. De Londres le 21 Juillet. 1713. N . 60. 
45 [fol. 122r] 
Present. 
Le Roy de Prusse est à Posdam depuis 8 jours, sans qu'on sache au vrai quand Sa Majesté en reviendra. Avant le depart 
du Prince de Menzikof,182 le Roy lui fit present, de son Portrait garni de Diamans et d'une paire de pendans d'oreille, le tout 
de la valeur de 20000 ecus. De Berlin le 2. Août. 1713. No. 64. 
O n aprend, que Sa Majèsté à donné au Prince de Menzikof, une Seigneurie située prés de Francfort sur l'Oder et un 
Diamant de la valeur de 6000 écus à son Secretaire privé; Et qu'Elle a aussi fait present au Colonel Bassewitz d'un pareil 
Diamant; le Major General Bork doit encore entrer dans Stetin avec un bataillon Prussien. de Berlin le 10 Octobre. 1713. 
No. 84. 
Aventhier, le Duc d'Aumont1 8 3 Ambassadeur Extraordinaire de France, regala très splendidement à diner le Duc 
d'Ormond, et Milord Ashburnham Capitaine des Gardes du Corps de la Reine, avec plusieurs autres Personnes de distinction. 
Les tables furent servies de mets des plus delicats et en grande abondance; Et l'on servit des vins de Champagne et de 
Bourgogne les plus exquis, dont on but largement. On'assure, que c'est la derniere fois que ce Seigneur traitèra publiquement, 
ayant dessein de partir la semaine prochaine, pour retourner à la Cour de France; le capitaine du Yacht, qui le doit passer en 
France, est même venu aujourd'hui a son Hotel prendre ses ordres; Et 
46 [fol. 122v] 
Present. 
Et il doit passer incessanment pour se rendre à Douvres d'où il donnera avis de son arrivée a Son Excelence, qui partim 
d'abord pour s'y embarquer, et passera à Calais. Outre les presens ordinaires que la Reine fait aux Secretaires d'Ambassade, 
et qui furent remis Mecredì dernier par Mr Inglick184 Marêchal des Ceremonies à Mr. l'Abbé Nadal1 8 5 Secretaire de 
l'Ambassadeur de France, la Reine lui envoya une Medaille d'Or, par Mr. le Chevalier Cotterel Maître des Ceremonies. De 
Londres le 27. Octobre 1713. No. 88. 
Le Daufin Vaisseau de Guerre Anglois arriva ici Avanthier d'Angleterre ayant à bord le Present que Sa Majesté 
Britannique envoye à l'Empereur de Maroc; et le Chef d'Escadre Paddon doit s'embarquer sur ce Navire, pòur aller porter ce 
Present à Miquenez. De Lisbonne de 18 Novembre. 1713. No. 97. 
Le Chevalier Jean Jennings,186 qui arriva ici jeudi dernier fort tard d'Italie et qui partit Le Lendemain pour aller saluer 
La Reine à Windsor, a aporté avec lui de trés riches presens qu'on lui a fait; Savoir, le Portrait de l'Empereur enrichi de 
Diamans que l'Imperatrice Lui donna, Lorsque cet Amiral [sic] le transporte de Barcelone à Genes, une Epée, et une Canne 
aussi enrichies des Diamans, que l'Empereur lui donna, quand il le passa en Italic Le Roy de Sicile a aussi fait present de son 
Portrait enrichi de Diamans, et la 
47 [fol. 123r] 
Present. 
Reine d'un bouton qu'on mit à son Chapeau garnì d'un tres beau Diamant, et de plusieurs moindres à l'entour; Si bien 
qu'on estime ces presens plus de 20000 Livres Sterling, outre d'autres presens qu'on lui a fait en argent. De Londres le 19 
Decembre. 1713. No. 103. 
Presente so die neu verehligte Duchesse d'Orleans, die Princessin von Baden bekommen. 
Presente an die neue Duchesse d'Orleans. Lorsque on aprend, que ce nouvelle Duchesse d'Orleans arriva dernierement 
à Bagnolet, Madame la Duchesse Douairiere Sa Belle mere lui fit present d'une Cassette avec des Joyaux pour la valeur de plus 
de 800. mille Livres, en lui disant que c'es tout des Fleurs du Jardin de cette Maison de plaisance; che céte Princesse receut 
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ce considerable present avec des expressions pleines de reconnaissance; et que son lit de nôces est aussi estimé plus de 800. 
mille Livres. de Versailles. le 7. Aout. 1724. No. 65. 
Appendix 
Translation: 
Excerpts from the Personennachlass Johann von Besser (1654-1729), No. 14 in the Sächsisches Hauptstaatsarchiv Dresden. 
Words and numbers in boldface represent notations written in the margins by von Besser. Throughout the translation, 
all Latin abbreviations employed by von Besser have been retained. Some meanings are clear (tit. = titulus), some are 
uncertain. 
1 [fol. 94r] [see Fig. 2] 
Present. 
[left-hand column] In keeping with Danish ceremonial rules from the year 1672, the following present was decreed: 
1) to those ambassadors of crowned heads, a present of three thousand r. [reichthaler or rixdaler, meaning taler] 
2) to an envoy extraordinary, twelve hundred r. 
3) to a resident, one thousand r. and 
4) to someone who came to pursue another trade, 
a present of three hundred r. See Ceremoniel du Nord; pp. 59-60. 
In the current year, 1705, in England, the Venetian ambassador received a present of one thousand pounds sterling.23 
See below h. [meaning uncertain] tit., p. 16. 
Gifts in silver. 
The thirty ambassadors from the Swiss cantons, who were sent to the king of France in Strasbourg in 1681, received 
a present of twenty thousand silver francs, instead of the gifts that we customarily give in dishes, medals, and gems. See 
the Merc. Gal.,24 Oct. from the year 1681, pp. 359-60. 
A part of the buffet belonging to the duc de Chevreuse,25 the former French ambassador to England, was, on 
Mazarin's advice, bought from the king of France and sent over as a present to the king of Sweden via Sir Terlon.26 In 
gratitude, the king (of Sweden) notified France that this Terlon would, as a result, be made an ambassador, something that 
Mazarin very much regretted for some time afterward. See Wiq27 bk. 1, c. [meaning uncertain, probably chapter] 23, p. m. 
[meaning uncertain] 666; conf. tit. Ambassador., vol. 1, p. 63. 
[right-hand column] In Holland, an ambassador receives a chain worth six thousand guilders or three thousand talers and 
an envoy receives one worth one thousand three hundred guilders, as baron Schmetau,28 our minister in The Hague, reports 
during his recent attendance here in Berlin in the current year, 1707. 
In England, an ambassador receives one thousand pounds and this year, 1708, the wish of giving the Muscovite 
ambassador the same was expressed. However, he did not want to accept such an amount, because he had received no 
satisfaction regarding the affront to him. He wanted to leave without reimbursement and without gift, which, according to 
the order, must have been one thousand pounds sterling, using the new method of calculation. See the account of Mr. 
Bonnet29 from July 27 to August 7, 1708; tit. Ambass., vol. 1., p. [blank] 
This year, 1718, the Spanish ambassador in England received three thousand guineas, attests the Nouvel. extraord.,30 no. 
91. From London, November 4, 1718. 
To the Dutch ambassador in Sweden, Mr. Burmannia,31 as he wished to go to his ship having taken his leave on the 
twenty-sixth of July of this year, 1720, Mr. Cronstrom,32 in the absence of Mr. Funck (the master of ceremonies), brought him 
the ordinary gift on behalf of the king, consisting of a letter of currency for two thousand six hundred rixdalers from 
Hamburg, and a two hundred rixdaler bill for his secretary; and his excellency gave a gift to the porter of a purse 
containing one hundred ducats, and another of the same amount for Mr. Funck, master of ceremonies. From Stockholm, 
August 31, 1720. No. 75. 
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2 [fol. 94v] 
Present-
In Sweden, the ambassador was brought his present by the master of ceremonies days before his farewell audience. See 
manuscript of Ceremoniel de Svede, c. 7. para. 1, p. m. 15. 
Under ministers of the same status, an equality of presents should be maintained. Therefore, when the English 
ambassador received a larger amount, our envoy in Denmark, Mr. von Viereck,33 pressed for such a sum. When a delegate dies, 
his heirs receive the present due him. For example, in Denmark presents destined to residents from both England and Poland 
were given to their heirs, regardless of the fact that the English resident had held his position for just a few months. 
Along the same lines, the daughter of our ambassador to England, Baron von Spanheim,34 who had died in England 
during his ambassadorial mission, received from blessed Queen Anne the customary present for an ambassador at the English 
court, namely one thousand pounds sterling. 
A n envoy in Denmark receives ordinarily not more than twelve hundred talers in Danish crowns and the master of 
ceremonies received from those envoys one hundred ducats. See here the example of the Englishman Mr. Vernon,35 and our 
delegate Mr. von Viereck, in the manuscript on Danish ceremony. 
The French ambassador, Mr. Chamelli,36 received a present of four thousand talers in Danish crowns in a letter of 
exchange. See Cit. Cerem. [meaning see ms on Danish ceremony] 
The Venetian ambassador in England, Mocenigo,37 received a present of one thousand guineas this year and gave the 
master of ceremonies one hundred guineas as a gift in return. See manuscript on English ceremony. 
3 [fol. 95r] 
Present. 
When I informed his majesty that he should give each of them a present, and that there were none ready, he 
demonstrated that he was quite angry about it, and said that there were those who had resolved to make him lose his 
reputation. Memoirs of Melvil,38 vol. 2, p. m. 509. 
The ambassadors, having learned that their dispatches were ready, took leave of his majesty, at the moment he was ready 
to leave for St. Andrée. I informed him that they should not deliver their dispatches so quickly, because the chain had not 
yet arrived; but the ambassadors did not want to wait, and I returned on board their ships, where I promised them to carry 
their dispatches, which I had returned to my possession, so that they would only be delivered with the gifts. We cut the chain 
into three equal parts, because it was quite long, and I had the order to deliver this present. I found the ambassadors having 
supper: after the supper, I gave them the dispatches, and to each one his portion of the chain, making apologies to them for 
the poor treatment they had received, and, because they had been stopped for such a long time, for repaying them so poorly. 
With that, they left highly satisfied and promised to work with all their power to establish a reciprocal friendship between the 
two crowns, even if the poor reception that had been extended to them at the beginning had often pushed them to do just 
the opposite. Memoirs of Melvil,39 vol. 2, p. m. 511, 512, and 513. 
The gifts with which the king of Spain, Carlos III, will be presented and which have been ready for some time, are as 
follows: 
1. in the room on a table is a large ewer [and basin] of pure gold set all over with diamonds, which is worth more than 
one hundred thousand Portuguese ducats. 
2. lying on the same table is a royal mantle, a sword with a baldric, a pair of pistols, a commandant's staff, all of which 
are set with gold and diamonds. 
3. in addition here are all the accessories of royal regalia. 
4. Twelve state coaches, each with six of the most beautiful horses harnessed to them, the stablemen and grooms all 
dressed in red velvet with golden edging. 
5. Thirteen trained riding-school horses, the value of [see next folio for continuation] 
4 [fol. 95v] 
Present. 
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each one amounts to three hundred fifty ducats; however, the mantle and all the other items amount to five thousand 
guilders. 
The presents of gold for the campaign, six unterreif [meaning uncertain], two gluht [meaning uncertain] and rauch-pfannen 
[meaning uncertain] and two braziers and incense burners together worth twenty thousand ducats. Four large centerpieces, 
Staffel weiß gemacht [meaning uncertain], on which various fruit and confectionery can be placed, worth sixteen thousand 
ducats. 
Presents of silver. 
Four vessels with compartments filled with all kinds of spices, worth two thousand ducats. Seven hand basins with their 
own ewers, worth three thousand five hundred ducats. Six plates for all types of refreshments, worth six thousand ducats. 
Twenty-four large bowls and twelve Scüßel-reif [meaning uncertain], worth five thousand ducats. Fourteen spice boxes, with 
which to season the food, worth one thousand ducats. Four large cooking pots together with a centerpiece, worth three 
thousand ducats. Eight kettles for carrying water, four large and four medium-sized, worth three thousand ducats. Three 
hundred smaller cooking pots, worth eight thousand ducats, eighty mugs, eight pots for the pantry, worth two thousand five 
hundred ducats. Eight other bowls, worth three thousand ducats together with many beautiful white items. From Lisbon, 
February 13, 1704. 
A Polish envoy in France received just a chain worth six hundred talers. See Wicq.,40 bk. 1, c. 16, p. m. 376. 
He who comes without status does not receive a present. c. 1. 
A Polish ambassador in England in 1636 received a present of ten thousand talers together with other small treasures. 
Theat. Europ.,41 vol. 3, f[ol]. 689. 
On the presents that were given in France, see below h. tit., p. 16. et 6. [reason for sequence of numbers uncertain] 
Henceforth, the king of France will give delegates nothing but medals as presents. conf. Lettr. Hist.,42 vol. 2, 8, pp. 66-67, and 
Merc. Hist.,43 vol. 39, p. 62, n. 4. 
His Majesty gave one hundred valuable gold medals to Mr. Fieschi,44 nuncio extraordinary of the Pope; and people said 
that he had resolved in the future only to give similar gifts to foreign ministers, once they will have had their leave-taking 
audiences. From Paris, ] [January, June, or July] 15, 1705. No. 48. 
In England, one thousand pounds sterling per ambassador. The Brandenburg ambassadors, who were sent to England 
in the year 1660, also received one thousand pounds sterling. See manuscript on English ceremony, p. m. 9. 
In England the ambassadors receive a present of one thousand pounds sterling as the Venetian ambassador also did this 
year, 1705. See Tit. Audienz., vol. 1, from H. Bonnet,45 Relation.; p. 50. 
5 [fol. 96r] 
P. [meaning uncertain] 
Present. 
A salad of precious stones 
When he returned from hunting, the current king of Spain sent his wife (Mademoiselle d'Orléans) the game he caught 
and in so doing allowed that in order to make a dish that merited her appetite, he would take care to have a salad served to 
her. This salad, which the king sent her the following morning, was a gold plate, of marvelous craftsmanship, full of emeralds, 
rubies, mother of pearl, and topaz. Greens were represented by the emeralds; vinegar by the rubies; oil by the topaz, salt by 
the mother of pearl; and because greens have to predominate in a salad, there were a lot more emeralds than all the rest. 
Which in truth is a wonderful present, but it's not enough to love a lot, one must be a king in order to make such gifts. Mercure 
gallant46 of June 1680, p. m. 287, 288, and 289. 
The thirty delegates of the thirteen Swiss cantons, who came to Ensisheim [village in Switzerland] in the year 1681 to 
congratulate the king of France on his journey to Strasbourg, were treated to twenty thousand silver francs, rather than the 
gifts that were customarily given in dishes, medals, and precious gems. Merc. Gal.47 of October 1681, p. m. 359-60. 
The king of Poland made a gift of one hundred ducats to the courier who brought him news of the victory that the 
imperial army had won over the Turks. From Lemberg [today Lvov, Ukraine], September 20, 1691. 
The king of England dubbed baronet the messenger, a knight, who had brought him the news of the surrender of 
Limerick. He is a rich merchant from London. From The Hague, October 24, 1691. 
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6 [fol. 96v] 
Present. 
In Holland, the present for the envoys is ordinarily set at thirteen hundred guilders, which consists of a golden chain with 
the general state medal, the work for which usually costs one hundred guilders. Therefore the present itself is actually worth 
only twelve hundred guilders; however, now it is to be decreed that allowing for the maker's fee, the chain with the medal 
ought to have a total value of thirteen hundred guilders. 
An envoy in Denmark received six hundred ducats as Mr. Scharboroug48 received in the year 1699. See h. tit. 
Present. 
In England, the envoys are usually given a present of three hundred pounds sterling and, in France, a portrait of the king 
worth three thousand pounds or one thousand talers, as the king is held in such high esteem; however, the portrait itself is 
only worth around two thousand pounds or six hundred talers. 
The usual present for ambassadors in France is six thousand pounds. See p. 16, h. tit. Lettre Hist.,49 vol. 17, from 
the year 1700, p. 80 . But it is not given to those who fail to attend the farewell audience, as in the case of the nuncio, 
Cardinal Delphino,50 c. 1. 
The pope sent the Agnus Dei51 to the countess of Martinitz, the blessed medals, and the other gifts that are normally 
given to ambassadors on their departure, but in their honor, he allowed no graciousness in particular to be shown to the count, 
who had displeased him, in order to demonstrate that her resentment was directed only at the sole person of the count, c. 1, 
p. 603, Lettr. Hist.52 
Yes, there is the example that either the finest stones, as in the case of how the portrait was received by the coun t . . . 
or also certainly the majority of them are fakes, as was found in the case of the portrait given in the year . . . to Mister 
v[on] . . . of the gentleman brother of the Prince-Elector of Mainz. When it was shown to the French minister who was 
residing at the court of the Prince-Elector, it was substituted with another worth four thousand talers and those people who 
committed the deception, following a previous, large penalty, were removed from service in France. 
During the New Year salutations, which the Provost of the traders together with the jurymen of the city of Paris all make 
to the king, at the same time they also give a present, which is a bag of silver and gold coins. See tit. Neu Jahr and tit. 
Compliment. 
7 [fol. 97r] 
Presents. 
Lord Lexington,53 ambassador of England, left to return to his country. The count von Zinzendorf,54 envoy of Saxony, 
also took the route to return to Dresden. And these two ministers, as well as Mr. de Hemskerque, the ambassador from 
Holland, received the ordinary presents before their departure. From Vienna, December 25, 1697. 
Duke Mezomorto, the admiral of their navy, had gone to Constantinople with part of this naval army without having 
demanded the gift that the city of Smyrna was accustomed to giving him at the end of each campaign. From Venice, 
December 20, 1697. 
The parliament of England resolved to give some presents to all the officers and foreign soldiers who had served under 
his majesty during the last war. From London, December 27, 1697. 
Even though the freeze continued with much strength, it is said that the count de Bonde,55 ambassador from Sweden, 
had planned to leave in nine days in order to embark at Hellevoet-Sluijs [The Netherlands] on the English yacht that was 
waiting for him there to travel to England. The minister received on behalf of Leurs Hautes Puissances [the high powers] the 
ordinary gift of a gold chain with a medal. We are still without news from England, because of the contrary wind. From The 
Hague, March 2, 1698. 
In the year 1672, the English ambassador extraordinary in England, Douwina,5 6 received a present of six thousand 
pounds. See Memair57 concerning the ambassadors, on p. 189, and edit. on p. 204. 
In Holland, the delegates' present is ordinarily a gold chain with the medal of the city. 
There is also the same present in the republic of Venice, which was sent to the English ambassador Lord Manchester: 
a gold chain with a medal with a value of three thousand ducats, and a gilded vermeil basin weighing one hundred ounces, 
in which the chain was presented. From Venice, March 28, 1698. conf. tit. Audienz. 
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His excellency generously rewarded the porters, c. 1. 
The duke of St. Albans,58 who has returned from the French court, brought with him the portrait of Louis XIV garnished 
with diamonds, which the king had wanted to give him as a gift. From London, February 28, 1698. 
In Genoa, the English envoy Blackwel59 received the ordinary gift of one thousand ecus. See tit. Ambass., p. m. 23 . 
Example of the ambassadors. 
And the Frenchman, Mr. Iberville,60 received a gold chain from the Senate with the medal of the Senate, c. 1, p. 3 1 . 
8 [fol. 97v] 
Present. 
In Spain, when a woman is bled, she will receive a present either from her husband or also from her beloved and even 
the king observes this. 
On the thirtieth, the queen had her arm bled, but having only done it as a precaution, she did not leave straight away 
to hear mass at the Church of Our Lady of Sagraire. That same day, the king made a gift to the queen of a jewel with a value 
of seven hundred and fifty pistoles. The thirtieth, the princess again had herself bled, at the foot, and the king sent her another 
priceless jewel. From Madrid, May 8, 1698. 
His majesty gave a gift to the earl of Portland61 of his portrait embellished with diamonds, which has been valued at more 
than fifty thousand pounds. The duc de Lorraine gave his to the marquis of Bouzoles,62 who had returned from Lunéville, 
where he had gone to compliment the prince on his return to his estates. He was no less satisfied by the warm welcome and 
the respect that he was paid than by the gift, whose diamonds are worth more than one thousand gold louis. Gazette de la 
Haye,63 n. 50, Year 1698. From Paris, June 16. 
The earl of Portland received the king's gift from the hands of Mr. de Saintot, the greeter of the ambassadors. From 
Paris, June 13, 1698. 
His present was to have been twenty-five thousand imperial talers. 
It is said that the gift that his majesty gave to the earl of Portland consisted of two very beautiful woven tapestries from 
our Gobelins manufacture, embellished with gold; two portraits garnished with precious gems, one representing the king, and 
the other Mr. le Dauphin; and a sword embellished with diamonds. And it was added that his majesty again loaded him down 
with seven other woven tapestries on which all of his recent conquests are represented, for the king of England his master. 
Gazette de Leide.64 From Paris, June 16, 1698. 
[fol. 98r] 
1. In Denmark during the reign of the previous king, an ambassador received one thousand five hundred ducats or three 
thousand talers and an envoy six hundred ducats or one thousand two hundred talers banco [in cash]. 
2. In France, an ambassador receives six thousand talers and an envoy one thousand talers in jewels. 
3. In England, an ambassador receives one thousand pounds and an envoy three hundred pounds. 
4. In Holland, an ambassador receives six thousand guilders or three thousand talers and an envoy one thousand three 
hundred guilders. 
We learn that the marquis of Monteleon,65 who resided here on behalf of the Spanish king, took leave of Lews Hautes 
Puissances of the Estates General with a report that he had presented to them; and that thereupon Leurs Hautes Puissances sent 





I learned through General Treasurer de Kraut that your excellency wished to have a report of gifts that his majesty from 
Britain gave to the foreign ministers at their departing audience; in order to carry out this order, I am honored to send him 
this list, to which I took the liberty of adding one of the appointments that the queen grants to her ministers at large, in case 
your excellency is curious about them. 1 beg of him to honor me with his commands at every occasion and to be convinced 
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of the very perfect respect with which I am, my lord, your very humble, very faithful, and very loyal servant Bonet. From 
London, July 24-August 4, 1711. 
Report of presents 
that the queen of England gave to foreign ministers upon their departure from the court. 
One gives to an ambassador if a crowned head of state a gift of one thousand pounds sterling. 
To an ambassador of a republic eight hundred pounds. 
Those from Venice have in addition to that a sword with its belt, the price of one hundred pounds because they were 
made knights. 
To an ambassador from Morocco five hundred pounds. 
To an envoy of the emperor one thousand pounds. 
To an envoy from France or Spain five hundred pounds. 
To an envoy from Portugal, the northern kings, the electors, and republics three hundred pounds. 
[fol. 99v] 
To an envoy of a prince from Germany or Italy two hundred pounds. 
To a resident two hundred pounds. 
To an ambassador's secretary recognized as a leader one hundred pounds, but never to a secretary of an envoy or of a 
plenipotentiary, even if he has the title of secretary to the ambassador. 
These rules are followed ordinarily, but we are not so strongly subject to them that we cannot sometimes stray from them, 
when we want to gratify some minister for specific reasons, something that happens so rarely that it does not amount to much. 
Of these gifts, the ministers who receive them give ten percent to the master of ceremonies and five percent to the 
marshal or under-master of ceremonies, which makes a deduction of fifteen percent from what they received. 
In the past one made these presents in gold vermeil services; then they gave a diamond ring or diamond rosette for an 
ambassador with a portrait of the king on the back; but because there was some fakery for several years of those, one gives 
a bank note of the same value, payable upon arrival, and he who receives it sends it to the bank to have it converted into 




of the ministers of Great Britain who reside in foreign courts. 
One gives to an ambassador one thousand five hundred pounds sterling for his belongings, a silver service, ten pounds 
per day, sometimes one hundred pounds per week, and four hundred pounds for the transport of letters and other extraordinary 
packages, which brings us, in addition to the belongings, at ten pounds per day, four thousand fifty pounds per year, and at 
one hundred pounds per week, five thousand six hundred pounds sterling. 
To an envoy we give five hundred pounds for his belongings, five pounds per day, and four hundred pounds for transport 
of letters etc., which makes in addition to the belongings two thousand two hundred twenty-five pounds per year. 
To a resident we give three hundred pounds for his belongings, three pounds per day, and four hundred pounds for 
transport of letters etc., which makes in addition to the belongings one thousand ninety-five pounds per year. 
To a secretary such as Mr. Davenant,66 who holds this title from the queen à Francfort vers les 4. Cercles [meaning 
uncertain] and who was made envoy extraordinary to the Swiss, two hundred pounds for his belongings, two pounds per day, 
and four hundred pounds for transport of letters etc., which makes one thousand one hundred thirty pounds per year. 
These amounts are observed here fairly regularly, no matter which court or place the minister that we send has to reside 
in; if we make some change, it is always to increase it, such as for the baron of Halifax67 and the earl of Rivers,68 who had 
an increase of ten pounds per day in their commission for Ha- [see next folio for continuation] 
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[fol. 100v] 
-nover, and the ministers for Vienna, and those who went to the Estates General, and the states of Brabant, which had 
double titles, that is, that of envoy and that of plenipotentiary, who had eight pounds per day or three thousand twenty pounds 
per year, including the four hundred pounds for transport of letters, etc. 
His majesty the king in Prussia, our most gracious master, has hereby decreed the presents for foreign ministers arriving 
at his court as follows: at each visit, an ambassador should be given two thousand ducats and an envoy one thousand ducats 
in cash or the equivalent of it. Thus his minister of state and president of the court chamber, von Kamcke,69 should look into, 
as was mentioned, how much is given to the intended minister, neither less nor more, when this person takes his leave of his 
majesty the king. 
Documented with his majesty the king's personal signature and affixed with the royal seal. Given Honslardyck [The 
Netherlands or Belgium] d. July 14, 1711. 
[fol. 103r]70 (see Fig. 3) 
Presents 
for the ambassadors 
1. In Denmark during the reign of the previous king, an ambassador received one thousand five hundred ducats or three 
thousand imperial talers and an envoy six hundred ducats or one thousand two hundred imperial talers in cash. 
2. In France, an ambassador receives six thousand imperial talers and an envoy one thousand or four hundred pistoles. 
3. In England, an ambassador even receives as much as six thousand imperial talers and an envoy receives three hundred 
pounds sterling. 
4. In Holland, an ambassador receives a gold chain worth six thousand florins or three thousand imperial talers and an 
envoy one worth one thousand three hundred florins. 
5. In Venice. 
The doge sent to the earl of Manchester,71 ambassador extraordinary to the queen of Great Britain, a present of a gold chain 
worth one thousand ducats, and another gold chain worth one hundred fifty ducats to Mr. Cole,72 her secretary. See Nouvell. 
extraord.,73 No. 85, from October 5 to Friday this year 1708. conf. tit. Venedig. 
9 [fol. 104r] 
Presents. 
The marquis de Bouzoles,74 who was sent to the duc de Lorraine to compliment him on behalf of the king upon his arrival 
in his estates, returned to the court quite satisfied with the honors he had received and with the gift that the duke gave him 
of his portrait embellished with diamonds of great value. From Paris, June 16, 1698. 
When the marquis de St. Thomas75 took leave of the prince de Fundi, he gave him the portrait of the duke of Savoy 
garnished with gems in the name of his royal highness; but he could not oblige him to accept it, no matter what pressing 
reasons he gave, which shows that this prince has less his own interest at heart than that of the emperor his master. From 
Turin, September 27, 1696. 
The queen was bled again twice as a precaution; and each time, the king gave her a valuable jewel, as is always the custom 
practiced at this court. From Madrid, October 10, 1698. 
The furnishings that the king had presented to this duchess consisted of an eight-foot-tall bed, twenty chairs, window 
curtains, and portieres, for which the cloth alone cost five hundred pounds per aune [about a meter or yard]. His majesty also 
gave her a set of jewelry with precious gems of great value, with several other jewels. Monsieur, in addition to the trousseau 
which is quite magnificent, gave her two parures of precious gems, one of which is in diamonds and rubies and the other in 
emeralds, abatistes [meaning uncertain], etc. She wears the portrait of the duke her spouse, which has great value, on her wrist, 
and which is the one the prince had sent to her a short time ago. And the king gave his portrait embellished with diamonds 
to the comte de Couvonges,76 envoy extraordinary from Lorraine, who came to ask for the hand of this princess in marriage 
in the name of the duke his master. From Paris, October 27, 1698. 
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Lord Lexington,77 ambassador from England, left to return to his country. The count von Zinzendorf,78 envoy from 
Saxony, has also retaken the route to Dresden. These two ministers, as well as Mr. de Hems Kerque, ambassador from Holland, 
received the ordinary presents before their departure. From Vienna, December 25, 1698. 
10 [fol. 104v] 
Present. 
How much Queen Elizabeth gives as a present. What is given today in England. See p. 16; conf. p. 35 . 
During the reign of Queen Elizabeth, their ambassadors in England were given nothing more than a gold chain as a 
present of eight hundred ecus, and to each of their entourage a chain worth one hundred talers. See memoir. de Holland du 
Maurier,79 p. m. 283. 
Note how this queen gave one of the entourage of the Dutch delegates a chain of sixteen hundred ecus, i.e., [worth] 
double that of the ambassadors, since she knew well how to praise his beauty. See c. 1, p. 284. This person wore the chain 
around his neck all his life, c. 1. 
The Dutch ambassador to Paris, François Aersens,80 out of greed to have a present, acted as if he wished to take his leave 
and indeed he did receive a present, a very honorable gift of a silver-gilt vermeil service worth fourteen to fifteen thousand 
pounds, and subsequently, however, he wishes to stay, but will not be reaccepted. See c. 1, p. 420ff in the chapter by François 
Aersens, Lord of Sommerdie. 
A cross of St. Louis. 
The Catholic king sent a cross of the knight of St. Louis to the marshal de Châteaurenaud. This marshal never wanted 
to receive the gift of his Catholic majesty while he was in Spain; but the king ordered him to accept this cross, which is 
estimated at twenty-five thousand ecus. From Paris, August 20, 1703. No. 72. 
11 [fol. 105r] 
Present. 
When the royal Portuguese envoy Don Diego Mendoza de Corte Rogal81 attended his farewell audience in The Hague 
in the year 1694, he was given the usual present of a gold chain. See Leyd. gaz.82 of February 25, from The Hague, v [om, from, 
meaning uncertain]. 24. 
A present that the margrave of Baden received in England. 
O n the departure of the margrave of Baden from England, King William gave him a rich purse, in which there were one 
thousand gold pieces of five guineas each; and beyond that his majesty gave him a sword garnished with diamonds, and eight 
highly valuable horses. From London, March 2, 1694. 
The king of Spain sent to Vice-Admiral Callenberg, commander of the Dutch squadron, a present proportional to that 
which he had also sent to Admiral Ryssel. From Madrid, September 4. The prince of Liechtenstein,83 ambassador of the 
emperor in Rome, having completed the leave-taking audience, was treated to some artistically worked pieces of silver, a 
rosary of precious gems, some relics, and some various letters of plenary indulgence on behalf of the pope. Prince Don Livio 
Odeschalscki84 also gave him a gift of several beautiful paintings, two gilded vermeil basins full of Agnus Dei [wax papal medal 
with the image of the Lamb of God, see n. 51], from Pope Innocent XI, his uncle of glorious memory, and a small chest 
garnished with precious gems and filled with all sorts of essential oils. This minister, for his part, gave with great generosity, 
and because the duke of Cesarini85 did not want to receive cash for what the minister owed him for the rental of the hotel 
where the minister was staying, he gave the duke a gift of a magnificent six-horse carriage, a very beautiful "calèche," and a 
service of silver as a testament to his gratitude. His excellency, who occupied the post of ambassador to the emperor here with 
such prudence and reputation, is greatly missed by everyone; he left to Cardinal Hurgh the task of looking after the interests 
of his imperial majesty until the arrival of his successor. From Rome, September 4, 1694. 
12 [fol. 105v] 
Present. 
About the exceedingly valuable and magnificent present that the king of Spain, Philip IV, gave the Prince of Wales in 
the year 1623, see Merc. Franç.,86 vol. 9, p. 555, and about the presents that the prince distributed in return, see p. 588ff. 
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Among other things, one hundred horses were also distributed among the Englishmen; besides the other beautiful 
horses, the prince was also given twenty-four foals from the best stables in Cordoba, p. 556. 
As the prince was on his travels, he gave large presents, among others, to two poets, who each received three thousand 
reales, p. 568. 
N B . He gave them something because they accompanied him. See p. 570. 
About a gift of horses, pearls, precious gems, and goldsmith work that the duke of Medina Sidonia87 sent to the king of 
Spain, see p. 542. There were twenty-four horses and the least valuable of them cost eight hundred ducats, c. 1. 
With what sort of ceremony this present was given, c. 1. On the day after the consummation of her marriage with the 
Prince-Elector of the Palatinate, Frederick V, the lord mayor and the aldermen of London gave Princess Elizabeth a present 
of a necklace of the most beautiful Oriental pearls, and the city of Amsterdam gave her a present worth one hundred fifty 
thousand guilders. Larrey hist. d'Anglet.,88 vol. 2, f. 700. 
D'Ossat in Venice does not wish to accept the present. 
It was of one thousand talers. 
But because one would assume it was an affront, or perhaps a law, and that in future the Venetians would also not 
accept anything, he accepted the present. 
The next morning, that is on the twenty-fourth of the said month of July, which was a Friday, I was to take leave of the 
lordship, accompanied by the two Savii de Terreferme [meaning of "Savii" uncertain, but "Terreferme" here would indicate 
persons from the mainland] that she sent to me. After dinner on their behalf, someone brought me the sum of one thousand 
ecus of their money in the form of seven of their pounds per ecu, in four bags of red canvas, and in silver pieces that were 
[worth] forty of their sols. I had difficulty in taking them (1) and would have refused all of them; but I was reminded of what 
I knew long before, that this was the custom in such cases; and that my refusal would be taken not only as rudeness, but also 
as some kind of insult, and would be interpreted as a prohibition to the ambassador of this republic never to take anything 
from our kings. I will owe the king for this commodity when the time comes, and to you, and I will add it to so many other 
goods and honors that I receive every day. Letters of Card. D'Ossat.,89 the 148th letter, p. 557, vol. 1. 
13 [fol. 106r] 
Present. 
D'Ossat refuses the present due to impropriety. 
Venice was first to proclaim Henri IV as king. 
Perhaps it had troubled him, that it consisted of coins. 
In Venice, the ambassadors receive a gold chain. 
(1) Mr. d'Ossat should definitely not refuse the Venetian lord's gift, all the more because the king, his master, had perfect 
awareness of it, and regarded these lords as friends, from whom he had felt good will from the moment he took the crown, 
because they were the first to have given him the title of Very Christian King, without worrying about the resentment of the 
entire house of Austria, and of several other potentates, who wanted to have another king elected. Perhaps Mr. d'Ossat had 
some difficulty in receiving this present because it was given in silver coins, rather than the gold chain that the senate 
ordinarily sends to ambassadors. This is truly something more honest in its way. But because Mr. d'Ossat spent only five days 
in Venice, where people probably thought that he would stay a bit longer, the omission of this formality was quite forgivable. 
Amelot90 in his notes ad 1. cit. [meaning uncertain], p. 557, n. 1. 
Presents that the ambassadors must give. 
There is another expenditure that is quite necessary, and that the ambassador cannot avoid. He is obliged to give gifts 
to the officers who served him and worked in the name of the prince for whom he is employed, to the drum corps and to the 
trumpeters, and to the coachmen and the footmen, not only on the days of his arrival and of his audience, but also on holidays 
and on other solemn festivals. 
Phil. de Commines91 said that the presents that he had given to the officers of the republic of Venice, passing through 
Brescia, Verona, Vincenza, and Padua, had indeed cost him as much as if he had lived on his own budget. But one must 
consider the honor that was given to the ambassador, who on his side must be honorable, and even magnificent. 
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In sum one must give in excess each time, as in all other things. Between the other profusions that a certain ambassador 
made in France, it was noted that he had given five hundred pistoles to the trumpeters of the king, who would have been quite 
happy with five. He deserved it that people trumpeted his poorly placed generosity in all the courts, and across all of Europe. 
Wiquefort,92 bk. 1, c. 23, pp. 682-83. 
Present given to someone who amalgamates the two Indian companies in England. 
The East India company, having held its general assembly here, resolved yesterday nemine contradicente [no one 
contradicting] to make a gift of twenty-two thousand five hundred pounds sterling to Chevalier Tirebrasse, by allocating to 
him one and a half percent of their holdings of one million five hundred thousand pounds sterling; this was in consideration 
for the effort he made to unite the two companies into one single body. From London, July 3, 1705. No. 53. 
14 [fol. 106v] 
Present. 
A present of eight hundred pistoles 
and a present in return to the bearer of two hundred gold louis. 
Mr. the marquis of Châteauneuf,93 French ambassador to Portugal, having had reasons to leave there without causing a 
rupture between France and Portugal; thus, his Portuguese majesty sent him a jewel worth eight hundred pistoles, and this 
ambassador gave the porter a ring worth two hundred louis. See Merc. Gall.,94 April 1704, p. 338. 
Presents to the duchess of Burgundy. 
The king, wanting to treat the duchess of Burgundy to several gifts the first time she went to Marly after the birth of my 
lord the duke of Brittany, resolved to give them to her through several riddles, [located] in all of the pavilions of Marly, with 
a madrigal for each clue addressed to this princess, and his majesty chose Mr. de Bellocq to sing all of these madrigals, which 
were found all the more beautiful in that they showed the intention of the prince, who had conceived this magnificent and 
witty gallantry. See Merc. Gall,95 October 1704, p. 407. 
Presents that the widowed queen of Spain gave. 
The sixteenth of the past month, on the Sunday of Carnival, the dowager queen of Spain treated his majesty and the 
most distinguished members of his household in quite a royal fashion. She went for a promenade with all of her retinue, and 
upon her return, had a magnificent supper laid where a very precious basket was presented. See Merc. Gall.,96 March 1702, 
p. 377. 
There were jewels of a great price that the prince distributed. I already told you that all of the ladies of the Spanish court 
wear the blue sash, and they were made Chevalières of the Order of the Holy Spirit, p. 378, conf. tit. Orden. p. [meaning 
uncertain] 
The dowager queen wanted her ladies-in-waiting also to join this order. She thus took from the basket blue sashes with 
the cross of the Holy Spirit garnished with beautiful diamonds and gave one to each of them, from her own hands, c. 1, conf. 
tit. Orden, p. 15. 
She [see next folio for continuation] 
[fol. 107r] 
Present. 
She gave to her first lady of the chamber, her first majordomo, and to all the ladies-in-waiting the portrait of King Philip 
V garnished with big diamonds. The first lady of the chamber is the duchess de Frias and her majordomo is the count of Alba,97 
p. 379. 
That an ambassador to the court refuses a present is something unusual. 
When in the year 1632 the Spanish ambassador to Paris, Don Gonçales of Cordoba,98 did not wish to accept the royal 
present, it was considered something unusual and the reason why the presenter Mr. Guron (one of the ambassador's drivers) 
also did not wish to accept the present in return. 
A present of ten thousand talers. 
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It was noticed, this ambassador said, that his action had never been taken before by any ambassador: he refused the gift 
of his majesty, which was a sword garnished with diamonds, which, with its baldric, was worth ten thousand ecus. This gave 
rise to various judgments, which curious persons made then about the subject of this refusal. 
However, he presents the presenter with the pertinent gift, but the presenter refuses it in the same way. 
Soon after, he [Don Gonçales de Cordoba] had his payback from Mr. Guron, one of the ambassador's drivers, because 
the secretary of that ambassador from Spain, having offered him a gift on behalf of Don Gonçales, repaid it with a similar 
refusal, saying that he would receive nothing on behalf of a Spanish minister who had refused the generosity of the king in 
France; and that it was no easier to surprise him in Paris than it was in Cazal. See Merc. Franç.,99 vol. 18, pp. 36-37. 
16 [fol. 107v] 
Present. 
Presents that are given to their ambassadors in England. conf. p. 10. 
The Venetian ambassadors in England receive only eight hundred pounds as a present. 
The day after tomorrow, the ambassadors of Venice will have their leave-taking audience, and the Wednesday following 
they will leave. We have already prepared their presents. They consist of diamonds with a value of at least eight hundred 
pounds sterling each—the queen will pay the same amount. The portrait of his majesty in enamel will be joined to these 
diamonds. The ambassadors of Venice do not have more valuable gifts, and we hold ourselves here to former customs. Report 
of our resident in England, Mr. Bonnet,100 from May 23 to June 3, 1707. 
However, the previous ambassador ordinary (Mocenigo,) received one thousand pounds. 
On the other hand, Mr. Bonnet in his report of April 6-17, 1705, relates that at that time the Venetian ambassador, Mr. 
Mocenigo, received a present of one thousand pounds sterling. See tit. Audienz., vol. 1, p. 50, 
Presents in France, conf. pp. 4 and 6. 
In France, an ambassador receives a portrait worth six thousand talers or eighteen thousand guilders as a present and his 
secretary a gold chain worth eight hundred talers. An envoy receives a portrait worth four hundred pistoles and his secretary 
a chain worth three or four hundred talers. A n ambassador gives the presenter one thousand francs as a present in return and 
the under-presenter twenty pistoles. 
A n envoy, however, gives half, namely five hundred francs, to the presenter and ten pistoles to the under-presenter, as 
the Savoyard secretary Mr. Gabillon, who was with the Savoyard ambassador Mr. Terrero101 for eight years, reported to me. 
Mr. Terrero himself was an ambassador extraordinary and was introduced to a prince for the first time when he stayed in 
France with the ambassador ordinary, Mr. Vernon,102 as the secretary to the ambassador in this year 1707 and who was with 
us along with the Savoyard envoy extraordinary, count of Maffey,103 in June and August. 
N B : This very secretary also told me that all the female ambassadresses receive a present. See tit. Ambassadrice, p. 
6 1 . 
In England, an ambassador receives one thousand pounds sterling as a present and gives the presenter one hundred 
guineas. See above h. tit., p. 2. 
17 [fol. 108r] 
Present. 
The empress recently sent to the countess of Martinits a cassidoine [a shell used for making cameos] the size of a goose 
egg, and the countess gave it as a gift to the pope; and the pontiff received it quite favorably and admired its singular beauty 
for a long time. They say that in the middle of this cassidoine there is another precious gem representing Our Lady, with a 
child in her arms and a crescent moon beneath her feet. From Rome, February 8, 1698. 
The master of the hunt of the Elector of Bavaria had also passed through this city, with some beautiful hunting dogs that 
the king of Poland and the king of Rome gave to his Electoral Highness. From Cologne, February 28, 1698. 
Gift of one thousand ecus. 
Our regent made the ordinary gift of one thousand ecus to Sir Blackwel,104 envoy from England. The minister returned 
the visits that he had received, as did Madame his wife; and he makes himself available to appear shortly at the court of the 
grand duke of Tuscany under the same conditions. From Genoa, March 1, 1698. 
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Portrait. 
Before his departure, Cardinal Cornaro105 gave him a gift of the portrait of His Holiness garnished with diamonds. The 
pontiff also gave him a gold cross, which has several pieces of wood inlaid that are claimed to be from the cross of our savior 
Jesus Christ, as well as letters of recommendation for the viceroys of Naples and Sicily, and for the grand master of Malta. 
From Rome, April 19, 1698. 
Yesterday, the gifts destined for the regents of Algiers, Tunis, and Tripoli were sent here to Portsmouth by land. It was 
assured that as soon as they are shipped, Admiral Aylmer will set sail with the squadron that he is leading to "Detrois." 
[meaning uncertain] From London, June 3, 1698. 
The Swiss Protestant cantons have resolved to make a gift of one thousand ecus to the margrave of Baden-Dörlach 
[Durlach], to help rebuild the churches of his Protestant subjects that were ruined by the French during the last war. They 
also agreed together to give eight hundred additional ecus to the magistrate of Spire [Speyer, Germany] for the same reason. 
From Basel, May 26, 1698. 
It is said that our Elector received, or is to receive, from Paris a magnificent carriage with six beautiful horses, given to 
him as a present by the king of France. From Cologne, June 10, 1698. 
In recent days, we received here some precious gems and other precious things from Florence for Madame the Electress. 
And this princess, in sending the porter back to the court of the grand duke of Tuscany her father, gave him a gift of one 
thousand ecus. From Dusseldorf, June 13, 1698. 
The queen received magnificent gifts on behalf of the grand [illegible word] are in Toledo and its surroundings, and that 
of the magistrate of Toledo consisted of a jewel worth two thousand five hundred pistoles. From Madrid, June 6, 1698. 
The ambassador's present to the king and queen. 
O n the twenty-fifth of the last month, on the feast of St. Anne, the marquis of Harcourt106 offered some beautiful gifts 
to their majesties. 
18 [fol. 108v] 
Present. 
The marquise, his spouse, had also given a gift to the queen: a small box garnished with diamonds, and a string of pearls 
of a high price. From Paris, August 15, 1698. 
Before his departure, the count d'Osonville,107 envoy extraordinary of the duc de Lorraine, received the ordinary gift of 
a golden chain on behalf of Leurs Hautes Puissances. From The Hague, August 24, 1698. 
His majesty presented to the cathedral church of this city six large silver chandeliers, artistically worked, a large silver 
crucifix and several other ornaments; and all of it had already been brought here and estimated at more than three thousand 
pounds. From Strasbourg, September 20, 1698. 
For the letter. 
Mr. Herwart,108 envoy extraordinary from England to the Swiss cantons, who had been in this city for some time, has 
left to return to Zurich, after having made a gift to Mr. Isack Behagel109 on behalf of the king, his master, of a large gold chain 
with his medallion, in recognition of the great service he had rendered him on various occasions. This minister also left large 
marks of the generosity of his British majesty, to several famous authors who had dedicated books to him. From Frankfurt, 
December 17, 1698. 
His majesty recently declared to the archbishop of Paris that he had dedicated five hundred thousand pounds to the 
embellishment of his metropolitan church, and particularly to the construction of the magnificent altar in the choir of that 
same church. And the chapter has since sent a delegation of the principals among them to the king to thank him for that. 
From Paris, December 22, 1698. 
The king continues to feel well, and to take daily amusements of walking and hunting. The queen also enjoys perfect 
health, and on the sixth of this month the feast of St. Nicholas, her majesty presented the king with a jewel estimated at one 
thousand pistoles. The king gave her another, but of a lesser value; and the countess de Berlips,110 lady-in-waiting to the 
queen, also received a gift estimated at eighteen thousand ecus, in jewels and in silverware that had belonged to the first 
queen's household. From Madrid, December 14, 1698. 
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The five hundred thousand pounds cited in the previous note are for the accomplishment of an item in the oath of Louis 
XIII in favor of the cathedral church of this city. And it was the archbishop who introduced the senior member and several 
canons who went to Versailles several days ago to thank the king. From Paris, December 26, 1698. 
We learn that Cardinal de Medici has arrived in Modena with a numerous retinue and a magnificent court, to pay 
compliments to Princess Emily of Hanover upon her marriage to the king of Rome; that this princess had already [see next 
folio for continuation] 
19 [fol. 109r] 
Present. 
appeared there with the precious gems that the king, her fiancé, had sent to her; that among these jewels there was one 
that she wore on her chest that was worth one hundred thousand ducats, and that the diamonds with which the portrait of 
her future spouse is garnished are also estimated at twenty-five thousand ducats. From Milan, January 7, 1699. 
The abbot introduced one of the masters of ceremonies who must participate in this voyage. The cardinal we just 
mentioned has already left from here to go to the archbishopric of Poland; and he took the gifts with him that his holiness 
sent to the future queen of the Romans; these consisted of the last Rose d'Or blessed by the pope, of a value of one thousand 
gold ecus, and the body of a saint that one says is that of St. Bibiana in a magnificent reliquary; several chests full of Agnus 
Dei [wax papal medal with the image of the Lamb of God, see n. 51], a vial filled with the blood of St. Ermetus, and several 
other relics too numerous to name; as well as a crown of precious gems, a scepter garnished with diamonds, and several gold 
and silver medals. From Rome, January 10, 1699. 
The king of France's present to his brother. 
His majesty gave Monsieur four hundred thousand abbatial pounds in two years, to acquit himself of his royal highness's 
debts. From Paris, January 12, 1699. 
The gift of four hundred thousand pounds that the king made to Monsieur, his only brother, will have no impact on the 
gift of two thousand gold louis that his majesty gives every year to his royal highness, and the two thousand other gold louis 
to Madame. From Paris, January 16, 1699. 
The effendi [Turkish locution meaning gentleman or honored sir] who is the chief of the plenipotentiaries of the Sublime 
Porte,111 having planned to give a gift to the king of the Romans, asked the interpreter of the plenipotentiaries of the emperor 
what he could give him that would please him. And the interpreter responded to him that it would be a tent, beautiful horses, 
or a live leopard. From Vienna, January 17, 1699. 
The count von Staremberg, first margrave of Bohemia, arrived here the evening before last, and we learned that he 
brought with him eighty thousand florins and ten thousand ducats, which he must present as a gift to the Roman king, on 
behalf of the kingdom and states of Bohemia. It is believed that the states of other hereditary lands will also make gifts to him, 
each in proportion to its strength, as it has always been done when the elder sons of earlier emperors were married. From 
Vienna, February 18, 1699. 
The envoy from Hanover made a gift of thirty thousand ecus to the Roman queen, in the name of the Elector, his master. 
From Vienna, February 21, 1699. 
That which Brigadier Hompes,112 envoy extraordinary of the king of England, also received from his Electoral Highness 
before he recently returned to Holland was a highly valued ring. From Brussels, March 29, 1699. 
20 [fol. 109v] 
Present. 
The presents that the ambassador of Morocco brought with him have so little value, that they are estimated to be worth 
only eight hundred pounds. From Paris, February 26, 1699. 
On the fourth of the present month, the queen took medication as a precaution; and on the sixth the king did the same. 
Several hours later, the queen went to see the monarch, and, having returned to her apartment, she had her right foot bled. 
In the afternoon, her majesty went again to visit the king, and kept him company until the evening suppertime. The day 
before yesterday, this great princess also had her left foot bled, as it is done every year at the beginning of spring. As the kings 
and queens of this monarchy are accustomed to giving gifts to each other when someone opens their veins, the king gave the 
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queen a pendulum clock decorated with diamonds on the fourth, and the day before yesterday he gave her another present, 
but we do not know of what it consisted. From Madrid, April 10, 1699. 
The secretary of Lord Paget,113 ambassador to the Sublime Porte from England, who is mistakenly said to have returned 
to his master, is still here waiting for the gifts from the emperor that he has to take to the ministers who were the 
plenipotentiaries of the great lord and the mediating ambassadors between England and Holland at the last Congress of 
Carlowitz [today Sremski Karlovci, Serbia, where the Treaty of Karlowitz was signed January 26, 1699, among Austria, Poland, 
Turkey, and Venice, marking the suppression of the power of Turkey in Europe and the cession of lands to Austria and 
Poland]. These gifts will include thirty thousand ecus for the Effendi, twenty thousand for Morocordato[?], the portrait of the 
emperor garnished with diamonds and estimated at three thousand ducats for Lord Paget, another portrait of his imperial 
majesty with diamonds worth two thousand five hundred ducats for Mr. Coliers,114 and a gold chain with a medal estimated 
at two hundred ducats, as well as three hundred ducats in cash for the secretary of these last two mediating ambassadors. From 
Vienna, April 11, 1699. 
The viceroy of Naples had a beautiful diamond rose purchased here, worth fifty thousand ecus. He had a small rock crystal 
case fabricated, to enclose this diamond rose and several other precious things, which he would like to give as a gift to the 
queen of Spain. From Rome, May 9, 1699. 
One of our galleons, which was to take Sir Pisani,115 the new Venetian ambassador to the French court, to Marseilles, 
has now returned. This minister offered a present to the captain of the same ship: a gold chain worth fifty pistoles. He also 
gave fourteen pistoles to the under-officers, and two ecus to each galley slave. From Genoa, May 9, 1699. 
They are preparing with all possible diligence the magnificent gifts that the knight Soranzo116 has to take to the court 
of the great lord, where he is going as our special ambassador, as we stated above. From Venice, June 12, 1699. 
The marquis de Lede,117 major general, has left for a post in the Low Countries, with a valuable jewel that his majesty 
is offering to Don Bernard François de Quiros,118 who had been the chief of his plenipotentiary ambassadors at the Treaty of 
Rijswick [Ryswick], and who has lived for some time now in Brussels. From Madrid, June 18, 1699. 
21 [fol. 110r] 
Present. 
Among the gifts that our regent will ask Sir Soranzo,119 their ambassador to the Sublime Porte, to carry will be several 
pieces of gold brocade and several valuable mirrors, for the great lord and for the sultana, his legitimate wife, and two gold 
medals of three hundred ounces each for Lord Paget120 and Mr. Coliers,121 who were plenipotentiary mediators for England 
and Holland at the Congress of Carlowitz [today Sremski Karlovci, Serbia]. From Venice, June 19, 1699. 
The baron of Wachtendonck,1 2 2 envoy extraordinary for the bishop of Osnabruck, also left last Thursday, to return to 
the prince his master, highly pleased with the honors they had received here, as well as with the gift that the state ordinarily 
makes to men of his character, a gold chain with a medal. From The Hague, June 28, 1699. 
We learn that the king of Great Britain was in Dieren [The Netherlands] to enjoy the distraction of the hunt; and that, 
upon returning to Loo [The Netherlands], an officer of the Elector of Brandenburg gave him a gift of eight beautiful horses 
on behalf of his Electoral Highness. From The Hague, July 1, 1699. 
Two swords are made here in the same way, in which the handle and the hilt have to be in gold encrusted with diamonds, 
for the margrave of Bareith [Bayreuth] who, according to what people say, has to send them to the king of Poland, his 
son-in-law. They will cost more than fifty thousand ecus. From Frankfurt, July 8, 1699. 
Before the departure of this ambassadress, a gift from the queen was presented to her, a valuable jewel and a beautiful 
mule to use while crossing the mountains. From Madrid, July 16, 1699. 
The twenty-third of this month, the count de Thesse,123 ambassador from France, left this court to return to Paris, after 
having had his leave-taking audience with the duke and the two duchesses, and having received a sword garnished with 
diamonds worth two thousand pistoles on the part of his royal highness. From Turin, June 27, 1699. 
Mr. Scarboroug,124 from England, first gentleman of Prince George of Denmark, received the customary present of six 
hundred ducats from the king of Denmark, to whom he was sent to compliment him on his accession to the throne. From 
Copenhagen, December 22, 1699. 
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Recently, an envoy from the states of Franconia arrived to compliment this court on the marriage of the king of the 
Romans. He has already acquitted himself of his commission, and having also delivered to the king a considerable gift on 
behalf of his masters, his majesty gave him a gold chain with a medal, on which he is represented. From Vienna, August 1, 
1699. 
The marquis de Lede,125 who arrived here several days ago from Spain, brought on behalf of the king, his master, a gift 
for Don Bernard de Quiros,126 his ambassador, and another for the baron of Lilienroodt,127 who was the plenipotentiary 
mediator from Sweden at the Congress of Rijswick [Ryswick]. The latter gift is a jewel [see next folio for continuation] 
22 [fol. 110v] 
Presents. 
of diamonds with the portrait of the king, worth more than thirty-six thousand florins, and in which the diamond in the 
middle is of a rare and extraordinary size. From Brussels, August 12, 1699. 
The twelfth of this month, a servant of Don Bernard de Quiros, ambassador from Spain, arrived from Brussels, carrying 
jewels estimated at about forty thousand florins to the baron of Lilienroot, ambassador from Sweden, which the Catholic king 
had presented him as a gift, in recognition of the wise conduct that he displayed in order to bring the Treaty of Ryswick to 
perfection as mediating minister. From The Hague, August 16, 1699. 
The count de Berlips,128 envoy from Spain, delivered to the king and queen of the Romans various valuable jewels that 
the queen of Spain offered to them as gifts. From Vienna, August 8, 1699. 
The envoy extraordinary from England left here to return to his country after having had his leave-taking audience with 
their royal highnesses at la Venerie [meaning uncertain] and having been treated to the portrait of the duke garnished with 
precious gems. From Turin, August 22, 1699. 
Mr. Hill,129 who was at the court of Savoy to give his congratulatory compliments on the birth of the prince of Piedmont 
on behalf of the king of England, arrived here in order to rejoin his majesty in Holland via Germany. It is said that the jewels 
which the duke of Savoy offered to this envoy are estimated at five hundred pistoles. From Milan, August 26, 1699. 
Note that the king had sent to the governor of Ceuta a jewel worth three thousand pistoles, in recognition of the good 
orders he had given for the retreat from the Moors on the feast day of St. Jacques, when a great carnage took place and he 
was chased from the fort that they had built on a high point called the Serpent's Tongue. From Brussels, September 13, 1699. 
The fourth of this month, the father named Brother Jean of the Mother of God arrived here with forty-six slaves whom 
the king of Morocco sent to ours, in recognition of the gift that had been given to him on his majesty's behalf. O n the fifth, 
they were admitted to kiss the hand of the king, who received them favorably, and the queen then gave them the same honor. 
They also offered her a female slave in the name of the queen of Morocco. From Madrid, September 10, 1699. 
The envoy extraordinary of the emperor, who had come to this court to express his congratulations on the birth of the 
prince of Piedmont, recently left to return to Vienna, after having had his leave-taking audience with the duke of Savoy, our 
prince, as well as with the two duchesses, and having received as a gift the portrait of his royal highness garnished with 
diamonds worth five hundred pistoles. From Turin, September 19, 1699. 
We learn that the king of Great Britain made a trip to Zutphen and to the house of Voorst; that last Thursday the 
monarch returned to Dieren [The Netherlands], and the next day to Loo [The Netherlands]; that before the departure of the 
duke of Zell to return to his country, his majesty offered him six very beautiful English horses. From The Hague, October 11, 
1699. 
23 [fol. 111r] 
Present. 
Lord Paget130 and Mr. Coliers,131 who were the plenipotentiary mediators to the Treaty of Carlowitz [today Sremski 
Karlovci, Serbia], each received a gift on behalf of the emperor, of his portrait garnished with diamonds. And the king of 
Poland also sent each of them three pieces of artistically worked silverware. From Adrianopolis [today Edirne, Turkey], August 
28, 1699. 
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The count de Porro,132 envoy extraordinary from Spain, left recently to return to Milan, after having his leave-taking 
audience with their royal highnesses, and having received on behalf of the duke the gift of a jewel worth one thousand pistoles. 
From Turin, October 31 , 1699. 
In addition to the gifts that the noble Grimani, our commissioner for border control, took with him when he left for 
Dalmatia, the senate had several pieces of gold cloth prepared, which must be sent with him for the ambassador of Bossine. 
From Venice, November 6, 1699. 
The count de Berlips,133 archimandrite of Messina and envoy extraordinary from Spain, had his leave-taking audience 
with the Elector of Bavaria on Thursday morning, and in the evening with Madame the Electress. He was honored with the 
portrait of his Electoral Highness garnished with diamonds worth two thousand ecus; and tomorrow or the following day, he 
will leave to return to Madrid. From Brussels, December 6, 1699. 
The tapestry set that his majesty gave to the duc de Lorraine is estimated at twenty-five thousand ecus. Monsieur also 
offered him a gift of a sword garnished with diamonds worth a great sum. From Paris, December 7, 1699. 
The queen of the Romans and the princess to whom she recently gave birth are feeling as well as one could wish. The 
emperor gave this queen a present of a valuable pearl necklace. The empress also gave her two large diamonds for earrings; 
and the king her husband also gave her a pair of valuable bracelets. From Vienna, December 16, 1699. 
It is confirmed that the king gave to Monsieur one hundred thousand ecus to reimburse him for the expenses he had 
during his voyage and for the salary of the duc and duchesse de Lorraine during the stay that their highnesses made here. In 
addition to that, his majesty just gave two thousand gold louis to Monsieur and one thousand to Madame as their Christmas 
gift. He also accorded a pension of six thousand pounds to Mademoiselle de Gesvres, who is a boarder at the Community of 
the late Madame de Miramion. From Paris, January 4, 1700. No. 3. 
Our Elector just arrived here from Bonn, with a suitably large retinue, to celebrate the festival of the kings tomorrow in 
the cathedral church of this city. [see next folio for continuation] 
24 [fol. 111v] 
Present. 
We will next offer to his Electoral Highness the ordinary gift of one thousand gold florins and one thousand muids [French 
unit of measure] of wheat. And this prince, for his part, will treat the chapter to a very splendid dinner. From Cologne, January 
5, 1700. No. 3. 
We learn that the king of Spain is sending the emperor a gift of twenty beautiful bearded horses, which have already 
arrived in Milan. And his imperial majesty is preparing here some magnificent presents for the king of Portugal. From Vienna, 
February 3, 1700. No. 14. 
Next, on the third, we had a reading of the bill to eliminate the gift or gifts as a requirement to transport grain outside 
the kingdom. 
The lords sent word to the communes that they had approved their bill to allow each to transport grains outside of the 
kingdom, without making any gift in money for that. From London, February 23, 1700. No. 17. 
The gifts that this minister delivered were exhibited to the royal family for three days, as well as to the lords and ladies 
of the court. And they surpassed in magnificence all those that previous ambassadors of the Sublime Porte had brought. Here 
is the list of these presents, that the reader will undoubtedly not be sorry to read. First, a great and magnificent tent. II. A 
large case with white and red heron feathers, garnished with fifty-two diamonds both big and small. III. A horse's bridle, of 
which the freim [reins?] and the plaques are of solid gold enameled with white and red, and where there are also five hundred 
thirty-one diamonds and three hundred thirty-eight rubies. IV. A pair of stirrups garnished with one hundred twenty-eight 
diamonds and two hundred four rubies. V. A horse blanket, whose background is covered with an infinity of pearls and 
emeralds and where one also sees numerous rubies and emeralds arranged in the form of flowers, in addition to all the little 
pearls attached around the blanket. VI. A large piece of silver mixed with the gold of du Divan [meaning uncertain]; and 
two pieces of embroidery that are attached to it, enriched with seventeen rubies as well as many emeralds and pearls. 
VII. A horse's saddle of crimson velvet, with pearls and emeralds. VIII. A case to hold the saddle, where one can see 
three gold roses. 
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25 [fol. 112r] (see Fig. 4) 
Present. 
IX. Another scarlet cover with flowers embroidered in gold, which is to be placed over the other one and which is much 
larger. X. Another bridle, in which the freim [reins?] and all the plaques are of solid gold with forty-nine encrusted diamonds, 
one hundred twenty-two emeralds, and three hundred eighty-one rubies. XI. A pair of silver stirrups. XII. A blanket of a 
valuable gold drapery, with one hundred twenty-six roses embroidered in pearls and coral scattered about. XIII. A saddle 
decorated with solid silver on the front and back, and covered by velvet with gold embroidered flowers. XIV. A saddle cover 
of crimson velvet, with three pure gold roses. XV. Another scarlet cover, with flowers embroidered in gold. XVI. A piece of 
amber weighing approximately forty-five ounces. XVII. Two large chunks of musk. XVIII. Fifteen bezoar stones.134 XIX. Two 
sheets of gold drapery. XX. Two pieces of red satin with gold flowers. XXI. Six pieces of gold brocade. XXII. Four other pieces 
of brocade with gold flowers. XXIII. Ten pieces of very fine cotton. XXIV. Thirty pieces of less fine cotton. XXV. Twenty 
pieces of another cotton with gold flowers. XXVI. Fourteen beautiful Persian carpets with flowers, and four other rugs. XXVII. 
A very beautiful Isabelle-colored [yellowish brown or light tan, possibly palomino] horse, another red one, a third Isabelle, a 
fourth the color of chestnuts, raised in different provinces of the Ottoman empire. XXVIII. Two stable chains for the horses. 
XXIX. A silver drinking trough. XXX. And finally two tame leopards, with silver chains and covers of Persian brocade. 
The same ambassador of the Sublime Porte has since sent to each of the four archduchesses a sumptuous Turkish costume 
and a bonnet garnished with feathers and diamonds. And he told them at the same time that it was not on behalf of the 
Sultan, his master, that he gave them these garments, but for himself. He also gave gifts to the empress, to the king and queen 
of the Romans, as well as to the archduke of Austria, but we don't know yet of what they consisted. From Vienna, February 
20, 1700. No. 19. 
The gifts that the ambassador of the Sublime Porte made recently to the count von Staremberg, governor of that city 
and president of the war council, consisted of two beautiful [see next folio for continuation] 
26 [fol. 112v] 
Present. 
Arabian horses, and pieces of gold brocade, twelve pieces of fine strong canvas, three bezoar stones, and large pieces of 
musk, a shirt of a fine cloth, another shirt of striped cloth, and a very beautiful Indian carpet. He also offered to the counts 
von Harach, Waldstein, Caunits, Mansfelt, and Diedrichstein, ministers of the emperor, an Arabian horse each, with a piece 
of silk brocade, five pieces of fine cloth, a piece of musk, two Turkish rugs, and two pieces of bezoar. We haven't had any news 
of Count Ottingen's arrival in Constantinople, but we expect to have some in the next few days. From Vienna, March 6, 1700. 
No. 23. 
Last Tuesday, the Dauphin came to this city with the duchess of Burgundy to see the festival of St. Germain. He made 
important gifts of precious gems to the ladies of this princess's retinue. From Paris, March 5, 1700. No. 20. 
Gifts that the emperor had prepared in Augsburg and elsewhere were brought here for the king of Portugal and for his 
children, the princes and princesses. They consist of a beautiful pocket watch garnished with precious gems, two chests with 
several items for different games, a doll house with several magnificently furnished rooms, a trunk full of rare things for young 
people who apply themselves to their studies, among them silver or gilded vermeil instruments, necessary for learning 
geometry, a lance for the deer hunt garnished with precious gems, various swords also enriched with diamonds and rubies, and 
several jewels for the princesses. From Vienna, March 27, 1700. No. 29. 
The dowager duchess of Hanover, queen mother of the Romans, arrived here from Vienna on the twenty-seventh of last 
month with a following of eighty persons, and she went down to the hotel of the Elector of Hanover. On the twenty-ninth, 
our regent sent her the ordinary gift of refreshments, and the princess rewarded the gentleman who brought it to her with a 
ring worth thirty pistoles, and the porters with as much in money. On the thirty-first, she left this city with all of her people, 
to continue her route toward Modena via Padua. We learned that before her departure from the Viennese court, she received 
more than one hundred thousand ecus in gifts. [See next folio for continuation] 
27 [fol. 113r] 
Present. 
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Let it be known that, on behalf of the emperor, two valuable diamond pendants, with a piece of diamond jewelry in the 
form of an arm supporting an imperial crown; from the empress, a large cross with rubies; from the king of the Romans, a piece 
of diamond jewelry; from the queen of the Romans, her daughter, two other pendants, and a set of silk hangings with gold 
brocade and decorated with several pearls spelling the name of her majesty; from the archduke of Austria, a pair of diamond 
bracelets with several other jewels; and from the archduchesses, various gallantries. In addition to this, she was given various 
gifts for the princess of Modena, among others a doll sparkling with diamonds that the king of the Romans had sent to her. 
And it is said that her majesty recommended to the duchess to see to it that this young princess would be raised speaking the 
Roman language and not Modenese. The prince of Parma is still busy seeing all that is remarkable here. The senate sent him 
the day before last a reward of refreshments in two Peotes [literally, sloops], and he gave to the man who presented him with 
the gift a gold chain estimated at thirty pistoles on behalf of their lords, and to the porters the same amount in cash. He has 
to leave at daybreak for the Roman court. From Venice, April 2, 1700. No. 31 . 
Present to the duchess of Burgundy. 
The king gave a gift of a pearl necklace estimated at forty thousand ecus to the duchess of Burgundy that will belong 
solely to her, the princess having had until now only pearls that belonged to the crown. From Paris, October 1, 1700. No. 
80. 
Gold statue. 
The ruling duchess has not yet returned from her devotional trip to Oroppa [Italy]. It has been confirmed that the princess 
had to donate a vermeil chalice garnished with precious stones to the image of the Virgin that is in the church or chapel of 
that place, but that the statue of the prince of Piedmont that she was also to deliver is a gift that the duke of Savoy gave her. 
This statue is in gold and weighs nine pounds, which is the same weight that the prince of Piedmont had at his birth. From 
Turin, September 18, 1700. No. 80. 
28 [fol. 113v] 
Present. 
O n the twentieth of last month, the ambassador from Venice visited the one from England. And the next day he sent 
him a gift on behalf of his republic, in recognition of the care he had taken as a mediating minister during the negotiation 
of peace with the Sublime Porte. This present consisted of a large basin of solid gold. And the secretary of his excellency also 
received a gold chain with his medal, estimated at more than one thousand ecus. From Constantinople, March 31, 1700. No. 
37. 
Diamond cross. 
The bishop of Lerida,135 ambassador from Spain, left to return to Madrid, after having been treated to a valuable diamond 
cross on behalf of the emperor. From Vienna, March 1, 1700. No. 39. 
As the time of the bishop's departure was approaching, the emperor gave an order to prepare quickly some artistically 
worked silverware which his imperial majesty wanted to offer him as a gift. And six hundred aunes [about a meter or yard] 
of cloth were bought, one hundred of Irish cloth, and four hundred from this country. From Vienna, September 15, 1700. No. 
78. 
Mr. Crescet,136 envoy from England, left the day before yesterday for the court of Hanover. The envoy from Brandenburg 
also returned to the side of his master, the Elector. And it is said that the duke of Holstein Gottorp gave a magnificent gift 
to each of these ministers, in recognition of how well they had carried out their mission, to put an end to the differences that 
ruled between that prince and the king of Denmark. From Hamburg, September 24, 1700. No. 78. 
It is said that among the gifts from the emperor of China that Father Fontenay brought to the king was a grass or plant 
whose use is quite helpful in maintaining and prolonging health. From Paris, September 27, 1700. No. 79. 
The constable of Castille,137 ambassador extraordinary from Spain, visited Marly last Thursday, Saint Cloud on Friday, 
Meudon on Saturday, and yesterday Versailles. And this morning he left in a postal coach to return to Madrid, very satisfied 
with the important honors that he received at court and in the city, and of the gift that the baron de Breteuil gave to him 
on behalf of the king, of a portrait of his majesty in a pendant, the one and the other garnished with diamonds worth more 
than sixty thousand pounds. The count of Haro,138 his older son, gave a valuable carriage covered in silver to the elder son 
of the marquis of Castel dos Rios,139 ambassador from Spain. From Paris, April 4, 1701. No. 29. 
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29 [fol. 114r] 
Present. 
Duke of Berwick.140 
The duke of Berwick, natural son of King James, after having stayed here for about two months, and having had several 
private audiences with the pope on the matters of his negotiation (where everyone thinks there is some hidden mystery), left 
yesterday in a postal coach to return to France upon the news that the king his father had had a serious accident from which 
he could not recover. The pope gave him two thousand pistoles for the cost of his trip, and a voucher for four thousand 
additional pistoles to be distributed by King James to the poor Irish Roman Catholics who followed him in France. He also 
gave him a gift to take to that same king, of a cross with six rock crystal chandeliers, a small crucifix with the figures of the 
apostles St. Peter and St. Paul, all in solid gold for the one called "Prince de Galles" [Prince of Wales], and another gift for 
the queen of a box or chest in which there were several relics, lots of Agnus Dei [wax papal medal with the image of the Lamb 
of God, see n. 51], and a rosary of valuable stones. From Rome, March 26, 1701. No. 31. 
The dowager queen, who is still residing in Toledo, sent the king the magnificent carriage and the beautiful wheelchair 
that the Palatine Elector and the prince de Vaudemont had given her during the previous reign. She also gave a very beautiful 
jewel, and his majesty gave all of this on her behalf to the future queen, his spouse. From Madrid, July 14, 1701. No. 62. 
Present received by the marquis of Villars.141 
Portrait. 
The marquis de Villars, envoy extraordinary from France, left the day before yesterday from this city to return to Paris 
via Munich, where he will stop for several days with the Elector of Bavaria. He left his secretary here, and before leaving, his 
excellency received the ordinary gift of a portrait of the emperor garnished with diamonds. From Vienna, July 30, 1701. No. 
65. 
The comte d'Aveaux,142 ambassador extraordinary from France, before his departure, was treated in the name of Lews 
Hautes Puissances to the ordinary gift of a chain with a gold medal worth six thousand florins. And Mr. Barre,143 his secretary, 
who will stay here until receiving new orders, received another of a lesser value. From The Hague, August 17, 1701. No. 66. 
30 [fol. 114v] 
Present. 
The envoy from the "Cham de Tartarie" [ruler of the Tartars], who was here for a long time, was finally sent away the 
other day. The king gave him a considerable sum of money and also gave him a beautiful gift for the prince, his master, 
consisting of a sumptuous carriage harnessed with six horses of a singular beauty, and an artistically worked silver service. The 
minister left quite satisfied, not only with this, but also with the honors that he was paid during his stay in this city, and with 
the success of his negotiations. And he promised his majesty to convince the Cham, his master, to send him a relief [army] 
of thirty thousand Tartars in case of need. From Warsaw, September 18, 1701. No. 80. 
Châteaurenaud144 does not accept the present from the Spanish monarch. 
His majesty recently sent the ambassador of Venice his portrait enriched with diamonds of great beauty, to offer as a gift 
to his son, for whom the king is godfather. This portrait, which is estimated at eleven thousand pounds, was even accompanied 
with one hundred gold louis for the wet nurse. And the ambassador went last Tuesday to give his thanks to the king. From 
Paris, September 30, 1701. No. 80. 
His Catholic majesty was so pleased with the conduct and services of Mr. de Châteaurenaud that he sent him an envoy 
to compliment him and attest to the joy he will have in seeing the French marshal [de Châteaurenaud] in the near future, 
and at the same time [his majesty] gave a servant leave to deliver to him twenty-five thousand ecus offered as a gift. 
Because he swore to his master that he would accept presents from none other than him. 
This count [de Châteaurenaud] responded that he was much obliged to his Catholic majesty for the honor he gave him, 
and for the kindnesses that the king showed him, but that he had given an oath to his prince not to receive gifts from any 
other monarch but himself. (See Merc. Gall.,145 January 1703, p. 372.) 
He had already demonstrated the same generosity when, after the Vigo affair, the queen of Spain had sent him a 
considerable sum. He had it distributed to the troops and did not keep any for himself, c. 1, p. 373. 
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31 [fol. 115r] 
Present-
Gallant ways of giving a present: namely to the duchess of Marlborough.146 See below. 
When King Carlos III of Spain visited the then queen of England, Anne, and her first court lady, they both very much 
wished to make a presentation to the duchess of Marlborough in a gallant way. Therefore, following the meal the king asked 
the duchess for her napkin, which she wanted to present to the queen. She presented it to the queen and after the queen had 
dried her hands with it and the king took the napkin back from the queen, he returned it to the duchess on a plate, took his 
ring from his finger and placed it on the napkin. He said to the duchess that he had done this in gratitude and for the favor 
the duchess had shown him by wishing to surrender her role to the queen on this occasion. See Baron von Spanheim's147 
report tit. Reception, vol. 2, p. m. 22, conf. Mr. Bonnet,148 Relation, c. 1, p. 10. 
It was, however, coordinated with her beforehand, c. 1, p. 22. 
The value of the present is one thousand five hundred pounds sterling, as Mr. Bonnet reports; see tit. Recept., vol. 2, p. 
11; or only one thousand pounds, according to Baron von Spanheim's report, c. 1, p. 22. 
For an almost identical method of giving a present, see from Emperor Charles V, cit. tit. Reception, vol. 2, p. 7. 
Presents that the king of Spain, Carlos III, gave in England. 
Present for Lady Tretwil. 
She is not satisfied with it, (1) partly because its value is too low; partly also (2) because the king did not give it to her 
himself. conf. following page. 
It was found that he had acted gallantly, without insulting his high dignity, in taking the ring off his finger and in laying 
it on the plate that Lady Marlborough held, instructing her to accept it on his behalf. It was the prince of Liechtenstein who 
gave the diamond cross to Lady Tretwill. He begged her on behalf of his king to kindly accept the bauble. It would not take 
much for her to see it that way, because it was only worth about three hundred pounds, but the diamond that Lady 
Marlborough received is estimated at more than one thousand five hundred pounds. It is the most beautiful that anyone has 
ever seen here, after the rare brilliant with which your holy majesty honored the baron Raby149 upon his departure from the 
court. 
Present for the high chamberlain. 
The lord chamberlain of the queen, having continually carried out his function to the king, also received a very beautiful 
ring, which his Catholic majesty took from his finger to give it to him upon his departure. See c. 1., pp. 10-11. 
32 [fol. 115v] 
Present. 
The gifts that the count de Wratislaw150 wanted to give in the name of the king, and that were refused by order of the 
queen, are a purse of one thousand guineas offered to Mr. Row, clerk of the green cloth, and to the man who organized the 
tables of Windsor. [There was] another purse of one thousand guineas for the officers who served under him, and a purse of 
five hundred guineas to the man who has the keep of the castle of Windsor. 
The queen did not wish to permit her servants to accept presents from the king. 
However, so that the servants did not thereby forfeit anything, she gave them a similar gift from her own purse. 
However, some of the servants were allowed to accept the presents. 
One assures me that his British majesty generously wanted to repay his officers for their kindness, in offering them from 
his purse the same favor that they had refused, so that they could not say that one took their profits away from them, and so 
that they could not criticize those who had received diamonds for the gifts that they received. According to a private 
counselor, the ban on receiving gifts had to be general for all those who have the honor of serving the queen, or else she must 
allow everyone to receive them. 
But according to Mr. Seymour, the ban had to have been general. 
This opinion is attributed to the knight Edward Seymour. He can only know who received some or who refused them 
by hearsay, because he was not at Windsor, even though he was officer of the baguette blanche [meaning uncertain]. People 
did not see many Tories either, their number being very low, even among the private counselors, c. 1, p. 11, and Mr. Bonnet's 
report.151 
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Baron von Spanheim's152 report on these presents. 
In the evening, after the entertainments, mentioned in my report, that had preceded, the musical concerts, feu de bassette 
[meaning uncertain], and several quadrilles, at the end of the supper, the king, as he and the queen had risen, gallantly asked 
the duchess of Marlborough to allow him to do the honor this time, and asked her for the napkin that she held to give [see 
next folio for continuation] 
33 [fol. 116r] 
Present. 
to the queen, which she granted him after defending herself somewhat de trême [meaning uncertain] that the queen made 
in receiving it from the king. After he had taken it back from the queen, he took a very beautiful diamond from his finger 
and he put it on the napkin and returned it to the duchess of Marlborough, saying that it was to thank her for the favor she 
had granted him. 
The method of handing over the present was coordinated. 
I have since learned that it had all been planned in advance, and that the duchess had said to other ladies at the dinner, 
from what I gather, that one would be seeing a little ceremony that evening that no one was expecting. It is said that the ring 
is estimated to have a value of one thousand pounds sterling, which are four thousand English ecus and between five thousand 
and six thousand in the money of Berlin. See c. 1, p. 22. 
The present of one thousand pounds sterling, or as H. Bonnet153 reports, estimated to be one thousand five hundred 
pounds. See p. praead. [meaning uncertain] 
The prince of Liechtenstein gave a diamond cross on behalf of the king to the lady-in-waiting Lady Frischwill, who was 
on duty this week, and thereby carried out the functions of a squire serving at the table. But regardless of what I have been 
told, that the cross could be worth two hundred or three hundred pounds sterling, the said Lady Frischwill became annoyed 
at being very badly treated, and, according to what people have her saying, not because of the small value of the present, 
which she at first claimed to have given to someone else, but because the king did not also give her, being a peeress in England 
and lady-in-waiting to the queen, as much as the duchess of Marlborough. 
It is not customary for great men personally to hand over the presents they give to individuals. 
However, it seems that she is not quite right in this last case, because it is hardly the custom for kings or other great 
sovereigns to give their gifts themselves. The duchess of Marlborough [should be treated more favorably], according to her 
function, which she carried out standing next to the queen during those three meals, and because she was the first 
lady-in-waiting, and in this function was even distinguished by the title of Grom of the Stholl [in English in the original, for 
"groom of the stall"], [and], moreover, because of the position of favor and trust that she has with the queen [see next folio 
for continuation] 
34 [fol. 116v] 
Present. 
and the duke, her husband, captain general of the English ground forces, should merit some distinction, without 
commenting on the fact that, even though they are both peeresses of England, one has the title and rank of duchess and the 
other, Lady Frischwill, is of the last rank of the baronial peeresses, c. 1, p. 23. 
There were also gifts given on behalf of the king of Spain to two other ladies who are called "Bed Chamber Womens" 
[in English in the original] or ladies of the queen's chamber, of whom one, when the queen dines in public, stands next to 
the lady-in-waiting, receives the covered dishes that are carried to the table, arranges them on the table, takes the plates, etc., 
that need to be changed, and presents them to the lady-in-waiting, who gives them to the king, to the queen, and to the 
prince. There were two or three meals that the king took with the queen: one in the company of the duchess of Marlborough. 
When the queen asked for something to drink, the duchess, on her knees, offered her a cup and saucer; and the other meal 
with the lady-in-waiting, serving the table according to the aforementioned functions, p. 23. 
The queen had forbidden, moreover, any one else from her court to accept gifts from the king, such as the maître d'hôtel, 
who was in the quarters, and who is called here in English by the name of "Clerck of the green Cloth" [in English in the 
original], nor those in the kitchen, nor the stables, etc. There was only, beyond the mentioned women or ladies, the lord 
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chamberlain from Jersey,154 who had the queen's permission to accept the gift that he was offered, and that also consisted of 
a ring. For the duke of Sommerset, who went to congratulate the king on board the ship the Royal Catherine, who took him 
there, lodged and spent one night in his house in Petworth and [see next folio for continuation] 
35 [fol. 117r] 
Present. 
took him back for the departure for Windsor, it is said that he will have the sword that the king of Spain carries at his 
side, and that his wife, the duchess of Sommerset, will have the king's portrait, c. 1, p. 24. 
Presents that the queen gave to the king. See c. 1, p. 12. 
The queen, who on this occasion did not want to forget to express the grandeur of her soul and her truly royal and 
maternal tenderness for this young monarch, gave him a gift of fifty thousand guineas, which are said to have all been struck 
with the seal of his British majesty. It is also said, I know not on what basis, that there was a gift of horses and of a silver service 
of thirty dozen plates, c. 1. 
Presents that were formerly given to ambassadors in England. See Howel,155 de Legatis, para. 8, p. 336. 
How much was formerly given in England, conf, p. 10. Because during Elizabeth's reign very little was given. What 
is currently given. See p. 16. 
With respect to the entertainment, or the gifts given to the ambassadors, no court ever surpasses the English court. 
For indeed it was established with respect to the French and Spanish ambassadors, certainly the resident ones, [that] at 
their departure, they should receive individually in lieu of an honorarium four thousand ounces of gilded wrought silver; the 
Venetian ambassador two thousand; the [ambassador of the] archduke one thousand six hundred; but now (following the 
example of the other courts) [this] has been somewhat lessened and cut back; and this reduction or scaling down (if we can 
say this) Magister Puiseaux first experienced during the reign of James, to whom only two thousand ounces were given; to 
Venice 1,600, to the ambassador of the archduke 1,000, etc., c. 1, pp. 336-37. 
But henceforth, following the example of other courts, much will be discontinued. Currently, only one thousand 
pounds sterling are given to a Venetian or indeed even only eight hundred. See p. 16. The marshal de Grammont,156 who 
was sent to court by the Infanta, received a present of only twenty thousand talers in Spain, given that it was desirable, 
however, to negotiate better and higher with him and to accept him over Mr. du Mayne157 or the duke of Mayenne, who 
formerly had been sent on the same mission and who had also not received more than twenty thousand talers worth of 
diamonds. See hist. of this ambassador p. 48 , c. 1, p. 29 . 
The king of Spain sent to the marshal de Grammont that very evening a string of diamonds that is quite beautiful, and 
that we estimate at twenty thousand ecus. The marshal for his part gave to D. Christoval158 the presenter, see p. 22, a pendant 
[enseigne in the original document] of diamonds with the portrait of the king in miniature, made on enamel by Petitau [cf. 
Fig. 5 in article by Corinne Thépaut-Cabasset in this issue].159 See the Journal de Voyage d'Espagne,160 pp. 36-37. 
36 [fol. 117v] 
Present. 
While the duke of Mayenne, French ambassador to Spain, was in Almeida, the king sent him the marquis d'Este to keep 
him company and to serve him until the day of his return. Wicq.,161 bk. 1, ch. 18, p. m. 424. And afterward, this marquis was 
given a beautiful new coach by the duke pulled by six large gray horses. See the Hist. of his ambassador, p. m. 40, in the eighth 
vol. concerning various ceremonies. 
The next day the duke of Mayenne went to see the duke of Parma, and then all the great men of Spain until his 
departure, which was on Thursday, the thirtieth of August, on which day all the great men came to visit him and gave him 
a gift of some quite beautiful horses. 
His majesty sent him a gift of diamonds worth twenty thousand ecus, with four beautiful Spanish horses, c. 1, pp. 47-48. 
As for the duke of Mayenne, he gave some great gifts in Spain. He gave to Signora Catelina de Serda, the woman whom 
he met the day of the ceremony, a valuable pendant [enseigne in the original document] of diamonds. 
He also gave sixty gold chains to the officers of the royal house, and several watches, pendants, and bouquets of diamonds 
to several ladies of merit. 
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In total, all the gifts he made added up to twenty-five or thirty thousand ecus, c. 1. 
The duke of Marlborough,162 having taken leave of the emperor and of all the court, left here last Monday with the earl 
of Sunderlandt,163 quite satisfied with the great honors that he had received there and with the generosity that the emperor 
showed him, his imperial majesty having given him a gift of a highly valuable diamond ring. He also received from the lordship 
of Mindelheim in Swabia ten thousand florins of rent, which will be established as a principality, so that in the future the duke 
will have the title of prince of Mindelheim. It was in recognition of the important services that he had [see next folio for 
continuation] 
37 [fol. 118r] 
Present. 
given to the emperor and to the empire on many occasions, and particularly at the famous battle of Hochstedt, that his 
imperial majesty gave him these two magnificent gifts. From Vienna, November 25, 1705. No. 96. 
The duke of Marlborough, after having two private audiences with the king of Prussia, and also having had many 
meetings with his ministers, left here the day before yesterday for Hanover with the earl of Sunderlandt, quite satisfied with 
the great honors that he had received at this court, as well as with the success of his negotiations, and with a magnificent gift 
that had been offered to him on behalf of his Prussian majesty, that is to say a sword garnished with diamonds worth twelve 
thousand ecus. His majesty also gave a gift to the earl of Sunderlandt, of a diamond ring estimated at three thousand ecus. 
From Berlin, December 5, 1705. No. 98. 
The comte d'Heronville, brigadier, who was the first to bring the news of the destruction of the castle of Nice, had a 
reward of one thousand ecus, with an annual pension of one thousand five hundred pounds; and Mr. Buckley, who carried 
the letter of capitulation to the king, also received the same pension from his majesty and was raised to the rank of colonel. 
From Paris, January 28, 1706. No. 9. 
His majesty the king of Spain received word by an express delivery that the king arrived in Caspia on the twelfth of the 
current month, but that he was quite dissatisfied by the cities and communities through which he had passed, because none 
had offered him a gift, with the exception of the bishop of Siguerça, who gave him only two thousand ecus. From Madrid, 
March 17, 1706. No. 27. 
Her majesty the queen of England had given orders to give a large sum of money to the Vaudois or, put another way, 
to the inhabitants of the Piedmont valley, in recognition of the great services that they had provided to the duke of Savoy, 
their sovereign, when the retreating French army was withdrawing into the Dauphiné after its defeat in Turin. 
The prince of Denmark also plans to send to Prince Eugene of Savoy a magnificent gift, which will consist of a carriage 
harnessed to six beautiful horses, and twelve horses de main [riding horses?], in consideration for his helpful intervention 
regarding the duke of Savoy. From London, October 8, 1706. No. 83. 
38 [fol. 118v] 
Present. 
His majesty made a gift of one thousand guineas, which are worth about twelve thousand pounds of French money, to 
the baron of Hohendorf who recently brought him the pleasant news of the ending of the siege of Turin and of the defeat 
of the enemy army that he had undertaken on behalf of the duke of Savoy and Prince Eugene. From London, October 15, 
1706. No. 84. 
The queen of Spain, who has begun her eighth month of pregnancy, sent a gold service and a valuable ring to the duke 
of Berwick,164 in recognition of the great service that he had provided to their majesties during the battle that we just 
mentioned. This gift is estimated at more than seventy-five thousand pieces of eight. From Madrid, May 24, 1707. No. 47. 
The marquis Benedeti Viale,165 envoy extraordinary of the republic of Genoa, received from Leurs Hautes Puissances the 
Estates General the ordinary gift of a gold chain, and he is preparing to travel to England. From The Hague, October 2, 1707. 
No. 19. 
Eight Isabelle-colored horses arrived in Alfen [Germany], which were the most beautiful that anyone had seen in this 
country for a very long time, and which the august king had sent as a gift to the prince and duke of Marlborough. And they 
stayed in that place until the prince had returned from the army. From The Hague, October 5, 1707. No. 80. 
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Wedding presents 
Note the wedding presents that Betlehem Gabor received in 1626 on the consummation of his marriage with the princess 
of Brandenburg from the ambassadors of sovereigns formally invited to the wedding, pp. 124 and 25 [reason for sequence of 
numbers uncertain], and that these presents carried twice the value of the expense of the wedding (p. 129), notwithstanding 
that eight days were granted (p. 128), and France, England, Venice, and other invited states had still not even sent their 
delegates (p. 129). See Merc. Franç.,166 vol. 12. 
How the prince [Betlehem Gabor] gave the bride two hundred thousand talers worth of jewels days after the wedding. 
See c. 1, p. 129. O n the present from the Elector- [see next folio for continuation] 
39 [fol. 119r] 
Present. 
Prince of Brandenburg for the princes, see p. 128. And on the prince's present for the Elector, for the Electress, and the 
proposed bride in the year 1625, see Merc. Franç.,167 vol. 2, p. 1149. Everywhere it is said that he sent the Elector a gold 
scepter, the Electress a bezoar stone, bigger than had ever been seen, and for the princess a very valuable necklace or a chain 
of precious gems, c. 1. 
Mr. Geismar,168 equerry to the king, left here for Dresden with nine beautiful chestnut-colored horses, and a newly 
invented chaise to be used during hunting, which his majesty is giving as a gift to the august king. From Berlin, January 12, 
1709. No. 7 
The king of Prussia sent his portrait decorated with diamonds to General Web in consideration for the bravery and 
courage that he showed at the battle of Winnendale. From London, January 25, 1709. No. 11. And the queen of England gave 
him an annual pension of one thousand pounds sterling, c. 1, no. 101. 
The envoy of the Palatine Elector gave his portrait garnished with diamonds as a gift to all of the ministers of the other 
Electors who are here in recognition of their good service in the affairs of the high palatinate, which was ceded to him some 
time ago by the emperor and the empire. From Ratisbon, January 27, 1709. No. 12. 
The duke of Savoy, our prince, had a service of gold vermeil prepared, which he would like to give as a gift to the marquis 
de Prié,169 minister to the Roman emperor, in recognition of the generous favors that he rendered to him in that court. From 
Turin, April 3, 1709. No. 32. 
The czar similarly gave to his Prussian majesty a valuable sword that he used at the battle of Pultowa and that is the first 
ever produced in Moscow. It is confirmed that these two potentates also gave generous gifts, one to the ministers of the other 
and that he had a sword garnished with diamonds worth twelve thousand ecus made that the king of Prussia gave to Prince 
Menzikof.170 From Berlin, November 16, 1709. No. 95. 
40 [fol. 119v] 
Prince Tarsia Spinelli plans to give a gift of a scepter garnished with diamonds of a value of seven thousand ducats and 
four thousand muids [French unit of measure] of grain for the feeding of the troops to the king of Spain, Charles III, in 
consideration for the fact that his Catholic majesty raised him to the level of high dignitary of Spain. And the marquis 
Garofolo also offered to give a gift to the queen of fourteen thousand ducats to assure the conservation of the goods he had 
acquired under the preceding reign. From Naples, November 5, 1709. No. 96. 
Count Gentile1 7 1 returned from the French court, where he had been sent as envoy extraordinary from the republic of 
Genoa, and he brought with him a chest full of medals that represent all of the largest ones made of Louis XIV, which he 
had received as a gift. From Genoa, November 17, 1709. No. 98. 
O n the eve of St. Nicholas, his imperial majesty gave him a pair of diamond pendants worth fifteen thousand florins, as 
well as a valuable piece of cloth to make a suit, and a small chest full of all sorts of essences in little golden bottles, all 
estimated at thirty thousand florins. And the empress, on her side, also gave a gift of various snuff boxes decorated with 
diamonds, and a very beautiful armchair, the upholstery of which she herself had worked on. From Vienna, December 11, 
1709. No. 103. 
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Leurs Hautes Puissances of the Estates General gave a gift of a gold chain worth one thousand eight hundred florins to 
the count of Stirum, general warrant officer to the prince of Nassau, hereditary governor of Frisia, in recognition of the fact 
that some time ago he brought the letter of capitulation of the city of Mors. From The Hague, December 26, 1709. No. 104. 
The queen honored Captain Nicolas Tieranion with the title of knight in consideration for his faithful services. Her 
majesty also gave a gift of five hundred pounds sterling to Mrs. Schuts, widow of the Baron de Schudts,172 who was sent from 
Hanover to this court, and her majesty in the same way also gave three hundred to Mrs. [see next folio for continuation] 
41 [fol. 120r] 
Present. 
de Leyenkroon, widow of Mr. de Leyenkroon,173 envoy from Sweden. From London, June 13, 1710. No. 49. 
Mr. Kreitschmar, the lieutenant colonel and captain of the guards, who brought [the news of] the capitulation of Dovay 
here to the army on behalf of the deputy lords of that state, was rewarded by Leurs Hautes Puissances of the Estates General 
with a gold chain with a medal worth one thousand eight hundred florins. And they also gave a gift of a gold chain with a 
medal that is estimated at one thousand five hundred florins to Major Rhebinder, the general warrant officer to the prince of 
Nassau, hereditary governor of Frisia, etc., who brought them a letter of congratulations the other day from that prince on 
the same matter. From The Hague, July 23, 1710. No. 53. 
The gift that his majesty gave to Colonel Panton, who returned to the Flemish army, is of five hundred guineas. From 
London, July 11, 1710. No. 57. 
Cardinal Grimani, our viceroy, had a decree posted following upon the order he had received from King Charles III in 
which all gifts of a large number of fiefs in this kingdom given under the previous government were revoked and declared 
worthless, on the condition, however, that those who possessed them will have some three months and an additional six 
months' time to solicit their investiture once again from the collateral council and from the court of Barcelona. From Naples, 
July 1, 1710. No. 59. 
42 [fol. 120v] 
Present. 
When the prince d'Avelino,174 ambassador extraordinary of King Charles III, recently left the palace of the constable 
Colonna to stay in the hotel that he had rented on the Piazza Colonna, he gave one hundred fifty pistoles to each of the lesser 
servants of the constable; and he also gave some magnificent gifts of jewels to those of a higher rank. From Rome, October 
11, 1710. No. 87. 
It is said that the Spanish merchants who are established here have resolved to send a magnificent gift to General, Count 
Gui von Staremberg in Spain, in consideration for his heroic deeds on behalf of King Charles in particular and on behalf of 
the common cause in general. From London, September 30, 1710. No. 82. 
Leurs Hautes Puissances rewarded Captain Smitsard, who brought them [the news of] the capitulation of Aire, with a gold 
chain and a medal, worth one thousand eight hundred florins. From The Hague, November 16, 1710. No. 92. 
O n the presents that delegates receive and give, see Wicq.,175 bk. 1, c. 30, pp. 947ff. 
Gift to the minister from Moscow in Venice 
The Muscovite ambassador, the baron d'Urbigh176 left quite satisfied, as much as from the outcome of his commission 
as from the honors he received on behalf of the ambassador, [such as] the gold chain that our regent presented him at his 
departure, of the same value and the same weight that is normally given to ministers of this rank, and the same as the one 
given as a gift recently to the prince de St. Buono,177 ambassador of King Philip. Thus what was recounted several weeks ago, 
specifically that the gift awarded to the baron d'Urbigh was [worth] only the fifth part of that given to the ambassadors, is in 
fact false and without any basis. From Venice, July 10, 1711. No. 59. 
43 [fol. 121r] 
Present. 
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Two thousand five hundred bottles of wine were recently sent to London, specifically one thousand of champagne, one 
thousand of burgundy, and five hundred of l'Hermitage, which the court is giving as a gift to that of Great Britain. From Paris, 
November 20, 1711. No. 95. 
The marshal de Tallard178 sent a large quantity of bottles of excellent French wine here, which he gives as a gift to his 
friends. It is said that the queen excused herself from receiving the valuable cloth that the French also wanted to send her 
by saying that there would be time enough after the conclusion of the peace accord. From London, December 25, 1712. No. 
1. 
The emperor, before leaving this city, gave gifts to our two regent burgermeisters and to our two most senior syndicates, 
of a gold chain each with his portrait attached. 
O n the thirteenth, his majesty arrived in Würtzburg [Würzburg], where the bishop of that name gave him a magnificent 
reception, and also gave him a gift of a regiment of dragoons. From Frankfurt, January 17, 1712. No. 8. 
The sword garnished with diamonds that the queen wanted to give as a gift to Prince Eugene of Savoy is already finished. 
It is said to be worth more than four thousand pounds sterling and that on top of the handle there is a diamond estimated 
at one thousand five hundred pounds sterling. From London, February 12, 1712. No. 16. 
In addition to the sword that her majesty wants to give to Prince Eugene, she will also give him her portrait garnished 
with diamonds. And it is also said that the city of London, instead of entertaining the prince, wants to give him a magnificent 
present, c. 1, from February 16, [1712]. 
And the queen on his birthday gave the said present to him, a sword garnished with diamonds worth seven or eight 
pounds sterling, c. 1, from February 19, [1712], no. 18. 
44 [fol. 121v] 
Present. 
The hereditary prince of Hessen-Kassel left the day before yesterday to return to Holland, after having taken leave of the 
king of Prussia and all the court. His majesty gave him a gift of a purse with two thousand ducats, as well as two beautiful saddle 
horses, and he begged him to come back through here on his return from his campaign in Flanders. From Berlin, April 2, 1712. 
No. 30. 
A courier from the office of the emperor returned the other day from Barcelona with the news that the empress was 
enjoying perfect health and that the general, Count von Starembourg, appeared quite pleased with the gift that this courier 
had brought to him, a valuable portrait of the emperor garnished with diamonds. From Vienna, April 20, 1712. No. 36. 
Leurs Hautes Puissances of the Estates General made a gift to Mr. Hymen,179 minister to the king of Prussia, of a gold 
chain with a medal, at a value of one thousand three hundred pounds. This minister will leave tomorrow to return to the 
duchy of Cleves via Amsterdam. From The Hague, April 5, 1713. No. 28. 
It is assured that the king of Denmark, who is still at Husum [in Schleswig-Holstein], gave a gift of a very beautiful pair 
of white horses and his portrait garnished with diamonds to Prince Menzikow180 when he went to take leave of his majesty. 
But it is said that his majesty gave nothing to Count von Flemming, general of the Saxon troops, on his departure to recross 
the Elba with them. From Hamburg, June 6, 1713. No. 47. 
The queen gave a gift of one thousand guineas to Mr. de St. Jean,181 secretary to the ambassador, who last Tuesday 
brought the peace treaty that was signed in Utrecht against Great Britain and Spain. From London, July 21, 1713. No. 60. 
45 [fol. 122r] 
Present. 
The king of Prussia has been in Potsdam for eight days, without anyone really knowing when his majesty will return. 
Before the departure of Prince Menzikof,182 the king gave him a gift of his portrait garnished with diamonds and a pair of 
earring pendants, all worth twenty thousand ecus. From Berlin, August 2, 1713. No. 64. 
We learn that his majesty gave to Prince Menzikof an estate situated near Frankfurt on the Oder and a diamond worth 
six thousand ecus to his private secretary. He also gave a gift of a similar diamond to Colonel Bassewitz. Major General Bork 
has yet to enter into Stetin with a Prussian battalion. From Berlin, October 10, 1713. No. 84. 
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The day before yesterday, the duc d'Aumont,183 ambassador extraordinary from France, treated the duke of Ormond, 
Lord Ashburnham, captain of the queen's bodyguards, and several other persons of distinction to a very splendid dinner. The 
tables were served with the most delicate dishes in great abundance. They were served the most exquisite wines from 
Champagne and Burgundy, which were drunk in great quantities. It is also assured that this is the last time that this lord will 
receive publicly, having plans to leave next week to return to the French court. The captain of the yacht, who has to pass 
through France, even came to his hotel today to receive his orders, and [see next folio for continuation] 
46 [fol. 122v] 
Present. 
And he has to leave urgently to go to Dover where he will give word of his arrival to his excellency, who will first leave 
to embark there, and will pass through Calais. In addition to the ordinary gifts that the queen makes to ambassadors' 
secretaries, and which were given last Wednesday by Mr. Inglick,184 master of ceremonies, to Abbot Nadal,185 secretary to the 
ambassador of France, the queen sent him a gold medal through Sir Cotterel, master of ceremonies. From London, October 
27, 1713. No. 88. 
The Dolphin, an English warship, arrived here the day before yesterday from England having on board the gift that his 
British majesty sent to the emperor of Morocco. The chief of the squadron, Paddon, must board this ship to take this gift to 
Miquenez. From Lisbon, November 18, 1713. No. 97. 
Sir John Jennings,186 who arrived here from Italy quite late last Thursday and who left the next day to greet the queen 
at Windsor, brought with him some very valuable gifts that he had been given; that is to say, the portrait of the emperor 
garnished with diamonds that the empress gave him, when this admiral [sic] carried him from Barcelona to Genoa, and a sword 
and a cane, also enriched with diamonds, that the emperor gave him when he passed through Italy. The king of Sicily also 
gave him a gift of his portrait enriched with diamonds, and the [see next folio for continuation] 
47 [fol. 123r] 
Present. 
queen gave him a button garnished with a very beautiful diamond, and several smaller ones around it, that is to be placed 
on a hat, such that these gifts are estimated at more than twenty thousand pounds sterling, in addition to the other cash gifts 
he received. From London, December 19, 1713. No. 103. 
Presents that the newly married duchesse d'Orléans, the princess of Baden, received. 
Presents for the new duchesse d'Orléans. Once it was learned that the new duchesse d'Orléans had recently arrived in 
Bagnolet, Madame the dowager duchess, her mother-in-law, gave her a gift of a chest of jewels with a value of more than eight 
hundred thousand pounds, saying to her that it held all the flowers of the garden of this maison de plaisance. It is said that the 
princess received this considerable gift with expressions full of gratitude, and that her wedding bed was also estimated at more 
than eight hundred thousand pounds. From Versailles, August 7, 1724. No. 65. 
—Translated from the German by Nicola Imrie 
—Translated from the French by Pamela J . Warner 
—Translated from the Latin by Frederick J . McGuinness 
NOTES 
1. Volker Bauer, Hofökonomie. Der Diskurs über 
den Fürstenhof in Zeremonialwissenschaft, Hausväter-
literatur und Kameralismus (Vienna, Cologne, and 
Weimar, 1997); Milos Vec, Zeremonialwissenschaft 
im Fürstenstaat. Studien zur juristischen und politis-
chen Theorie absolutistischer Herrschaftsrepräsentation 
(Frankfurt am Main, 1998). 
2. Johann Christian Lünig, Theatrum Ceremoniale 
Historico-politicum oder Historisch- und Politischer 
Schau-Platz Aller Ceremonien, 3 vols. (Leipzig, 
17194720). 
3. Julius Bernhard von Rohr, Einleitung zur Cer-
emoniel-Wissenschafft der großen Herren (Berlin, 
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1733; repr. with commentary by Monika 
Schlechte, Weinheim, Germany, 1990). 
4. Gottfried Stieve, Europäisches Hof-Ceremoniel, 
2nd ed. (Leipzig, 1723). 
5. Johann von Besser, Preußische Krönungs-Ge-
schichte . . . (Cologne on the Spree [present-day 
Berlin], 1702; Berlin, 1901). The second edition, 
published by order of King Friedrich I, contained 
numerous copper engravings; von Besser received a 
respectable two thousand talers for them. See also 
Hans-Eberhard von Besser, Von den Besserers bis zu 
den Besserst Ein vorgeschichtlicher Überblick zum 
Herkommen derer von Besser (Görlitz, Germany, 
1923), 213. 
6. Johann von Besser, Des Herrn von B.(esser) 
Schrifften, Beydes in gebundener und ungebundener 
Rede . . . (Leipzig, 1711). Under the same title, an 
extended, two-volume, selected works was released 
in 1732, published by Johann Ulrich König. See 
also the catalogue of works by Wilhelm Haertel, 
Johann von Besser. Sein Leben und seine Werke. Ein 
Beitrag zur Geschichte der deutschen Hofdichtung 
(Berlin, 1910), 37-41. 
7. For an initial biographical point of reference, 
see Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie, published by the 
historical commission at the Königlichen Akad-
emie der Wissenschaften, 56 vols. (Leipzig, 1875-
1912; Berlin, 1967), 2: 570-71 (Schnorr von Car-
olsfeld); Neue Deutsche Biographie, published by the 
Historischen Kommission at the Bayerischen 
Akademie der Wissenschaften, vols. 1ff. (Berlin, 
1953ff.), 2: 182 (Adalbert Elschenbroich). 
8. Barbara Stollberg-Rilinger, "Höfische Öffent-
lichkeit. Zur zeremoniellen Selbstdarstellung des 
brandenburgischen Hofes vor der europäischen Öf-
fentlichkeit," Forschungen zur Brandenburgischen 
und Preußischen Geschichte, n.s. 7 (1997): 145-76. 
9. Bestallungsurkunde Kurfürst Friedrichs III. 
Königsberg 25./15.3.1690 [March 25/15 1690, two 
dates according to old style and new style calen-
dars], Sächsisches Hauptstaatsarchiv Dresden 
(hereafter SächsHStA Dresden), Loc. 378/1, fols. 
2r-4v, the citation 3v. For his service von Besser 
was to receive an annual salary of seven hundred 
imperial talers, boarding wages for three servants, 
and feed for six horses. 
10. See also Peter-Michael Hahn, "Der Hof 
Friedrichs III.-I. um 1700 im Spiegel der Hofjour-
nale seines Zeremonienmeisters Johann von 
Besser," in Preußen 1701. Eine europäische Ge-
schichte. Essays, ed. Franziska Windt et al. (Berlin, 
2001), 57-67. 
11. Hans-Eberhard von Besser, Von den Besserers 
zu den Bessers, 1: 207, 2: 221-22. 
12. SächsHStA Dresden, Loc. 378/1, fols. 7r-v, 9r. 
13. Ibid., fol. 13r. See also, e.g., SächsHStA 
Dresden, Loc. 378/2, with the questions submitted 
by the privy cabinet minister Count Heinrich von 
Flemming, who was in charge of conducting the 
ceremonies, and von Besser's answers on ceremo-
nial procedures with foreign princes and delega-
tions. 
14. SächsHStA Dresden, Loc. 378/1, fols. 42r-45r, 
the citation 44r: "wegen seiner Langsamckeit zu 
nichts hätten brauchen können." In 1733, König 
received the title of court and ceremonial coun-
selor and, at the same time, was engaged as librar-
ian of von Besser's library. Ibid., fols. 107r, 108r-
109r. 
15. Kaufuertrag Dresden 18.8.1727, fol. 31r-v. 
16. SächsHStA Dresden Loc. 379/4, fol. 52r-v. 
17. Ibid., fol. 44v (König's report) and fols. 108r-
109r. 
18. SächsHStA Dresden, Personennachlass Jo-
hann von Besser (1654-1729), no. 23, fols. 72v-
143v. 
19. SächsHStA Dresden, OHMA E, no. 1, fol. 
82v: "wie solche der seel: von Beßer durch Ge-
heime Correspondenz un vieles Geld erhalten 
hatte." 
20. On the formation of the inventory, see 
SächsHStA Dresden, 10008 Zeremonienmeister, 
in addition to 12653 Nachlass Besser, Johann. 
21. SächsHStA Dresden, Personennachlass Jo-
hann von Besser (1654-1729), nos. 9-15. 
22. Ibid., no. 14. 
23. The abbreviation "tb." in the untranslated 
original document (translated as "pound") stands 
for the Latin "talentum," the German unit of mea-
sure for pounds sterling; see Paul Arnold Grun, 
Schlüssel zu alten und neuen Abkürzungen (Limburg 
an der Lahn, Germany, 1966), 207. 
24. Mercure galant (Paris), published as Mercure de 
France 1672-1714, as Mercure galant 1714-1716, as 
Nouveau mercure galant 1716, as Nouveau mercure 
1717-1721, and as Mercure 1721-1723. 
25. Charles Honoré d'Albert, duc de Luynes, de 
Chaulnes, et de Chevreuse (1646-1712). 
26. Hughes, Chevalier de Terlon, French envoy to 
Stockholm 1656, ambassador extraordinary 1657-
1660; ambassador to Stockholm, presented creden-
tials 1662, last dispatch 1663. 
27. Abraham de Wicquefort (1606-1682), 
L'ambassadeur et ses fonctions, 2 vols. (The Hague, 
1680-1681). 
28. Wolfgang von Schmettau, Prussian envoy ex-
traordinary to The Hague 1690-1697 and 1701-
1711. 
29. Bonet de Saint Germain, Andre Louis Fred-
eric, Prussian correspondent in London from 1700; 
Prussian resident in London, first report 1697, final 
report 1720. 
30. Nouvelles extraordinaires de divers endroits (Lei-
den, 1680-1798; known from 1798-1809 as Now 
velles politiques), also commonly known as Gazette 
de Leyde. 
31. Ulbo Aylva van Burmania, Dutch envoy ex-
traordinary and ambassador to Sweden, arrived 
1719, departed 1720. 
32. Daniel Cronström, Swedish resident in France, 
first report 1702, envoy 1703-1719. 
33. Adam Otto von Viereck, Prussian envoy ex-
traordinary to Denmark, first audience 1698, final 
audience 1706. 
34. Ezechiel Freiherr von Spanheim (1629-1710), 
Prussian ambassador to England 1702-1710. Au-
thor of Dissertationes de præstantia et usu numisma-
turn antiquorum (London, 1706). 
35. James Vernon, English ambassador extraordi-
nary to Denmark, 1702-1706. 
36. François-Jacques, comte Bouton, later marquis 
de Chamilly, French ambassador extraordinary to 
Denmark, arrived 1698, departed 1702. 
37. Alvise Mocenigo, Venetian ambassador to En-
gland, arrived 1701, departed 1709. Alvise is the 
Venetian form of the name Luigi. 
38. James Melville (1535-1617), The memoires of 
Sir James Melvil of Hal-hill: Containing an impartial 
account of the most remarkable affairs of state during 
the last age, not mention'd by other historians: More 
particularly relating to the Kingdoms of England and 
Scotland, under the reigns of Queen Elizabeth, Mary 
Queen of Scots, and King James. In all which trans-
actions the author was personally and publicly con-
cerned (London, 1683). 
39. Melville (see n. 38). 
40. Wicquefort (see n. 27). 
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41. Theatrum Europæum, oder, Aussführliche und 
warhafftige Beschreibung aller und jeder denckwürdiger 
geschickten . . . (Frankfurt, 1637-1738). 
42. Lettres historiques, contenant ce guise passé de 
plus important en Europe (The Hague and Amster-
dam, 1692-1728; superseded by Mémoires histo-
riques). 
43. Mercure Historique et Politique (The Hague) 
[n.d.]. 
44. Lorenzo Fiesco, archbishop of Avignon and 
(from 1705) of Genoa, papal nunzio extraordinary 
to France, arrived 1702, last despatch 1705. 
45. See n. 29. 
46. See n. 24. 
47. See n. 24. 
48. The Repertorium gives only Charles Scarbor-
ough (Scarburgh), English envoy extraordinary to 
Portugal, first report 1686, recalled in 1689. 
49. See n. 42. 
50. Daniel Marco Delfino, papal nuncio in Paris, 
arrived 1696, final report 1700. 
51. An "Agnus Dei" in this usage was a disk of 
wax, usually (but not invariably) round, stamped 
with an image on either side (one side would be 
the Lamb of God) made from the wax that had 
dripped from the Easter candle, or from the candles 
offered to the Pope on Candlemass. They were 
made in various sizes and were distributed on the 
first Sunday after Easter. Regarded almost as relics, 
they were frequently given elaborate frames. The 
molds (somewhat like waffle irons) for making 
them were usually made by the papal medallist, so 
they are to that extent related to medals. I am 
grateful to Jennifer Montagu for this information. 
52. See n. 42. 
53. Robert Sutton, Lord Lexington, English envoy 
extraordinary to the court of Vienna, presented 
credentials 1694, departed 1697. 
54. Georg Ludwig Graf von Zinzendorf, Saxon en-
voy extraordinary to the court of Vienna 1695 to 
1697. 
55. Carl, Baron Bonde, Swedish envoy extraordi-
nary and resident in The Hague, presented creden-
tials 1697; or Christer, Baron Bonde, Swedish am-
bassador to England, first audience 1655, departed 
1656. 
56. Perhaps a misspelling; not in the Repertorium. 
57. Perhaps a reference to René Mémair, Matelots 
et soldats des vaisseaux du roi (Paris, 1661-1690). 
58. Presumably Henry Jermyn, earl of St. Albans. 
59. Sir Lambert Blackwell, English envoy extraor-
dinary in Genoa, arrived before 1698, final depar-
ture 1705. 
60. Charles-François de la Bonde, Sieur 
d'Iberville, French envoy extraordinary to Genoa, 
arrived 1706, departed 1709. 
61. William Bentinck, earl of Portland, Treaty of 
Spanish Succession, 1698. 
62. Joachim de Montaigu, marquis de Bouzoles, 
French envoy extraordinary to Lorraine, presented 
credentials 1698. 
63. Extensive bibliographic searching has located 
only one periodical titled Gazette de la Haye, but 
this began publication in 1744 (ending around 
1790), so it is too late to be the journal cited by 
von Besser. 
64. See n. 30. 
65. Isidoro Casado de Avezedo de Rosales, mar-
quis de Monteleon, Spanish ambassador and pleni-
potentiary to The Netherlands, presented creden-
tials 1721, recalled 1725. 
66. Henry Davenant? [also d'Avenant in the Rep-
ertorium]. 
67. Charles Baron Montagu, later earl of Halifax. 
68. Richard Savage, earl of Rivers. 
69. Ernst Bogislaus von Kamecke, Prussian envoy 
to Russia, audiences and presented credentials 
1709 and 1711. 
70. Folios 101 and 102 are blank. On fol. 101r is 
an almost illegible short order to von Besser in the 
hand of the Prussian minister Heinrich Rüdiger 
von Ilgen, dated February 10, 1711, stating that 
von Besser should speed up his project for presents 
for the incoming foreign diplomats. 
71. Charles Montagu, earl (later duke) of 
Manchester, English ambassador extraordinary to 
Venice, arrived before 1707, departed after 1708. 
72. Christian Cole, English secretary and charge 
d'affaires in Venice, 1708-1715. 
73. See n. 30. 
74. See n. 62. 
75. Giuseppe Gaetano or Giuseppe Gioacchino 
Carron di San Tommaso, conte di Briançon, or 
Carron di San Tommaso, conte di Buttigliera. 
76. Charles de Stainville, comte de Couvonges 
(1636-1706). 
77. See n. 53. 
78. See n. 54. 
79. Louis Aubery du Maurier (1609-1687), Mém-
oires pour servir à l'histoire de Hollande et des autres 
Provinces-Unies (Paris, 1680). 
80. Not in the Repertorium. 
81. Corte Real Diego de Mendonça, Portugese en-
voy extraordinary to The Hague, first audience 
1691, final audience 1694, envoy to Spain 1694-
1703. 
82. See n. 30. 
83. Anton Florian, Fürst Liechtenstein, ambassa-
dor from the court of Vienna to Rome, first dis-
patch 1689, departed 1694. 
84. Livio Odeschalchi, nephew of Benedetto Ode-
schalchi (1611-1689) who became Pope Innocent 
XL 
85. Possibly Carlo, Monsignore Cesarini, con-
sigliere della camera ducale (Parma). 
86. he Mercure François (Paris, 1611?-1648). 
87. Possibly Don Luis de la Cerda y Aragon, mar-
quis de Cogulludo, duque de Medinaceli, Spanish 
ambassador to Rome, arrived 1687, final report 
1696. 
88. Isaac de Larry (1638-1719), Histoire 
d'Angleterre, d'Ecosse et de d'Irlande (Rotterdam, 
1707). 
89. Cardinal Arnaud d'Ossat (1536-1604), Letres 
[sic] du cardinal d'Ossat (various editions). 
90. Presumably Abraham-Nicolas Amelot de la 
Houssaye (1634-1706), Histoire du gouvernement de 
Venise (Paris, 1685). 
91. Philippe de Commynes (c. 1447-1511; some-
times Philip de Commines), lord of Argenton, au-
thor of Cronicque et histoire . . . : Contenant les choses 
aduenues, durant le regne du Roy Loys vnziesme, tant 
en France, Bourgogne, Flandres, Arthois, Angleterre 
que Espaigne et lieux circonuoisins and of Cronicques 
du roy Charles huytiesme de ce nom que Dieu absoulle, 
both published posthumously in Paris in 1539. 
Named as author of various histories of the French 
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kings published in French and in English in the 
seventeenth century and later. 
92. See n. 27. 
93. Pierre Antoine de Castagnères, marquis de 
Châteauneuf, French ambassador extraordinary to 
Portugal, presented credentials 1703, final report 
1704. 
94. See n. 24. 
95. See n. 24. 
96. See n. 24. 
97. Don Antonio Martin Alvarez de Toledo, duke 
of Alba, in France 1703-1711. 
98. Not in the Repertorium. 
99. See n. 86. 
100. See n. 29. 
101. Not in the Repertorium. 
102. Possibly Carlo Emanuele, count of Vernone, 
Savoy ambassador to France, presented credentials 
1699, final report 1704. 
103. Presumably Annibale, conte di Maffei. 
104. See n. 59. 
105. Cardinal Giorgio Cornaro, archbishop of 
Rhodes, papal nunzio to Portugal, arrived 1692, 
departed 1697. 
106. Henri d'Harcourt, marquis de Beuvron, 
French ambassador extraordinary to Spain, arrived 
1698, final audience 1700. 
107. Comte de Haussenville (also Houssonville), 
envoy extraordinary from Lorraine to The Hague, 
presented credentials 1698, final audience 1698. 
108. Philibert de Hervart, baron de Heuninguen, 
English envoy extraordinary to Switzerland (Ge-
neva), presented credentials 1689, arrived 1690, 
departed 1692; (Bern) arrived 1692, departed 
1702. 
109. Not in the Repertorium. 
110. Presumably the wife of Don Pedro Felipe, 
conde de Berleps, imperial envoy extraordinary to 
Spain, arrived 1699. 
111. The Ottoman Empire. 
112. Possibly Jakob Hoppe, English envoy to Den-
mark in 1692. 
113. William, Baron Paget (later Baron 
Beaudesert), English ambassador to Turkey, arrived 
1693, departed 1702. 
114. Possibly Jacobus Colyer, Dutch secretary and 
resident in Turkey, first audience 1683, died 1725. 
115. Alvise Pisani, Venetian ambassador to 
France, arrived 1699, departed 1703. Alvise is the 
Venetian form of the name Luigi. 
116. Lorenzo Soranzo, Venetian ambassador ex-
traordinary to Turkey, presented credentials 1700, 
departed 1704. 
117. A certain marquis de Lede (Leyde) was Span-
ish ambassador to England in 1655, probably not 
the same person named in 1699. 
118. Don Francisco Bernardo de Quiros, "del Con-
sejo de Castilla," Spanish ambassador to England 
in 1700; Spanish ambassador to The Hague, first 
audience 1700, recalled 1702. 
119. See n. 116. 
120. See n. 113. 
121. See n. 114. 
122. Hermann Adrian, Freiherr von Wachten-
donck, the Palatinate's envoy to Vienna, 1699. 
123. Jean Baptiste René de Froulay, comte de 
Tessé, French chargé de mission to Savoy, received 
instructions in 1700. 
124. See n. 48. 
125. See n. 117. 
126. See n. 118. 
127. Nils Eosander, later Baron Lilienroot, Swed-
ish ambassador extraordinary to The Hague, pre-
sented credentials 1699, departed 1703. 
128. Don Pedro Felipe, conde de Berleps, imperial 
envoy extraordinary to Spain, arrived 1699. 
129. Richard Hill, English envoy extraordinary to 
Savoy, presented credentials 1699, departed before 
1699. 
130. See n. 113. 
131. See n. 114. 
132. Don Juan Antonio Albizu, baron de Purroy, 
envoy extraordinary to Savoy, appointed 1698, de-
parted 1702. 
133. See n. 128. 
134. Bezoar stones are a type of cure-all stone that 
were said to stop bleeding. They are found in the 
stomachs of goats and sheep and, beginning in the 
Middle Ages, were traded along the silk route. 
They came from Asia. During the sixteenth to 
eighteenth centuries the supply couldn't match the 
European demand, and the Jesuits began producing 
fakes made from ground gemstones. See Mamie P. 
Stark, "Mounted Bezoar Stones, Seychelles Nuts, 
and Rhinoceros Horns: Decorative Objects as An-
tidotes in Early Modern Europe," Studies in the 
Decorative Arts 11, no. 1 (Fall-Winter 2003-2004): 
69-76. 
135. Alonso y Valeria, Fray Juan de Santa Maria, 
bishop of Solsona, later of Lerida, Spanish ambas-
sador to Vienna, arrived 1696, final report 1700. 
136. James Cressett, English envoy extraordinary 
to Hanover, arrived 1694, departed 1703. 
137. Don Manuel de Oms y de Santa Pau, marquis 
de Castel dos Rius, Spanish ambassador to France, 
presented credentials 1698, recalled 1703. 
138. The Repertorium gives Don Josef del Haro y 
Lara or Don Gaspar de Haro y Guzman, marquis 
del Carpio, both Spanish representatives in around 
1680, neither posted to France. 
139. See n. 137. 
140. James FitzJames, marshal of France, duke of 
Berwick (1670-1734). 
141. Claude Louis Hector, marquis (later duc) de 
Villars, French envoy extraordinary to Vienna, first 
audience 1698, final audience 1701. 
142. Jean Antoine de Mesmes, comte d'Avaux, 
French ambassador to The Hague, arrived 1701, 
recalled and final audience 1701. 
143. Mr. Barre, French secretary, later resident, in 
The Hague, first report 1701, departed 1702. 
144. Not in the Repertorium. 
145. See n. 24. 
146. Sarah Jennings (1660-1744), married in 1678 
to John Churchill (1650-1722), first duke of 
Marlborough. 
147. See n. 34. 
148. See n. 29. 
149. Thomas Wentworth, Baron Raby, first earl of 
Strafford (1672-1739). 
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150. Presumably Johann Wenzel, Count von 
Wratislaw, imperial ablegatus to England in 1701 
and 17034704. 
151. See n. 29. 
152. See n. 34. 
153. See n. 29. 
154. Edward Villiers, earl of Jersey, English ambas-
sador extraordinary to France, arrived 1698, de-
parted 1699. 
155. Perhaps James Howell (1594?-1666) or Wil-
liam Howell (1638?-1683). 
156. Philibert, comte de Gramont (1621-1707), 
whose memoirs of the English court during the 
reigns of Charles II and James II were published in 
French and in English translation. 
157. Also de Mayenne; presumably the duc de 
Maine, son of Louis XIV and the marquise de 
Montespan. 
158. Possibly a misspelling of Cristobal; neither in 
the Repertorium. 
159. Jean I Petitot (1607-1691), Swiss enamel 
painter who worked in England and France; or his 
son Jean-Louis Petitot (1653-after 1699). 
160. Either François Bertaut, Journal du voyage 
d'Espagne contenant une description fort exacte, de ses 
royaumes, de ses principales villes; avec l'estat du 
gouvernement, plusieurs traittés curieux, etc. (Paris, 
1669) or Journal du voyage d'Espagne avec le plan de 
l'Isle de la Conference, les ceremonies qui s'y font 
observées, et la route des princesses (Paris, 1722). 
161. See n. 27. 
162. See n. 146. 
163. Charles Spencer, third earl of Sunderland (c. 
1674-1722), English envoy extraordinary to the 
court of Vienna in 1705. 
164. See n. 140. 
165. Benedetto Viale, Genovese envoy extraordi-
nary to The Hague in 1707; envoy extraordinary to 
England, arrived 1707, final audience 1709. 
166. See n. 86. 
167. See n. 24. 
168. There are two men with this name in the 
Repertorium; neither was a representative of the 
court of Prussia. 
169. Ercole Turinetti, marquis de Priè (Priero), 
Savoy's representative in Rome, first despatch 
1709; final despatch 1713. 
170. Misspelling of Menshikov; presumably Alex-
ander Menshikov (1673-1729). 
171. Stefano Gentile, Genoise resident minister in 
France, presented credentials 1705, final despatch 
1709. 
172. Probably Ludwig Justus Sinold (called 
Schütz; later Freiherr von Schütz), envoy extraor-
dinary from Hanover to England, first audience 
1690, departed (died?) 1705. 
173. Christopher Leijoncrona, Swedish secretary, 
then resident, then envoy to England, first report 
1691, died 1710. 
174. Marino Caracciolo, Prince of Avellino, ora-
tor extraordinary for King Charles III of Spain in 
Rome, arrived 1710, departed 1712. 
175. See n. 27. 
176. Johann Christopher, Freiherr von Urbich, 
Russian plenipotentiary to Vienna, presented cre-
dentials 1707, recalled 1712. 
177. Don Nicola, principe di San Buono, Spanish 
ambassador to the republic of Venice, first despatch 
1705, departed before 1712. 
178. Presumably Camille d'Hostun, comte de Tal-
lard, French ambassador extraordinary to France, 
arrived 1698, departed 1699 or 1700. 
179. Dr. jur. Rythard von Hymmen, Prussian en-
voy extraordinary to The Netherlands, presented 
credentials 1711, final audience 1713. 
180. See n. 170. 
181. Possibly Henry St. John, Viscount Boiling-
broke, English representative in France in 1712. 
182. Misspelling of Menshikov; see n. 170. 
183. Louis, duc d'Aumont, French ambassador ex-
traordinary to England, first audience 1713, de-
parted 1713. 
184. Not in the Repertorium. 
185. Not in the Repertorium. 
186. Not in the Repertorium. 
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